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CONTRACT REPORTS
Almost all of the methods developed or reviewed during this project can be used
by reserve wardens or volunteer workers with limited time and funds available
for seabird monitoring. In addition, more detailed programmes of work, to be
carried out at small numbers of 'key-site' colonies, have been established.
During the project, cooperation with other interested organisations and with a
network of seabird volunteers around Britain has been steadily extended. The
project was designed to provide the basis of a review by NCC CSD of its future
plans for seabird monitoring.
Previous reports in this series (CSD reports nos. 737 and 821) summarised
progress made during 1986 and 1987, including data collected with the support
of CSD funds and relevant pUblications by the contractee. Major study colonies
included the Isle of May, Fair Isle, Canna, and Skomer; less comprehensive
information was collated for a wide range of other colonies.
In this final report, further data summaries (for 1986-88) and pUblications are
included. Full details are appended of the 'low input' methods developed,
which will allow the breeding success of selected seabirds to be assessed with
minimum effort.
This project is the seabird equivalent of integrated landbird monitoring being
currently developed, partly under contract to NCC, by the British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO). Both the BTO project and the seabird project are founded on
the principle of using a co-operative approach between a co-ordinating agency
and numerous volunteers and professional workers to provide a cost-effective
method of fulfilling NCC's responsibilities and commitments to monitor
Britain's bird populations.
Restrictions: With the exception of Appendices 1-6, those wishing to quote
this report should first consult both ITE (MP Harris) and NCC (PM Walsh).
This is the third and final report of a project designed to review, develop,
test and implement methods of monitoring seabirds. These methods are intended
to provide information not only on seabird population changes but on other
parameters including breeding output, adult survival rates and nestling diets.
By covering such a range of parameters, the likelihood of detecting, and
possibly identifying, adverse changes in the marine environment is improved.
This will provide one of the few effective ways in which NCC can monitor the
wider marine environment around Britain. The information collected is also
essential for adequate assessment of the health of Britain's internationally
important seabird populations.
Contract number: HF3-08-15
Report number: 941
Report title: Development of monitoring seabird populations and performance:
final report to NCC
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It should be noted that this project deals primarily with widespread,
wholly-marine seabirds - i.e., in general, species other than skuas, Larus
gulls and terns. The latter groups are less suitable as general 'marine
monitors,' being either localised in distribution (skuas), feeding inland or
on a very broad range of food types (gulls), or highly subject to localised
breeding failures due to disturbance, predation etc. (terns). Many such
species are already the subject of ongoing monitoring by NCC regions and the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB).
Comments on report's recommendations:
The recommendations made by the contractee (pp. 3-4 of this report) do not
necessarily represent the shared opinion of NCC. However, most of these
recommendations have been adopted fully (some since an early stage in the
1986-89 project) and form the basis of NCC's formalised Seabird Monitoring
Programme (project Bi503, initially funded April 1989 to March 1992). Some
clarifications of individual recommendations, and the extent to which they have
been followed, are given below.
1. PopUlation-monitoring of breeding seabirds (in particular, fulmars,
kittiwakes and auks) continues to be encouraged by NCC, through a combination
of Regional wardens, contracted work at key sites, ongoing monitoring by CSD in
Orkney (and, from 1990, St Kilda), and contacts with other organisations. The
latter include the Seabird Group, which jointly administers the Seabird Colony
Register, a database of whole-colony counts, funded by NCC as part of the SMP.
2. Attempts to improve the representativeness of population sample-plots are
to a large extent dependent on other organisations. Where NCC funding is
involved, every attempt is being made to change over to a system of
randomly-selected plots; already achieved for the Isle of May and Fair Isle,
and to be implemented when plots are established at St Kilda in 1990.
3. Monitoring data are being collated by the SMP coordinator (1989-92) and
stored in computer databases; an annual report on short-term population changes
and breeding success (the first dealing with 1989, CSD report no. 1071) will be
widely circulated to contributors and to other interested individuals and
organisations.
4. 'Key sites' are now in place on the Isle of May, Fair Isle and Skomer,
funded as part of the SMP, with a composite key site for northwest Scotland
being formed by Handa, Canna and St Kilda. PopUlation-monitoring of NCC sample
plots on Orkney mainland continues triennially, with monitoring of breeding
output funded annually on an expanded scale. Some NCC regions have also
provided funds towards some of the above. Results from all of these sites are
circulated as individual CSD reports.
5. Monitoring of breeding success is directed primarily towards kittiwake,
fulmar, shag, guillemot and pUffin (with some NCC monitoring of other species
by reserve wardens).
6. Productivity-monitoring methods presented in this report are being widely
circulated among volunteers and reserve wardens, and colony-coverage is being
steadily expanded.
7. The monitoring work of other organisations continues to be encouraged,
and NCC's cooperation with them to be strengthened; production of the annual
seabird monitoring report is jointly undertaken with RSPB and Shetland Oil
Terminal Environmental Advisory Group.
8. Through informal contacts with individuals and organisations in Northern
ii
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, seabird monitoring there is encouraged;
results are collated and help to place British results in a wider context.
9. Adult survival rates of a small number of species are being monitored at
the four key sites mentioned during 1989-91.
10. No attempts are currently being made by NCC to assess immature survival
rates; however, cooperation with research organisations may yield useful
information for some species.
11. To assstant in assessment of population parameters, Nce continues to
subsidise ringing of selected seabird species by BTO ringers.
12-13. As found during 1986-89, it is proving difficult to obtain adequate
samples of seabird food from colonies away from the key sites, especially on
the west coast. Efforts continue to improve this situation.
14. Collection of weight/wing-length data for nestlings is undertaken as part
of the CSD-funded work at several key-site colonies, but is not actively
encouraged at other colonies.
15. A further review of the usefulness (or otherwise) of weighing chicks will
be undertaken during 1991, building on section 8 of the present report.
16. Radio-telemetry studies of seabird foraging are not currently funded as
part of the SMP; however, these techniques are being used as part of a
NERC-funded study by Glasgow University of seabirds and sandeels in Shetland
waters.
17. Computerisation of data during the 1989-92 project will concentrate
mainly on population-monitoring counts (especially of sample plots) and
breeding productivity data; whole-colony counts are already stored routinely in
a separate database, the Seabird Colony Register, and, with appropriate
'quality-coding', form a further useful source of population-monitoring data.
18. During 1989-92, funds for the Seabird Monitoring Programme are being
directed primarily towards (a) in-house coordination and data-collation, (b)
organisations contracted to monitor seabirds at specific key-sites, and (c)
volunteers monitoring breeding success at other colonies (administered through
a contract with the Seabird Group); general subsidies of seabird-ringing are
separately funded by NCC.
Specific comments on report sections:
3 (monitoring numbers): Although population monitoring of seabirds has been
routinely undertaken since the early 1970s at a range of colonies, there have
been several recent improvements in recommended methodologies. Some of these
improvements derive from the work of the contractee, and the project as a whole
has been invaluable in disseminating such information to seabird workers.
4 (establishment of biological monitoring programmes at key sites): During
this contract, suitable schemes were established, or substantially revised, on
the Isle of May, Fair Isle, Skomer, and Canna/Handa. The report stresses the
importance of establishing more comprehensive monitoring on St Kilda NNR, as
another contribution to a 'northwest Scotland' composite key-site.
5 (monitoring breeding success): Suitable methods were developed and tested
by the contractee, and are now used at a wide range of study colonies.
Summaries of 1986-88 results here include a paper (now published in Journal of
Applied Ecology) on kittiwake breeding success. The importance of monitoring
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9 (radiotelemetry): Fuller details of work on the Isle of May is given in
CSD reports 828 and 928 (by Dr Sarah Wanless).
11 (amateur involvement): This has proved most successful as a means of
increasing coverage of kittiwake colonies for productivity-monitoring, and less
successful for other species (and for dietary studies). The importance of
contact with a central coordinator is stressed.
7 (food of young seabirds): This aspect has been adequately covered at a
small number of colonies only, and data are summarised here and in appendices.
It has proved difficult to encourage sampling at additional colonies where
seabirds are regularly ringed, despite the ease with which food samples can be
obtained in many cases.
Monitoring counts, details of breeding
survival rates are most amenable to this
The most straightforward data are the
need some 'screening' to ensure that
8 (growth of chicks): The potential use of measurements of nestling weights
in relation to wing-length as a method of assessing growth-rates is assessed
here for several species. Practical difficulties in obtaining usable (or any)
data from seabird ringers are considered; the technique would seem most
applicable to colonies subject to ongoing, detailed monitoring. For kittiwake
and shag, possible relationships between growth-rates, breeding success and
food are unclear (see also section 5.3.1 for kittiwake). More information is
needed for guillemot and pUffin. In general, the report concludes that brood
attendance and apparent breeding success are more worthwhile parameters to
record on single-date visits during the nestling period. However, continuing
work on growth-rates on Fair Isle is encouraged, in view of apparent recent
changes in conditions around Shetland.
6 (adult survival rates): Satisfactory scheme are now in place for several
species and colonies. The report stresses the difficulty of obtaining
realistic survival estimates without a major commitment of time and effort;
this effectively restricts the technique to professional ornithologists.
Monitoring immature survival rates and recruitment is even more difficult.
Appendix 1: Population studies of Puffins on Dun, St Kilda (part-funded by
NCC) are summarised for the period 1977-87. This work will form the basis for
continued monitoring of this important population on a triennial basis.
Appendices 2-6: These provide details of methods developed or refined by the
contractee to allow efficient assessment of breeding output of selected
species. Two published papers are included.
Appendices 7-9: Food samples collected during 1988 and calorific values of
fish collected in 1987 are summarised; an in-press paper on Hermaness food
studies 1973-88 (partly funded by NCC) is included.
Appendices 10-12: Chick weight/wing-length data collected under this
project are tabulated for 1986-8.
Appendices 13-14: 1987-88 fieldwork on Canna and 1988 work on Hermaness,
both part-funded by NCC through this project, are summarised in 'independent'
reports.
10 (automatic data handling by NCC):
success, chick measurements, and adult
(counts being the immediate priority).
monitoring counts, but even these will
compatible methods are being used.
breeding success has become increasingly clear in recent years, as the breeding
success of a range of species in Shetland has declined (with 1988 being the
worst year yet). By having a network of monitoring sites in place, the true
geographical scope of such events can be assessed, and similar (or less marked)
events elsewhere are more likely to be detected.
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IlECOMMENDATIOHS
1 Monitoring of numbers of kitiwakes, fulmars and auks must continue as
many populations which until recently were increasing are now
declining.
2 Attempts should be made to increase the representativeness of
sample plots.
3 A computerised data-base of monitoring counts should be set up and
and funds found for an organiser who should (a) encourage counters,
(b) collect and process data, and (c) prepare an annual report of
changes in numbers and breeding success.
4 NCC should organize and fund a biological monitoring scheme to consist
of (a) key sites at the Isle of May NNR, Fair Isle, Skomer NNR and a
group of three sites (St Kilda NNR, Canna, Handa), in the north-west
and (b) a series of smaller studies by wardens and volunteers
scattered around the rest of the country. These schemes are already
in operation and should continue.
5 Biological monitoring should concentrate on kittiwake, fulmar, shag,
guillemot and where possible puffin. Other species should be
followed only where accurate results can be obtained with available
resources. Breeding success gives probably the best indication of
condition around the coast and measurement of this for a range of
species should be given priority.
6 Instructions for monitoring the breeding success of kittiwake, shag,
guillemot, puffin and shag are presented. These have been
field-tested and should be used in the future.
7 Other organisations (e.g. SOTEAG, RSPB) should be encouraged to
maintain their monitoring studies at the present levels.
8 NCC should seek the co-operation of ornithologists in Northern
Ireland and Ireland and encourage them to participate in seabird
monitoring.
9 Estimation of adult survival rates although extremely desirable,
will be extremely difficult to achieve. Unless separate specific
research projects are initiated, NCC should restrict its schemes to
Isle of May (puffin, guillemot, razorbill, kittiwake, shag, herring
and lesser black-backed gulls), Skomer (puffin, guillemot, razorbill,
kitti~ake, herring and lesser black-backed gulls),Fair Isle
(kitt1wake, puffin) and Canna (kittiwake).
10 Estimation of immature survival rates is extremely difficult and
should be the responsibility of research organisations and
universities.
11 BTO ringers should continue to be encouraged (by subsidies) to ring
both adult and young seabirds. Colour-ringing should be discouraged
and restricted to clearly defined projects with attainable aims.
U More information should be collected on the diet of young seabirds,
especially at colonies in the west of Britain.
- 4 -
13 The use of pellets gave a very biassed assessment of the diet of the
shag. Before pellets are used to describe the diet of any seabird,
the results obtained should be validated by feeding trials.
14 Weights and measurements of chicks collected haphazardly are unlikely
to be useful for monitoring feeding conditions. Collection of the
data should continue only at the main study sites and attempts made to
weigh a sample of chicks twice during the period of rapid growth.
15 There is an urgent need for a rigorous statistical review of the
usefulness of weighing chicks.
16 Radio-telemetry is the best available method to study the foraging of
individual seabirds and should be encouraged.
17 NCC should computerize the seabird monitoring counts before investing
time and money in developing automatic data handling facilities for
other topics.
18 NCC funding should be channelled to (a) the organisations and groups
collecting data at the key sites, (b) the expenses of volunteers who
monitor nesting success at other sites, (c) ringers who collect food
samples and (d) general subsidies for rings for both adult and young
seabirds.
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INTRODUCTION
2 • 1 Background
Britain's coasts hold a high proportion of the world breeding
population of some species of seabird (e.g. about 70% of gannets and
20% of razorbills). In European terms, Britain holds the majority of
several species and British seas are critically important as feeding
areas for these birds.
There were indications in the early 1980s that, in certain areas,
increased industrial catching of previously unexploited small fish
might be having serious effects on the breeding productivity of
certain seabird species, but more rigorous data were required. Apart
from the intrinsic need (and NCC's international commitments) to
monitor and conserve seabird populations, seabirds provide one of the
few ways in which we can monitor easily and cheaply the health of the
wider marine environment, though it will remain difficult to
understand the changes taking place.
A highly desirable feature of a monitoring programme is that it should
monitor population processes (productivity, mortality) as well as
population size. Monitoring of such processes may identify a problem
before this becomes apparent in terms of population density, as
seabird populations consist of long-lived individuals and include
large immature components, leading to considerable buffering of the
size of the breeding population in the short term. Biological
monitoring may also indicate the areas in which to look for causes
should a decline appear. If monitoring can also check some possible
causes, such as food supply (e.g. via schedules of bringing food to
young), this is an additional advantage.
In 1986 NCC and ITE initiated a joint project to develop methods of
monitoring seabird breeding performance. The work has concentrated on
cliff and burrOWing nesting species.
A major effort has been made to present data as published papers. Data
from 1986 and 1987 and copies of published papers can be found in the
two previous reports (April 1987 and 1988) and are not repeated here.
Publications are listed in Section 13.
2.2 Objectives
2.2.1 To develop and test methods (suitable for use by volunteers,
wardens, etc) of monitoring by sample counts breeding colonies of
kittiwakes, razorbills, gUillemots, puffins, shags and other seabirds.
2.2.2 To develop methods (of similarly wide applicability where
feasible) of monitoring the breeding productivity, annual adult
survival, immature survival and feeding conditions of the species
listed above.
3- 6 -
2.2.3 To specify the observations, and other data-collection required
to implement (1) and (2) at particular sites, and to design any
necessary forms and a data handling system.
2.2.4 To establish, over the period of the study, monitoring
programmes using the above technique at selected sites around Britain:
possibly the Isle of May, Skomer, Fair Isle and St Kilda.
2.2.5 To encourage the implementation of such a monitoring programme
(or elements of it) at other sites.
MONITORING NUMBERS
3.1 The numbers of many species of cliff- and island-nesting seabirds
in Britain have increased dramatically this century but some of the
increases have now slowed down or stopped. In some northern areas
populations are declining. Monitoring of numbers of kittiwakes
(nests), fulmars (occupied sites), razorbills and guillemots
(individual birds) and puffins (burrows) must continue.
3.2 Methods. There is now general agreement for each species on the
units to be counted (i.e. nests, birds, sites, etc.). However, the
problem of ensuring that the plots which are counted provide a
representative sample of the colony remains. This is unfortunate as
there are tried and tested ways of improving methods.
3.2.1 Guillemot
Harris, Wanless & Rothery (1983) recommended that monitoring
plots for assessing changes in numbers of guillemots should be
dispersed randomly through the colony and presented a method of
so-doing. Following much argument, RSPB concluded after an NCC
contract that a random method of plot selection is to be
preferred when establishing new schemes and a gradual change over
to random plots at colonies where plots were not selected in this
way (Mudge 1988). As far as I know, little progress has been
made in implementing these recommendations in guillemot
monitoring.
3.2.2. Kittiwake
Heubeck, Richardson & Dore (1986) assessed the effectiveness
of using study plots to monitor the overall changes of the
kittiwake population of Shetland. They had some misgivings about
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the use of plots and suggested that a more appropriate method for
monitoring kittiwake populations would be to make an annual
single count of delimited sections of coastline, as opposed to
colonies, during the latter half of incubation. This censuses
total breeding numbers rather than extrapolating to total numbers
from arbitrarily selected study plots. The scheme to monitor
kittiwake on the Isle of May has been altered to this format; the
numbers of nests in the old study plots are recorded separately
to allow comparison with the longer series of counts. There is
much to recommend this approach.
3.2.3 Puffin
The changes in numbers of occupied burrows on Dun, St Kilda
1977-87 were assessed using randomly positioned quadrats. The
method proved efficient and indicated that the population
showed an overall increase by 18% during 1977-87, though at a
variable rate (Appendix 1).
3.3 Results and analyses. Results are collected piecemeal by the
various agencies concerned but there is a great need for (a) a UK
data-base of monitoring counts to augment the NCC/Seabird Group
data-base on the Seabird Colony Register, (b) a person to run it, and
(c) an annual report on changes in seabird numbers. Moves are
underway towards these goals (below).
3.4 Collaboration between ~nitoring bodies. M L Tasker convened a
meeting of interested parties at Aberdeen on 27 October 1988 to discuss
future collaboration in monitoring seabirds in Britain. This section
is based on his memorandum produced after that meeting.
3.4.1 Current monitoring schemes organized by SOTEAG, RSPB, ITE
and NCC were reviewed briefly. Errors in lists of current
monitoring locations and species which had been sent out with
meeting papers were identified; revised lists of monitoring
projects will be issued by NCC in due course.
3.4.2 There was agreement that a comprehensive integrated
seabird monitoring scheme including both numbers and breeding
performance parameters would be very useful to all agencies
present. There was agreement with the NCC plan for a monitoring
co-ordinator (this subject to NCC funding).
3.4.3 There was agreement that the integrated monitoring
programme should focus on kittiwake, guillemot, some species of
terns and fulmar at those sites where these species would be easy
to monitor. Other species e.g. puffin, gulls, Manx shearwaters,
should be added where possible.
4- 8 -
3.4.4 The 'four' main NCC sites (Isle of May, Fair Isle, Skomer
and St Kilda/Canna/Handa) were agreed as key sites. SOTEAG's
Shetland monitoring will continue, as well as RSPB's tern and
reserve monitoring. Several sites were identified where NCC's
wardens might produce more useable data; these included
Hermaness, St Kilda and Rhum. Mark Tasker was to approach the
Department of the Environment (Northern Ireland) to ascertain
their interest in a monitoring scheme.
3.4.5 The production of a series of documents on monitoring
methods was identified as a priority. These would aim to
provide simple, clear instructions to volunteers, wardens etc.
It was agreed that strict standardisation was not necessary for
breeding performance monitoring as agencies are most interested
in knowing of a good, intermediate or poor breeding season.
3.4.6 It was agreed that an annual meeting to discuss monitoring
and population changes would be useful.
3.4.7 If an integrated monitoring scheme is established it would
be desirable if an annual report could be produced. This would
encourage the participants to maintain their involvement.
The agencies present at the meeting agreed that their monitoring
data would be available for such a report.
ESTABLISHMENT OF BIOLOGICAL MONITORING PROGRAKKES JJ KEY SITES
4.1 Detailed comprehensive schemes are now in operation on the
Isle of May NNR (this study hopefully to continue under contract
to ITE), Skomer NNR (NCC contract to Edward Grey Institute, Oxford
University) and on Fair Isle (NCC contract to Fair Isle Bird
Observatory Trust). The locations of these colonies are shown in
Fig. 4.1. These studies must continue to be funded.
4.2 The siting of a study area in the northwest continues to be a
problem. St Kilda NNR is the obvious choice but there are severe
travel and logistic problems in undertaking monitoring studies there.
At present NCC contribute towards the expenses of R Swann for his
long-running study on Canna and this is producing extremely valuable
results on kittiwake, guillemot, shag and other species. In 1988, I
installed guillemot and razorbill productivity study plots on Handa,
where kittiwake success and numbers of cliff-nesting species were
already being monitored by RSPB.
The only seabird monitoring work currently being undertaken by NCC on
St Kilda is on kittiwake productivity. Given that St Kilda is a
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Fig. 4.1. Locations of the key biological monitoring sites.
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National Nature Reserve and is a seabird breeding area of the highest
international importance it is surprising and surely unacceptable,
that monitoring of seabird numbers, receives such a low priority. At
the very least breeding success of puffin, fulmar and kittiwake must
be monitored and some attempt made to determine the food of a range of
chick species. These projects should be possible within the normal
workload of the warden. If not, provision should be made for a
contract worker to collect the data.
4.3 It is impossible to get standardized coverage at all colonies due
to varying practical difficulties and species present. Therefore NCC
should support the study of the species which can be efficiently and
accurately covered at each specific colony. However, other things
being equal work should concentrate on kittiwake, guillemot, puffin,
fulmar and shag which represent a range of different feeding
strategies.
4.4 Wardens, volunteers, ringers and other workers should be
encouraged to undertake work, especially on breeding success, at
other colonies. Such people have made a major contribution to the
study of kittiwake productivity (see next section).
MONITORING BllEEDING SUCCESS
5.1 Methods. Low input methods have been developed for kittiwake,
guillemot, shag, fulmar and puffin. All have been field tested by
both professionals and volunteers and been shown to be efficient.
Instruction sheets to be issued to fieldworkers are given as
Appendices 2-6.
5.2 Coverage. In 1988, schemes were in place to monitor breeding
success of kittiwake (33 colonies), guillemot (5), shag (7), puffin
(3), fulmar (14), razorbill (2), black gUillemot (1), and gannet (1).
These totals involved NCC, RSPB, SOTEAG, ITE and several universities.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Kittiwake. The whole of a recent draft paper is produced
below as it illustrates the potential of biological monitoring
studies.
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BREEDING SUCCESS OF BRITISH KITTIWAKES RISSA TRIDACTYLA IN 1986-88:
EVIDENCE FOR CHANGING CONDITIONS IN THE NORTHERN NORTH SEA
M.P. HARRIS AND S. WANLESS
INTRODUCTION
Many seabirds feed in the upper trophic levels of marine food webs and
are both numerous and conspicuous. In comparison to other top marine
predators e.g. whales, seals and fish, seabirds are relatively easy to
study and thus can be used as indicators or monitors of change in the
marine environment. Seabirds have been widely used to monitor the
incidence of pollutants e.g. organochlorines, heavy metals, oil and
plastics, throughout the world's oceans (Bourne 1976, Morris 1980,
Anon 1983, Stowe & Underwood 1984). They also have a potential use
as indicators of changes in fish stocks and as such can provide a
widespread economical method where conventional fishery research
surveys are unavailable (Ashmole & Ashmole 1968, Furness & Monaghan
1987, Cairns 1988). Several recent studies have illustrated the
feasibility of this approach e.g. Anderson & Gress (1984), Ricklefs et
~. (1984), Barrett et~. (1987), Montevecchi et~. (1988).
In the present study we collected data on the breeding success of
kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla (L.) at 36 British and one Irish colony
between 1986 and 1988. In this species the number of young fledging
from a nest can be measured accurately and is likely to be a good
index of food availability during the breeding season. Several other
factors also enhance the kittiwake's suitability as a monitoring
species: (a) it is common and widespread, (b) it breeds on cliffs and
the nests and young can be counted easily without causing disturbance
to the birds or danger to the observer, (c) it has a clutch of up to
three eggs so that there is potential for variation in breeding
success, (d) it suffers occasional breeding failures which have been
attributed to food shortages (e.g. Barrett &Schei 1977, Heubeck et
al. 1987, Murphy et al. 1982, Hatch 1987), (e) it relies heavily on a
single prey type, sandeels Ammodytes spp. (Cramp &Simmons 1982),
which is also important for many other seabirds and commercial fish
species, (f) a 'short-cut' method is available to measure breeding
output (Harris 1987) and (g) much is known of its population trends
and biology (e.g. Coulson 1974, 1983, Coulson & Thomas 1985). Our aim
was to assess whether a survey such as this could be used to describe
spatial and temporal patterns in the marine environment.
METHODS
The colonies where data were collected in at least one year between
1986 and 1988 are shown in Fig. 1. Colonies are numbered
sequentially from Fetlar (1) in the north to Handa (36) clockwise
around the coast. Observers checked the success of all visible nests
in small colonies or in several clearly defined areas (plots)
containing 50 or more nests dispersed through large colonies (details
in Harris 1987). Plots were positioned randomly or systematically at
Fair Isle (9), Fowlsheugh (15), the Isle of May (16) and Marsden Rock
(20), and haphazardly in the remaining colonies. The positions of
nests were marked on large photographs and their state and/or the
3 \ n: __ 1
5 -......"".Jt)"_ 4
·'--76 /."
10 () • -=:::-- 8
36 ........~'J. 9
\~1_11
• 12t.314
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._15
../ 162~17
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'........-~/ 19
••_ 20
'._ 21
'\ /22
•~/23
•
o
.~ "24
\
25
Fig. 5.1 Locations of kittiwake colonies where breeding success was
monitored in 1986-88. The colonies were Fetlar(l), Eshaness (2),
Westerwick (3), Noss (4), Foula (5), Kettlaness (6), Troswickness (7),
Sumburgh Head (8), Fair Isle (9), Marwick Head (10), Skirza (11), Iresgeo
(12), An Dun (13), Covesea (14), Fowlsheugh (15), Isle of May (16) ,
Dunbar (17), Farne Islands (18), North Shields (19), Marsden Rock (20),
Saltburn (21), aempton (22), Lowestoft (23), Berry Head (24), Trewavas
Head (25), Lundy (26), Skomer (27), Dunmore East (28), Bardsey (29), Calf
of Man (30), Ailsa Craig (31), Islay (32), Colonsay (33), Canna (34), St
Kilda (35) and lIanda (36).
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Fig. 5.2 Breeding success of kittiwake colonies followed in (a) 1986 and
I 1987, (b) 1986 and 1988, and (0) 1987 and 1988. The dotted line
indicates no change.
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Fig. 5.3 Breeding success of kittiwakes at colonies in the North Sea and
west coast in 1986, 1987 and 1988 in relation to latitude. I
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Table 5.1 Breeding success (young fledged completed nest-~of kittiwakes in 1986-88
1986 1987 1988Nests Breeding Nests Bl'eedlng Nests Breeding SourceColony (plots) success (plots) success (plots) success
North Sea
I F'etlal' No data 10)(2) 0.08-0.2.3 96(2) 0 RSPB (M.A. Peacock)2 Eshaness 107(1) 0.65 291(2) 0.64-0.65 288(2) 0.41-0.50 Heubeck (1988a,b, 19891,
Heubeck et a1. (1987)3 Westerwlck No data 133(2) 0.01-0.05 113(2) 0 Heubeck (l988a,b, 1989).
Heubeck et d. (1987)4 Noss 139(l) 0.35 423(4) 0;27.:.0.03 328(4) 0 Harvey &- Suddaby (1986),
Thomson &- Cable (1987).,
Cable &Bird (1988)5 Foula ? Moderate ? low ? 0 Furness (ISlS9)6 Kettlaness No data 261(1) 0.56 229(1) 0 Heubeck (1988a.b. 1989)7 Troswickness 143(2) 11.04-1.06 227(2) 0.)9·0.44- 210(2) 0 Heubeck (1986a.b, 1989),
Heubeck et al. (1987)8 Sumburgh Head 262(4) 0.55=.0.09 )78(4) 0.60,:&.05 )194 0.01 Heubeck (1988a,b, 1989),
Heubeck et a1. (1987)9 Fair hIe 1034(5) 1.03=.0.05 1497(10) 0.97=.0.0) 1415(10) 0. 08.:!:.0. 01 Riddlford& Osborn ,(1986, ..
1987), Riddifard &Si1cocks
(1988110 Harldck Head 58(2) 0.77-1.34 70(2) 0.95-1.43 77(2) 0.58·0.69 Beveridge (1986). Ward (1987),
Thomas (1988)11 Sklrza 218(1) 1.29 217(1) 1.26 216(1) 1.20 Aspinall 119861, Parsons 1968),
Evans (1989)12 Iresgeo 285()) 1.27+0.16 2:61(2) 1.2:4·1.40 252(2) 1.30
13 An Dun 182(2) 1.44:"1.58 208(2) 1.46-1.55 291m 1.)914 Covesea No data No data 185(·) 0.62 K. Wheeler
15 Fowlsheugh 100(l) 1.13 351(8) 1.26+0.05 )42(7) 1.00+0.05 RSPB (H. Thurgate, R.C. Raynor)16 Isle of Hay 1133(16) 1. JJ.:!:.O. 04 1291(i5) 1.09';0.06 1278(15) 0.82";'0.08 Pers. obs.17 Dunbar Ho data )41(·) 1739 380(·) 1705 S.R.O. da Prato18 Farne Islands No data 676(10) 1.11+0.09 775(11) 1.17+0.08 National Trust19 North Shields 78 1.40 76 1:")4 68 171620 Marsden Rock No data No data 598(8) 0.96+0.06 O. TurnerZl Saltburn 232()) 1.19+0.02 146(4) 1.00+0.06 160(4) 0.93";'0.05 K. Ferry
ZZ Bempton 285(6) 1.1):0.2) )64(6) 1.55';0.04 - RSP8 (H. Davies, P. Philp)
Z3 lowestoft 90(*) 1:"34 91(·) 1:"56 107(*) 1.4) 8.J. Bra...n
'est Coast
Z4 Berry Head 119(3) 0.96=.0.17 118() 0.99+0.19 125(3) 0.86.,!,0.19 K. Partridge
25 Trewavan Head No data 126(") 0'";"04 No data P. McCartney26 Lundy 243(1) 0.22 191( II 0.22 138(1) 0.79 D. Dlcklns
27 Skomer 152()) 0.45+0.09 206()) 0.97+0.08 204(4) 0.98+0.09 C.H. Perrlns
28 Dunmore East 267(2) 0.00:"1.07 258(2) 0.85:"0.96 245(2) 0.73::'0.85 D. McCrath &P. Walsh29 Bardsey ? poor 82(1) 1.09 10){l ) 0.85 Bardsey Bird &FIeld Observatory
(P. Jenks, T. Collins)
30 Calf of Man 166(1) 0.15 109(2) 0.09-0.30 238()) 0.04=.0.01 Calf of Han Bird Observatory
(D. Walker)
n Ailsa Craig ? poor 93(2) 0.30·0.41 561(3) 0.03 8. lonfrlllo
32 Is1ay No data No data 68(2) 1.09·1.18 M.A. Ogilvie
33 Colonsay No data .58(4) 1.05+0.07 1J86(J) 0.57.0.18 3. Clarke34 Canna 187(1) 0.57 280(11 0750 368(2) 0.0370.36 Swann' Ramsay (1'86,1'87)35 St KUda 142(2) 0.41-0.63 189(2) 0.62·0.85 29)(4) 0.65.0.09 J. Evans, J. Babb. D. Hiller
36 Handa 286(4) 1.0'=.0.13 No data 24)(4) 0.69~0.0' RSPB (C.l.P. Self, R. Ascroft)
Notes: I. * indicates all vlslble nests in the colony .ere checked
2. If two plots were checked the range of success Is given. otherwise the (lgure Is mean ~ S.E. (unless < 0.01 when it is
omitted) • The number of plots checked Is given in brackets after the total of nests
3. Colony locations are shown in Fig. 1
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number of large young present were assessed visually in (a) late May
and early June when most birds had laid and (b) in mid-July just
before the young fledged. All very large young were assumed to have
fledged. Where possible or needed, an additional later check was
made to determine the survival of late chicks. Where small chicks
were still present at the last check, 50% were assumed to have
fledged. Field trials indicated that this short-cut method could
have over-estimated true success by up to 13% (Harris 1987). At Ailsa
Craig (31), Skirza (11), Iresgeo (12), and An Dun (13) the estimates
of success were based on the mean of several counts of nests in June
and a single count of large chicks in July in several plots. Figures
for Foula (5) come from checks of nests late in the season (Furness
1983, 1989) and for North Shields (19) from all-season studies (J.C.
Coulson unpubl. data).
Throughout this paper ~~ccess is expressed as the mean number of young
fledged completed nest (defined as where an adult was seen
apparently incubating or where the nest appeared capable of holding
eggs). Where several plots were counted in a colony there were often
large and significant (!t'-tests) differences in the proportion of
successful and unsuccessful nests in the plots; colony success was,
therefore, calculated as the mean (+ S.E.) of the plot totals rather
than the weighted mean. -
The diet of chicks was assessed on the Isle of May, Fair Isle and two
Caithness colonies (Iresgeo, Inver Hill) by collecting regurgitations
produced by adults and chicks caught for ringing. A few samples were
collected at other locations. Reasonably intact fish were assigned
to 2 cm length classes. On Fair Isle, Isle of May and Iresgeo
weights and wing measurements were taken for a sample of chicks each
year.
Details of sources are given in the Appendix; longer runs of data and
more detailed observations were extracted from the annual reports and
log-books of the Bird Observatories on Bardsey (29) and the Calf of
Man (30) and for Shetland from Heubeck (1987, 1988, 1989) and Heubeck
et al. (1987) and for Lowestoft from Brown (1984 updated). In many
analyses, colonies were divided into those bordering the North Sea
(Shetland south to Lowestoft; colonies 1-23 in Fig. 1) and those on
the west coast of Britain (including south-east Ireland) (colonies 24
- 36). For convenience, Fair Isle and Foula are not considered as
parts of Shetland.
RESULTS
Breeding success
Details of sample sizes and annual successes are given in the
Appendix. Over the three years kittiwake breeding success varied
greatly from z~l0 (several colonies in 1988) to 1.56 young fledged
completed nest (Lowestoft in 1987). Breeding success at each
colony was generally very similar in 1986 and 1987 (Fig. 2), with the
mean difference in 23 colonies being only 0.022 + 0.05, but was much
lower in 1988. The differences between values for colonies monitored
in 1986 and 1988 (mean + S.E. = -0.19 + 0.08, n = 23), and 1987 and
1988 (-0.22 ~ 0.05, n =-29) were both significantly below the
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During the day one or other of the kittiwake pair is normally present
with the chicks although the young may be left unattended at night
(Barrett 1978, Galbraith 1983). However, at some colonies where
breeding success was low observers remarked on the unusually high
proportion of unattended young. The effect appeared to get gradually
more pronounced in Shetland over the three years and was first
No attempt was made to determine the reasons why individual nests were
unsuccessful but particularly when breeding success was low, most
observers made a general assessment of when and at what stage breeding
failed. The data suggested that in Shetland birds failed
progressively earlier each year. Thus, in 1986 and 1987, moderate to
severe post-fledging mortality was reported in mid to late July,
whilst in 1988 most losses occurred when birds had small to
medium-sized chicks at the end of June (reference in Appendix). In
1988 failures occurred first in Shetland and then spread sequentially
south to reach Fair Isle, Harwick Head (10), Handa and St Kilda (35)
in mid to late July. However, not all failures followed this pattern
and at the west coast colonies of Calf of Man, Ailsa Craig and Canna
(34), many birds apparently never laid (as no eggs were seen) and/or
nests failed mainly during incubation or at or soon after hatching.
Some nests at Castlerock, Coleraine, Northern Ireland failed when
young died just before they were expected to fledge (S.H. Guthrie
pers. comm.).
There were also some differences in breeding success in relation to
geographical area. In the North Sea in 1986 and 1987 there was a
significant negative relationship between breeding success and
latitude for colonies between An Dun and Shetland with latitude
explaining 68% and 83% of the variation in breeding success in the two
years respectively (Fig. 3). However, south of An Dun (580 00'N)
there was no obvious relationship between success and latitude. In
1988, when most Shetland colonies failed completely and colonies
elsewhere showed a marked reduction in breeding success, there was a
significant north-south trend in success over the whol~lrange (Fig. a)·
Success declined by 0.18 chicks fledged completed nest for every 1
shift north, and latitude explained 60% of the variation in breeding
success. Successes at Iresgeo, Skirza and An Dun were higher than
predicted from their latitude, possibly because they were all checked
earlier (7 July) than most other colonies (mid to late July) which
could have led to their breeding success being over-estimated although
a later check did not discover any dead chicks. (It is possible,
however, that conditions off the extreme north east of Scotland may
have been good as kittiwakes on Auskerry off east Orkney also had a
successful season (A.D.K. Ramsay pers. comm.).) Removing the three
Caithness colonies from the regression increased the amount of
variation explained to 86%. In 1988 the Calf of Man and Ailsa Craig
produced virtually no young but in contrast to the North Sea, no
systematic pattern of breeding success with respect to latitude was
apparent amongst the west coast colonies (Fig. 3).
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(t = 2.39, P <0.05; t = 4.59, P(O.OOl,
In 1988, bIrds at 10 of the colonies monitored reared
or virtually no young at all. The only colony to
higher success in 1988 was Lundy (26) where breeding
highest recorded since 1982 (D. Dickins, pers. comm.).
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rig. 5.4 Mean weights (and 95% confidence intervals) of kittiwake chicks
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on Fair Isle in 1987 (squares) and 1988 (circles) in relation to wing
length. Numbers indicate sample sizes. Differences between adjacent
samples for each wing length were all significant (*, *** = P <0.05, P,
0.001, respectIvely).
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remarked on by observers as being common outside Shetland in 1988,
e.g. Fair Isle, Iresgeo, Isle of May, Handa. Few quantitative data
are available but on the Isle of May 49% of 1272 broods checked
between 0900-1800 h on 1-10 July 1988 were unattended which was
significantly higher than the 13% of 306 broods recorded over the same
period in 1986 (~' = 133, ~<0.001). We have been following seabirds
on these cliffs since 1981, and 1986 was the first year that we
recorded chicks being left. In 1988 broods of two were more than
twice as likely to be unbrooded as single chicks (69% compared to 31%,
n = 606 and 666, respectively, Il' = 181, P,O.OOl). Similarly at
Iresgeo in 1988, 19% of 93 broods were unattended on 16 July and 23%
of 326 broods were unguarded on 20 July (S. Mackay, pers. comm.).
Chick weight
The widespread reports of chick deaths and parental neglect strongly
suggested that food shortage was at least partly responsible for some
of the breeding failures. We therefore examined all our available
data on chick weights and wing lengths for evidence of retarded growth
in years when breeding success was low. The only colony to show such
an effect was Fair Isle where chicks in 1988 had significantly lower
weights for given wing lengths than chicks measured in 1986, or 1987.
Furthermore, freshly dead chicks were significantly lighter than live
chicks (Fig. 4). On the Isle of May and Iresgeo there were no annual
differences in chick weights.
Food
Sandeels were by far the most important item in the chicks' diet being
present in 89% of 194 regurgitations collected in 1986-88 and making
up about 90% of the total biomass (Table 2). The proportion of
sandeels in the diet of chicks on Fair Isle was slightly lower in
1988. Furness (1989) found an even more marked difference on Foula
where the proportion in 1988 was only 67% compared to 100% between
1977 and 1982. In contrast, the only samples for a west coast
colony, Canna, consisted mainly of two species of Trisopterus. Thus,
there was suggestion of a link between a reduced amount of sandeel in
the chicks' diet and lower breeding success but many more data are
required to elucidate this. The majority of the measurable sandeels
in the regurgitations were less than 10 cm long (Fig. 5) which
corresponds to the O-group age class (fish hatched in the current
year) although some longer sandeels (I-group or older) were also
present. On both the Isle of May and Fair Isle, fewer O-group fish
were taken in 1988, when success was low, compared to 1986, when more
chicks were produced. In Caithness, more than 90% of sandeels
regurgitated by kittiwakes in 1988 were O-group size and chick
production there was markedly higher than expected from colony
latitude. Thus there also appeared to be a link between the
availability of O-group sandeels and breeding success but again more
data are needed to elucidate this.
DISCUSSION
From the beginning of this century until about 1969 the kittiwake
population in Britain increased at an average rate of 3-4% p.a.
(Coulson 1974). The increase continued, albeit at a lower rate,
between 1969 and 1979 in colonies bordering the North Sea but the
numbers of breeding pairs in south-west and north-west England, Wales,
fig. 5.5 Length distribution (in 2 em categories) of sandeels regurgitated
by kittiwakes at Fair Isle, Iresgeo and Isle of May in 1986-88.
numbers measured are given in brackets.
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Table 5.2
The food of kittiwake chicks at various colonies expressed as (1) %OCcurrence in the numher
of regurgitations and (2) the %hiomass.
Sample Size Total Sandeels Clupeidae Gadidae CrustaceaRegurgitations Items lIt(g) (1) (2) (I) (2 ) (I) (2) (I) (2)
Isle of May, Fife
1986 35 105 312 97 98
.0 0 9 141987 17 80 165 94 95 6 3 0 6 11988 32 92 354 79 94 11 (, 0 0
Iresgeo and Inver Hill, Caithness
1987 8 ? ? 100 100 0 0 01988 15 c.l00 169 100 9 0 7 5 0
Fair Isle
1986 24 151 404 100 100 0 0 01987 34 211 721 100 100 ·0 0 01988 8 32 108 87 98 0 0 13 <I
Sumhurgh, Shetland
1987 2 12 65 50 69 01988 1 1 3 0 0 100 100 0
Canna, Inner Hehrides
1987 7 15 150 14 20 0 83 80 01988 6 20 120 0 0 83 80 17 5
Faraid Head, Sutherland
1986 1 ? 100 100 0 0 0
Sule Skerry, Orkney
1986 4 ? 100 100 0 0 0
Additional items (and relevant % in diet): Fair Isle, 1988 on unidentified fish (13%, 3%, 2%);
Canna, 1988, 3 small prohahle wrasse Lahridae (17%, 15%); Sumhurgh, 1987, one mackerel Scomher
scombrus L. (50%, 31%).
.
2. Numbers before colony names refer to their locations as shown in
Table 5.3 Timing of the main period of failure in 1988 for colonies where
Notes. 1. Only colonies where success was 0.7 young fledged completed
-1
nest are considered. No information was available for
Covesea.
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Early July; medium to large young
Mid-June; eggs small young
Mid-July; medium to large young
Chick stage
Main period and stage of loss
Chick stage
Late July; large young or after
fledging
Many pairs did not lay, few hatched
First half July
Middle third July; medium young
More than half pairs apparently
did not lay, many eggs did not
hatch and many young died
early/mid July
Mid- and late-July
End-June; small to medium young
End-June; small to medium young
Some eggs deserted, young died
early July
End-June; medium young
Probably failed during incubation,
or at hatching
o
o
o
o
o
o
0.69
0.45
0.08
0.57
0.20
0.04
0.65
0.03
0.01
0.63
Fledged/
completed nest
Fig. 1.
breeding success was low
Colony
1. Fetlar
2. Eshaness
3. Westerwick
4. Noss
5. Foula
6. Kettlaness
7. Troswickness
8. Sumburgh Head
9. Fair Isle
10. Marwick Head
30. Calf of Man
31. Ailsa Craig
33. Colonsay
34. Canna
36. Handa
35. St Kllda
Fig. 5.6 Breeding success of kittiwakes on (a) Bardsey and (b) Calf of Man
in 1960-88. Open circles indicate estimates based on general assessments
of success scored as good (1.0), moderate (0.8), poor (0.2) or very poor
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south-west Scotland and southern Ireland declined (Coulson 1983).
During the 1980s decreases in numbers continued in Orkney, Shetland
and south-east Ireland and probably Caithness (Heubeck 1986; McGrath
&Walsh 1985; Mudge 1986; Benn et al. 1987). However with a few
notable exceptions, e.g. Coulson~ Thomas (1985), Brown (1984),
McGrath &Walsh (1985) very little published information on breeding
success was available.
The data collected 1986-88 indicated spatial and temporal variation in
kittiwake reproductive success in Britain. In 1986 low chick
production in the North Sea was confined to Shetland but by 1988
breeding success had also declined in colonies well south in the North
Sea and the situation in Shetland had deteriorated to such an extent
that all the chicks at some colonies died. Although very poor
breeding seasons have been recorded periodically in Alaska and Norway
(Barrett &Schei 1977; Barrett & Runde 1980; Johansen 1978; Murphy
et al. in press) until recently such events have not been a feature of
British North Sea colonies. Long term studies at North Shields and
Lowestoft indicate that chick production at colonies in the southern
North Sea has been consistently high since at least the early 1960s
(Coulson & Thomas 1985; Brown 1984) and seriously reduced breeding
success was not recorded in Shetland until 1985 (Heubeck & Ellis
1986). The 1986-88 survey also showed that chick production was
markedly lower on the west coast of Britain in 1988 with complete
breeding failures at some colonies; there was a) no latitudinal trend
in success was apparent, and b) results from Bardsey and the Calf of
Man indicate that chick production on some parts of the west coast has
frequently been low in the past (Fig. 6). In contrast, recent
breeding failures on Canna are a new phenomenon, at least in the last
15 years (R.L. Swann & A.D.K. Ramsay, pers. comm.).
A marked feature of the recent failures in the North Sea has been that
most losses occurred during the chick stage. This contrasts with the
situation described by Coulson & Thomas (1985) at North Shields where
the comparatively small annual variations in reproductive output were
due mainly to changes in clutch size, hatching success, and to a
lesser extent to changes in chick survival and where in general,
fledging success was much higher than hatching success. The phenology
of failures in Shetland and the north-east coast of Britain was also
different to that on the west coast where failures on the Calf of Man,
Ailsa Craig and Canna were apparently caused by birds not laying or
nests failing mainly during incubation or soon after hatching.
In the North Sea changes in the extent and severity of the breeding
failures were tracked by changes in the timing of the main period of
loss. Thus in Shetland losses in 1988 occurred earlier than in 1986 or
1987 (Heubeck 1989). Within 1988 failures were recorded first in
Shetland (where most pairs failed) and then spread sequentially south
to reach Fair Isle (a few young reared), Marwick Head (chicks died
just prior to fledging) and Handa (where most losses did not occur
until just prior to or after fledging).
Food shortage
Within the North Sea the evidence that food shortage was responsible
for the low breeding success is mostly circumstantial, but taken as a
whole, compelling. First, kittiwakes in Britain appear to rely
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heavily on small to medium-sized sandeels on which to rear their young
(Pearson 1968; Cramp &Simmons 1982; Galbraith 1983; Coulson &
Thomas 1985, this study) and sandeel stocks around Shetland are known
to have declined in recent years (below). Second, there was a marked
increase in the amount of time that adults spent away from the nest
which resulted in chicks frequently being left unattended. Although
some chicks were taken by predators or died during periods of bad
weather, the ultimate factor was parental neglect. Such behaviour
strongly suggests food shortage during chick rearing and this was
borne out by chicks being significantly underweight on Fair Isle in
1988. Barrett &Runde (1980) noted that on Runde, Norway, in a year
when breeding success was low, only 35% of broods had an adult
present.
Third, several other seabird species which also depend on sandeels to
feed their young similarly reared few or no chicks in Shetland and
nearby islands in 1988. The species affected tended to be
small-sized, inshore, surface feeders e.g. arctic tern Sterna
paradisaea Pont., puffin Fratercula arctica (L.), arctic skua
Stercorarius parasiticus (L.) and great skua Catharacta skua (BrUnn)
(Ewins 1985; Monaghan et al. 1989; Furness 1989; Heubeck 1989;
Harris & Riddiford 1989; -r1artin in press). A link between breeding
failures of kittiwake and arctic tern has been noted previously in
Norway (Barrett &Schei 1977). The amount of time a species has to
spend foraging to rear a typical brood decreases with adult body size;
thus small species such as the kittiwake which spend a high proportion
of their time finding food for their young will be more susceptible to
breeding failures during periods of food shortage since they cannot
increase the amount of time spent foraging (Pearson 1968; Furness &
Monaghan 1987). Finally, similar conclusions were drawn from similar
data collected during widespread breeding failures of kittiwakes and
puffins in Norway in the 1970s (Barrett & Schei 1977; Barret & Runde
1980; Lid 1981; Anker-Nilssen 1987). Here detailed pathological,
microbiological, toxicological, endocrinological, enzymological and
parasitological examinations failed to find evidence that the deaths
had been due to anything but starvation (references in Anker-Nilssen
1987).
The stocks of sandeels in Shetland have declined in recent years and
this has been attributed to (a) possible overfishing by a local
fishery which started in 1974 and reached a peak in 1982 (Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds, press release 3 August 1988)and
(b) natural factors (Kunzlik 1989). The available data from fishery
research tends to support the latter as, although sandeel numbers have
certainly declined, the spawning stock in 1986 (the last year data are
available) was still more than 60% the maximum recorded (in 1984)
(details in Kunzlik 1989). It appears as though a series of poor
recruiting year classes resulted in a decrease of smaller sandeels on
which many seabird species depend for food for their young. Kunzlik
postulated that adverse environmental factors could be influencing the
survival of larvae and/or the transport of larvae into and out of the
Shetland area. Our findings that the situation in Shetland, although
being more severe, is part of a more widespread change which extends
further south into the North Sea into areas where no sandeel fishing
occurs supports Kunzlik's environmental hypothesis.
Hydrographisches Institut.)
Fig. 5.8 Sea surface temperatures in the northern North Sea during the
first weeks of July 1984 and 1988. (Data from charts issued by Deutsches
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Fig. 5.7 Sea surface temperatures around Shetland in early July 1974-88.
(Data from charts issued by Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut.)
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Environmental changes . . .
As yet it is not possible to link these recent changes 1n k1tt1wake
breeding success to any specific environmental change. However,
major changes have occurred in the North Sea and north-east Atlantic
during the last 20-30 years. These include a gradual increase in
northerly airflow and storminess, a progressive delay in the
initiation of the spring phytoplankton bloom, a long term decrease in
zooplankton abundance (particularly in the west central North Sea), an
increase in the numbers of the dinoflagellate Ceratium fusus
(particularly in the waters around Shetland between 1985 and 1987) and
an increase in herring Clupea harengus l. stocks (Colebrook 1985,
1988; Dickson et al. 1988; Saville &Bailey 1980, updated).
Between 1985 andll988 the summer sea surface temperatures around
Shetland increased to levels not recorded since 1974 (Fig. 7) and in
July of recent years warm water has extended down the east coast of
Scotland (Fig. 8). It may well be that temperature per se is not the
controlling factor since kittiwake breeding success was, in general,
higher in colonies in the southern North Sea where July sea surface
temperatures were 4-50 C higher than around Shetland. However,
changes in temperature are likely to be associated with varying
degrees of penetration of Atlantic waters into the North Sea (Hart
1974) and thus indicative of more profound oceanographic changes.
Changes in water temperature and salinity have been implicated with
past changes in the abundance of sandeel larvae around Shetland and
Orkney (Hart 1974).
In Alaska, kittiwake breeding success is very variable, failure of a
colony to produce any young in a year is common and breeding failure
is considered to have occurred only when production is less than 0.1
young per pair being produced (Hatch 1987). Hatch found no
consistent relationship between kittiwake productivity and sea surface
temperature in the Gulf of Alaska and concluded that it was unlikely
that any single environmental factor will prove to be a good predictor
of seabird success. The same probably holds for the North Sea as the
highest recorded successes in recent years have been in the southern
North Sea where sea temperatures are highest.
Coulson & Thomas (1985) found a positive correlation between the
breeding success of kittiwakes at North Shields and the size of the
North Sea herring stocks. They suggested that in general an increase
in herring abundance would lead to improved breeding success of
kittiwakes since immature herring are an important part of the
kittiwake's diet early in the breeding season. The spawning stock
biomass of North Sea herring increased five-fold between 1981 and 1988
but this was not accompanied by high kittiwake breeding success in
Shetland. However, although adult herring are now found in relative
abundance around Shetland, juvenile fish of the size fed by most
seabird species to their chicks do not occur within 50-100 km of the
archipelago and are thus largely outwith the normal foraging range of
many of the seabirds during the chick rearing period (Pearson 1968;
Kunzlik 1989). Indeed the poor recruitment of sandeels could be at
least partly due to predation by herring since larval sandeels form a
major part of the herring's diet (Hardy 1924).
Few chicks were fledged at some west coast colonies in 1988 but these
failures seem unrelated to those in the North Sea, as they occurred at
- 17 -
different times of the season and with no obvious geographical
pattern. This is not unexpected since the oceanography of the two
areas is very different. Interpretation of the results from the west
are hindered by the almost complete lack of knowledge about the diet
of kittiwake chicks there.
Although breeding success may not be the most sensitive measure of
breeding performance (Hunt et al. 1986), surveys such as the one
described here provide a usefur-and relatively cheap method of
monitoring changes in the marine environment. However the detailed
interpretation of the results is dependent on fundamental research
into the population dynamics, ecology and behaviour of both seabirds
and their prey undertaken at the same time.
References cited are listed in Section 14.
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Fig. 5.10. Breeding success (young fledged per nest) of shags at the
same colony in 1987 and 1988. The 'no change' line is shown.
Fig. 5.9. Breeding success (young fledged per pair laying) of fulmars at
the same colony in 1987 and 1988. The 'no change' line is shown.
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Table 5.4. Breeding success of fulmar 1986-88
Eshaness. Shetland
Sites
(plots)
219(4)
1986
Fledged!
site
0.49:1:0.10
1987
Sites
(plots)
246(4)
Fledged!
site
O. 55tO. 10
1988
Sites Fledged
(plots) site
? 0.36
I
I
548(5) 0.48±0.05
Noss, Shetland
Tr08wickness, Shetland
Sumburgh, Shetland
Foula, Shetland
Fair Isle
830(6)
48 (2 )
0.54
O.:S6±0.03
0.46-0.61
Good
?
385(4 )
48 (2 )
494(5)
0.42
0.39±0.10
0.53-0.75
Good
0.54tO.03
?
?
453 (5)
0.27
0.46
0.30
Poor
0.3StO.04
I
I
0.43
? 0.41
no data
U (3) 0.50
I
I
I
0.34tO .. 03
0.34±0.03
0.37±0.10
0.31tO.09
0.39±0.. 06
no data
no data
562(5)
667(5)
64 (10)
116(3)
119(5)
O.3S±0.05
0.34tO.05
0.51tO.13
0.47±0.11
0.17
0.60
0.67-0.90
23(3 )
30
641(5)
520(5)
69 (9)
101(3 )
31 (2 )0.49
no dala
79(11) 0.53:1:0.10
43 (I)
Iresgeo, Caithness
Isle of May
An Dun, Caithness
Bardsey, Gwynedd
Tantallon, Lothians
Guernsey, Herm & Jethou
Farne Is.
no data
73(2) 0.38-0.52
Calf of Han
ColoRsay
Canna
Uig, Lewis
no data
39 (2 )
no data
0.20-0.48
no data
48 (2 )
825(11)
0.46-0.77
O.41±O.03
52 (2)
n (2)
50(2 )
56(2 )
0.22-0.67
0.27-0.43
0.13-0.49
0.14-0.43
I
I
Notes: 1) Sources are listed in Table 5.1. Additional sources were
C H Reynolds (Uig), H Hill (Channel Islands I
2) Success is expressed as the number of large young present in August in defined parts of the
colony divided by the count of apparently incubating birds in the same area in late Hay or June.
Where more than one area was checked the number of plots checked is given in brackets after
the total of nests. If two plots were checked the range of success is given, if more then I
the mean±SE is shown.
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Table 5.5. Breeding success of shag, 1986-88.
Nests Fledged/ Nests Fledged/ Nests Fledged
(plots) nest (plots) nest (plots) nest
Sumburgh, Shetland good good 167 1.44
Foula good ? good
Fair Isle 68 1.47 64 1.20 64 1.30
Isle of May 223 0.75 288(14) 1.09±0.14 22 I ( 14 ) 0.61±0.09
Faroe Islands 291 (10) 1. 56±0. 13 328(9) 1.22±0.18
Guernsey no data 79(8) 0.85±0.24 26(4) 0.77±0.28
Bardsey, Gwynedd no data 29 1.76 no data
Calf of Han no data no data 25% of normal
Colonsay no data 37 (3) 1.64±0.16 29(3 ) 1.90±0.10
Canna 13 1.17 50 2.02 46 2.04
Notes: 1. Sources are given in Table 5.1. Additional data from M Hill
(Guernsey), Okill (1989; Sumburgh)
2. Success 1s expressed as young fledged (or very large young present) per completed
nest where 8 bird recorded as 'incubating'. On Canna every nest had eggs present.
3. Where more than one area was checked the number of plots is given in brackets after
the total of nests. If two plots were checked, the range of success is given, 1f more
the mean±S.E. is presented.
Breeding success of gannet, guillemot, razorbill, puffin and black guillemot, 1986-88.Table 5.6.
Gannet
Fair Isle (incubating bird)
Nests
(plots)
124
Fledged!
nest, site
or burrows
0.68
Nests
(plots)
107
Fledged!
nest, site
or burrows
0.48
Nests
(plots)
126
Fledged!
nest, site
or burrow
0.78
I
I
I
I
I
I
67
785(5 )
57 (2)
very poor
poor
93 0.70
176 0.93
62 0.76
very poor
poor
71 0.75
157 0.88
Notes. 1. Sources given in Table 5.1. Additional data from Martin (in press),
Okill (1989).
2. Where more than one area was checked, the number of plots followed is given in brackets afler the
total of nests. If two plots were checked the range of success is given, If more than two the mean
is shown.
Guillemot
Fair Isle (occupied site)
Foula (impression)
Rest of Shetland (impression)
Harwick Head (site)
Isle of Hay (egg laid)
Farne Islands (egg laid)
Handa (site)
Razorbill
Foula (impression)
Rest of Shetland (impression)
Isle of May (egg)
Handa (site)
Puffin
Hermaness, Shetland (impression)
Foula (impression)
Fair Isle (egg laid)
Isle of May (egg laid)
Skomer, Dyfed (occupied burrow)
Black Guillemot
Fair Isle (occupied site)
good
good
good
0.71
O.82tO.02
0.47-0.74
no data
good
normal
84(5) O. n±0.06
no data
very poor
poor
no data
136 0.80
40 0.87
no data
73
800(7)
86 (2 )
64(4 )
no data
24
good
normal
0.71:0.12
0.58
107 (2 )
64
732(6)
70(3 )
92 (2)
98(5 )
114 (2 )
14
0.77-0.80
good
good
0.78
0.85±0.02
0.79tO.OZ
0.76:0.88
poor
normal
0.70±0.05
a.82tO.86
0.57
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5.3.2 Fulaar. Details are given in Table 5.4. There was a
small but not statistically significant reduction in breeding
success between 1986 and 1987 but a significant reduction of 30%
between 1987 and 1988 (Fig. 5.,).
5.3.3 Shag. Breeding success varied greatly (Table 5.5) but
there was no significant change between 1987 and 1988 (Fig.
5.10). There were too few data to compare 1986 and 1987.
5.3.4 Other species. Breeding success of puffin, guillemot,
razorbill and gannet remained high (Table 5.b).
ADULT SURVIVAL RATES
6.1 Coverage. Data were collected from the Isle of May (puffin,
guillemot, razorbill, shag and kittiwake. Survival of herring
and lesser black-backed gulls will be monitored starting in 1989,
Skomer (puffin, razorbill, herring and lesser black-backed gulls;
data to be supplied separately in C M Perrins' report to NCC;
adult and immature survival of guillemots is being followed by
T R Birkhead), Canna (kittiwake), Fair Isle (kittiwake, puffin,
black guillemot and shag), Hermaness (shag, gannet).
6.2 Data are given in Table 6.1.
6.3 The survival of puffins on the Isle of May averaged 95.6% 1973-81
but then declined to average 87.6% 1981-88. Survival of adults on
Skomer showed a similar decline and there was a significant positive
correlation between the two survival rates over the 13 seasons where
data were available (rs = 0.63 P 0.05). This correlation is
unexpected as puffins from the two colonies winter in different
areas. Factors influencing winter survival appear to be acting over a
wide area.
6.4 Survival rates of other species on the Isle of May were high but
survival of shags between 1987 and 1988 was lower than anticipated.
There are as yet too few data from elsewhere for any meaningful
comparisons to be made.
6.5 My attempts to get amateurs and wardens to measure adult survival
showed that worthwhile data are only likely to come from dedicated
professional ornithologists. Despite some ringers being keen and
willing to colour-ring birds, they just do not have the time to search
for colour-rings in the years following the initial ringing. Such
searchs are best made early in the season before birds lay; few
Table 6.1 Annual survival rates of adult seabirds 1987-1988.
Note: The kittiwake figure is unrealistic due to the checks
for rings being made after some birds had lost eggs or
chicks.
Note: It is very difficult to find every bird each year so
this figure is certainly too low. However, including
birds missing in 1987 but seen in 1988 only increased
the survival 1986/87 to 84.3%.
Shag 104
Kittiwake 108
Black Guillemot 11
Puffin 140
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
85.3
82.1
80.4
92.1
92.7
75.0
91.5
81.2
97.3
50.0
95.1
95.7
96.5
96.1
91.4
%
Survival
1986-87
77 .3
38.5
35.2
72.7
77.9
88.7
86.4
85.5
86.0
76.1
88.1
66.7
85.5
91.5
75.0
90.1
%
1987-88
59
6
65
55
133
124
40
38
8
109
70
71
141
323
24
347
Seen
1988
67
9
76
62
163
172
81
83
164
Alive
1987
353
32
385
Oystercatcher
Kittiwake
Breeding
Shag
Breeding
Nonbreeding
Total
Breeding
Adults
Breeding
Nonbreeding
Total
Breeding
Low light
Tarbet
Total
Puffin
Razorbill
1. Isle of May
Guillemot
2. Fair Isle
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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non-professionals have spare time then. Amateurs should be
discouraged strongly (or perhaps even banned) from colour-ringing
adult seabirds unless they have well formulated and attainable aims.
6.6 Fair Isle B.O. had difficulties in resighting colour-ringed shags
and kittiwakes. The survival rates recorded (38% for shag, 35% for
kittiwake) are unrealistically low. In the case of the shag the
difficulties in finding shags if they move even to the next bay are
unsurmountable. This study should stop. A serious attempt must be
made to find colour-ringed kittiwakes in April/May 1989; if this
proves to be impractical this work should also stop. There is little
point in continuing with colour-ringing black guillemots as the sample
sizes will always be very small. Colour-ringing of puffins should
continue.
6.7 Experience has shown that a sample of about 150 individually
colour-ringed birds is (a) large enough to yield useful results, and
(b) small enough to be manageable logistically.
6.8 Several amateurs have colour-ringed seabird chicks to try and
measure recruitment. Some have obtained useful data on age of first
breeding, but in general, studies of recruitment require a full-time
professional ornithologist. Recruitment studies should remain the
responsibility of research organisations and universities supported by
NCC and other grants.
FOOD OF YOUNG SEABIRDS IN 1988
7.1 As in 1986 and 1987, Fair Isle, the Isle of May and Canna were
covered fairly adequately as regards sampling the food of young, but
in general it is difficult to get ringers to collect fish. Details of
diet and measurements of prey are given in Appendix 7.
7.2 Sandeels were by far the commonest prey for the young of most
species but some species in Shetland appeared to have been forced to
switch to other prey. Changes in the food of seabirds at Hermaness
NNR have been documented in detail by A R Martin (in press) who has
been partly funded by this project. His paper on this is included as
Appendix 8.
TABLE 7.1. Diet (% by number) of young seabirds on Fair Isle in 1986-88. The figure in brackets after the
number of fish is the number of regurgitations or fish loads examined.
% of samples which contained
Range of Total Sprat Fishing
sampling No. of fish Sandeel or Gadidae Butter offal or Other
dates in samples Herring -fish waste items
Fulmar
1986 24/7-11/8 1(24) 4 0 0 0 96 0
1987 /7- /8 7(14) 29 0 0 0 65 6
1988 1/7-10/8 7(37) 3 0 0 0 94 3
Shag
1986 25/6-8/7 32 (11) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1987 / - /7 394 (35) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1988 3/7-30/7 36 (11) 93 0 0 0 0 7
Razorbill
1986 24/6-16/7 26 (26) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1987 - 31(31) 97 3 0 0 0 0
1988 3/7-30/7 4(4 ) 75 25 0 0 0 0
Guillemot
1986 15/6-1/7 47(47) 96 4 0 0 0 0
1987 /6- /7 30(30) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1988 14/6-8/7 89(89) 99 0 1 0 0 0
Black Guillemot
1987 6/7-12/7 51 (51) 37 0 0 61 0 2
1988 11/7-4/8 40 (40) 0 0 15 48 0 37
Kittiwake
1986 5/7-8/7 151(24) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1987 /6- /7 211(34) 100 0 0 0 0 0
1988 26/6-9/7 29(8) 94 0 0 0 0 6
--------------------
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7.3 The food of some young seabirds on Fair Isle in 1986-88
by K.P. Harris & N.J. Riddiford
7.3.1 During the 1980s numbers of some species of seabird in the
main part of Shetland have declined and breeding success has
been low (Heubeck et al 1986, Shetland Bird Report 1987, Heubeck
1988, Monaghan et ale 1989, Furness 1989). In 1988, few young were
reared by arctic terns, kittiwakes, great skuas and arctic skuas
(Heubeck 1988). The reasons for these failures are unclear but
changes in food supply have been suggested (Heubeck & Ellis 1986,
Martin in press, Monaghan et al 1989). This report summarizes what
is known about the food brought in for chicks of thirteen species a
seabird on Fair Isle between 1986 and 1988 and presents more
detailed information on the diet of puffin chicks for seven years
between 1974 and 1988. References cited here are listed in section
14.
7.3.2 Food samples obtained were (a) regurgitations produced by
young herring gulls, lesser black-backed gulls, great
black-backed gulls, kittiwakes, great skuas, arctic skuas,
fulmars and ~hags caught for ringing,(b) loads of fish dropped by
puffins caught in mist-nets, (c) fish found in colonies of
guillemot, razorbill, black guillemot, arctic and common tern and
(d) fish identified during observations from a hide of young
guillemots (4 days in 1988) and black guillemots (4 days in 1987,
8 days in 1988). Fish or regurgitations were usually weighed, and
the sandeels Ammodytes spp. were also measured (length to tip of
tail) or, if partly digested assigned to 2 cm categories by
reference to intact fish and then deep frozen for later
examination. No fish from kittiwakes or shags were measured in
1987. Chick diet is expressed as percentage (by numbers) of
specific items in the regurgitations or fish examined. Very few
regurgitations contained more than a single item and those which
did are mentioned below.
Breeding success was determined by (a) regular checks of nests
without disturbing the birds, using numbered photographs or
diagrams, or (b) for puffin and black guillemot by checks of
burrows after birds had laid and before the young fledged.
7.3.3 Details of the main food items fed to chicks, and the
ranges of sampling dates are given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. As the
diet of seabird chicks can vary within a season and dropped fish
may be unrepresentative of those actually eaten, conclusions
which are based on small samples, should be treated with caution.
Nevertheless the general differences in diet between years are
clear.
l
TABLE 7.2. Weight (g) and composition of loads of fish taken from puffins on
Fair Isle in 1974-88. In 1988, the fish under sprat could have been
a juvenile herring and there were also two Norway pout and
one unidentified flatfish.
% Total fish
Sandeels
Range of Mean weight Total large small Whiting Sprat Rockling Saithe
sampling ±SE fish
dates (n)
(days)
sampled
1974 10/7-14/7(3) ? 47 64 11 25 0 0 0
1975 15/6-24/7(6) ? 117 32 45 0 10 13 0
1976 16/6-27/7 (10) 6.2±0.5(6l) 212 88 6 0 0 3 3
1977 15/7-27/7 (5) 7.3±0.6(42 ) 277 5 89 1 4 1 0
1986 27/6-23/7(6) 7.0±0.8(20) 44 26 70 2 0 2 0
1987 /6- /7 ( ) 4.6±0.4(27) 32 22 78 0 0 0 0
1988 2/7-21/7(5) 6.0±0.6(34) 116 7 22 50 1 1 0
--------------------
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Fulaar: Offal and small fish, probably from trawler discards,
made up at least 65% of the diet each year. Fish identified
included Trisopterus sp. (probably Norway pout T. esmarkii) (3),
whiting Merlangius merlangus (2), probable hake Merluccius
merluccius (1), unidentifiable Gadidae (1) and a cartilaginous
fish; sandeels were important only in 1987. Other items were a
minute 'shrimp' and a whelk operculum.
Shag: All the regurgitations contained sandeels and one
sea-scorpion Taurulus bubalis was also recorded. In 1986 all the
sandeels measured were between 10 and 13 cm long (Fig.7.1). A
much greater size range was apparent in 1988.
Kittiwake: Except for a 1 cm-long 'shrimp' and an unknown fish
in the same sample, all regurgitations consisted entirely of
sandeels. Like shags, kittiwakes regurgitated more large sandeels
in 1988 than in 1986 (Fig. 7.1).
Guillemot: Sandeels made up 98% of the 166 fish identified; the
exceptions were two sprats Sprattus sprattus and one Trisopterus
sp. The mean lengths cm±S.E. (and sample sizes) of sandeels were
12.9 ± 0.5 (45) in 1986, 13.7 ± 0.1 (30) in 1987 and 11.1 ± 1.4
(8) in 1988. Thus guillemots brought in smaller sandeels in
1988.
Razorbill: This species often carries several fish at a time
for the chick so it is not known how many loads the 61 fish
represented. All the items were sandeels except for two 11 cm
long fish which were either sprat or herring Clupea harengus.
Puffin: In the six years between 1974 and 1987 for which data
were available sandeels were by far the commonest prey and made up
75-100% of the fish fed to chicks (Table 7.2). However, in 1988
sandeels formed only about 30% of the diet and Gadidae, mainly
whiting with a few Norway pout, were the main prey. The only
other year in which whiting formed a major component of chick diet
was 1974. Despite the changes in species composition the weights
of whole loads in 1988 were similar to these in previous years.
Sandeels of several different age classes are eaten by seabirds
and these can be divided into the O-group (those hatched in the
current calendar year and usually less than 10 cm long) and older
fish (usually longer than 10 cm). The mean sizes of the two
groups taken from puffins in each year are shown in Fig. 7.2.
1976 and 1977 were unusual in that very few larger sandeels were
taken even though there appeared to be good numbers of these
size-classes recruiting into the Shetland sandeel populations
(Kunzlik 1989). The few 4-6 cm long sandeels in 1976 came
p.esumably from a late-spawning stock.
Fig. 7.2. Mean values ±2SE of the two sizes of sandeels brought ashore
by puffins on Fair Isle, 1974-88. The sample sizes are also shown.
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Fig. 7.1. Size distribution (in 2 cm categories) of sandeels
regurgitated by kittiwake and shag on Fair Isle in 1986 and 1988.
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Table 7.3. Breeding Success of seabirds on Fair Isle, 1986-88.
Chicks reared/pair laying
1986 1987 1988
Species pairs young/pair pairs young/pair pairs young/pair
Fulmar 548 0.47 494 0.53 453 0.38
Gannet 124 0.68 107 0.48 126 0.78
Shag 64 1.30 64 1.20 68 1.47
Kittiwake 1034 1.02 1497 1.00 315 0.09
Black Guillemot ? 25 0.48 14 0.57
Puffin ? 93 0.70 71 0.75
Arctic Tern ? 211 0.00 345 0.003
Common Tern ? 37 c.0.50 59 0.03
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Black guillemot: Butterfish Pholis gunnellus were the
commonest food of chicks in both 1987 and 1988. Although sandeels
were the other main item in 1987 none were recorded in 1988 and
their place was apparently taken by long-spined sea-scorpion
Myoxocephalus scorpius (5), sea-scorpion (5), Yarrell's blenny
Chirolophis ascanii (1) and a single minute rockling. All but
three of the sea-scorpions were found lying in the colony, so many
of these fish may have been too spiny or awkward for the chicks to
swallow. Three flatfish were recorded in 1988 and one in 1987.
Other seabirds: In 1986 no data were collected for species
other than those mentioned above and the only additional record
for 1987 waS of five 5-6 cm sandeels dropped by common terns. In
1988 arctic terns brought in three sandeels 9-11 cm long.
Regurgitations from arctic skua chicks collected between 24
June-14 July contained sandeels (3), other small fish (1), and
the stomach of a bird (1). Those of great skua chicks collected
between 3 July-6 August contained mammalian or bird flesh (5, one
also had a piece of fish), young rabbit (1) and probable trawler
discards (3). Young great black-backed gulls regurgitated fish
flesh (l) and a 10-12 cm sandeel (l) on 5 July. Lesser black-
backed gull chicks regurgitations collected between 6 June-18 July
contained a 14 cm Gadidae (1) and toast and fish offal together
(1), whilst young herring gulls handled on 6 June-18 July
regurgitated sandeels (3), fish discards (3), the remains of a
guillemot egg (1), a whole guillemot chick (1) and a small oily
fish.
7.3.4 In 1986 the four species monitored had relatively
successful breeding seasons (Table 7.3). In 1987 fulmars, shags
and kittiwakes showed little change in breeding success from the
previous year but gannets Sula bassana fledged markedly less
young. Arctic terns fledged no young at all. There was a wide
disparity in the breeding success of the various species in 1988.
Chick production was high for gannets and shags but there was
almost a total failure among kittiwakes and the two species of
tern. Of the remaining species fulmars fledged fewer young than
in the previous two years, whereas breeding success was slightly
higher in the black guillemot and puffin.
7.3.5 During the study sandeels were present to a greater or
lesser degree in the chick diet of all the species of seabird
sampled. The importance of sandeels during chick rearing is well
known and has previously been demonstrated in a wide range of
seabirds at colonies around Britain (e.g. Pearson 1968, Furness
1983, Ewins 1985, 1986, Harris & Wanless 1986). The only notable
difference in the diet of any species on Fair Isle and elsewhere
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was that of the fulmar. In 1986-88 sandeels made up only 3-29% of
the chick diet which was a much lower proportion than the 72%
recorded on Foula, Shetland between 1978 and 1982 (Furness & Todd
1984) and 47% recorded on Yell, Shetland in 1984 and 1985 (Fowler
& Dye 1987); it was, however, similar to the 3% on Foula in 1988
(Furness 1989).
Clearly 1988 stands out as a very odd breeding season.
Kittiwakes, common terns and arctic terns all nested in record
numbers (pers. obs.) but failed almost completely to raise their
young. Fulmars did moderately well and gannets, shags and auks
reared good numbers of chicks. Sandeels formed a much smaller
proportion of the diet of puffin chicks and were completely absent
from that of black guillemot chicks in 1988 (Table 7.1). Although
the sizes of sandeels taken from puffins in 1988 were not markedly
different to previous years (Fig. 7.2), kittiwakes and shag
regurgitations contained a higher proportion of large sandeels in
1988 than 1986 (Fig. 7.1).
In contrast, the mean size of sandeels found in the guillemot
colonies was lower in 1988 compared to either 1986 or 1987.
However the situation in the guillemot is confused by the fact
that an unknown proportion of these fish would have been used for
display and such fish are generally smaller than those fed to for
chicks (Harris &Wanless 1985). Many of ·the 1988 fish may have
been for display. There was nothing unusual in the measurements
of sandeels from Puffins in 1988
The large difference in breeding success between the various
species in 1988 is consistent with the idea that there was a
shortage of small sandeels at or near the sea surface. This would
be expected to have a catastrophic effect on kittiwakes and terns
which feed in the top few centimetres of the water column. For
these species there was apparently no alternative source of food
and their young starved. In contrast, species which feed by
pursuit-diving could either still find sandeels of a suitable
size, e.g. shag and guillemot, or could switch to an alternative
prey species e.g. puffin and black guillemot. From studies on the
Isle of May it is clear that the diet of young puffins
can change quite considerably over a period of years (Harris
1984). However, on the Isle of May the alternatives to sandeels,
namely herring and sprats are of much higher energy value than the
whiting which formed a large part of the chicks diet on Fair Isle
in 1988. On St Kilda, Western Isles, young puffins which received
a high proportion of whiting in their diet in the wild had
relatively low fledging weights, and captive chicks fed ad lib. on
a diet exclusively of whiting could not be reared successfully
(Harris & Hislop 1978). Although the increased proportion of
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whiting did not apparently have an adverse effect on breeding
success of Fair Isle puffins, at Hermaness, Unst, puffins in 1987
and 1988 brought in small loads of very small rockling and
gadoids; chicks were found dead in this colony and breeding
success was probably very low (Martin in press). It therefore
seems likely that an increased dependence on whiting during chick
rearing would ultimately result in a lower breeding success of
Fair Isle Puffins.
Gannets on Fair Isle were more successful in 1988 than in the two
previous years. This species feeds by plunge diving so can
exploit prey lower in the water column than either kittiwakes or
terns although it cannot dive as deeply as the pursuit-divers. It
is also a much more efficient flier than the auks or shag and has
a potential foraging range in excess of 100 km which is
considerably more than the estimated 30 km for auks and 15-20 km
for shags (Pearson 1968, Nelson 1978, Bradstreet & Brown 1985,
Tasker et al 1987). The diet of gannet chicks on Fair Isle was
not sampled but it can apparently rear its young successfully on a
wide range of fish species. Studies in Shetland and elsewhere
have shown that the relative importance of sandeel, mackerel
Scomber scombrus and herring can change over a period of years
(Wanless 1984, Martin in press). The current recovery of herring
stocks in the North Sea (Saville & Bailey 1980, updates from ICES
Reports) is likely to be advantageous for the gannet, which can
take adult herring. It may, however, be detrimental to seabird
species which depend on small sandeels as herring are major
predators of sandeel larvae (Hardy 1924).
The biomass of spawning sandeels (i.e. 2 or more years old),
around Shetland increased through the 1970s to a peak in 1984 and
then declined; the decline in numbers of O-group sandeels was much
more marked with a reduction of maybe 80% between 1982 and 1985
and the sparse data suggest that very few were present in 1988
(details in Kunzlik 1989). There is disagreement as to whether
these changes are natural (Kunzlik 1989) or a result of the
Shetland sandeel fishery (RSPB Press release, Shetland Fishing
News). Some support for the former comes from the finding that
Kittiwakes in many colonies as far south as the Firth of Forth and
the Irish Sea were also less successful in 1988 than they had been
in 1987 (pers. obs.). This suggests that the events recorded in
Shetland were part of a more widespread phenomenon which was also
apparent in areas without a human sandeel fishery.
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7.4 Calorific analyses of fish collected in 1987-88 confirmed the
preliminary findings that food quality was good (Appendix 9). Sprats
from guillemots on Canna were of extremely high calorific value.
7.5 On the Isle of May, feeding frequency of the young of the three
species of auks was high and the food quality good.
7.6 In the puffin there is a significant negative correlation between
the weight of a chick feed and the feeding frequency. The same may
well occur in other species. Therefore, a realistic measure of
feeding conditions of the chick needs estimates of both meal size and
feeding frequency. The measurement of feeding frequency is time
consuming, even for auks, and very difficult for shag and kittiwake
which have several young and which may feed each several times after
each foraging trip. Only research workers have sufficient time to
obtain accurate results and NCC's monitoring will have to be
restricted to describing what prey species young are fed rather than
how much food they receive.
7.7 Many seabirds produce pellets which contain the undigested
remains of prey. Otoliths from fish are common in pellets and
can often be identified to species and their lengths used to estimate
the size of the fish which they came from. Many workers have used
otoliths to describe the diets of seabirds but few have checked the
validity of their results.
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7.7.1 The usefulness of pellets for assessing the diet of adult
shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis
Several different methods are commonly used to investigate the diet
of adult seabirds, (a) making direct observations of feeding birds,
(b) examining stomach contents either by killing birds or flushing
out the food from the stomach, and (c) examining the remains in
regurgitated pellets. All these techniques have serious
limitations and biases associated with the interpretation of the
results. For instance observations of feeding birds will tend to
record large, difficult to handle prey; soft-bodied prey will
leave few, if any, traces in pellets. Some cormorants
Phalacrocoracidae regurgitate mucus covered pellets which contain
calcareous fish otoliths (sagittae) and bones, fragments of
crustacea, cephalopod beaks which can often be identified to
species, and stones. Even though it is known that some of the
otoliths, which are composed of calcium carbonyt2, are completelydigested in the acid conditions of the stomach ' , the relative
proportions of the otoliths of different species in the pellets
have been ~s~d4to document the diet of several species of
cormorant. ' ,
Adult shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis visit colonies such as the
one on the Isle of May, Firth of Forth, Scotland, throughout the
year, and it is possible to collect large numbers of pellets. We
were interested in annual and seasonal changes in5the food of these
shags but, bearing in mind the warning of Hartley who stressed
that pellets alone should not be used in food studies until
preliminary trials had established their quantitative and
qualitative adequacy, we wished to check whether the remains of the
prey species could be detected in the pellets with equal, or at
least predictable, accuracY6 7 Two studies of stomach contents of
shags collected in Scotland ' , and our own observations of food
regurgitated by adult and young shags, indicated that sandeels
Ammodytidae (mainly Ammodytes marinus), Clupeidae (mainly sprat
Sprattus sprattus and herring Clupea harengus) and Gadidae were
likely to make up most of the diet. We therefore fed captive
shags known numbers of known size sandeel, herring, sprat and cod
Gadus morhua, and examined the contents of the pellets that they
produced to determine (a) what proportion of the otoliths from
these fish were recovered, and (b) whether or not the measurements
of the otoliths gave an accurate indication of the size of the fish
that had been eaten.
7.7.2 Two adult male and 2 adult female shags were caught at
their nest-sites prior to breeding, marked with colour-rings, and
kept (under licence) in captivity out-of-doors from 30 May until 28
June. They were then released, apparently in good condition.
Each bird was weighed when it was caught and when it was released.
The 2 males and the 2 females were kept together in adjacent pens
4.2 x 2.0 x 2.2 m. Each pen contained rocks and artificial
ledges, a feeding tray, water and a supply of grit. Each bird had
its own favourite perch, and in general pellets were found below
these perches, so that many pellets could be assigned to an
individual bird. However, for analyses the pellets from a pen
were combined. Each morning, the pens were searched thoroughly
for pellets and then hosed clean and the shags fed.
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7.7.5 Pellets: Most days, each bird produced one pellet (Table
2). All but one pellets contained some otoliths, the one which
didn't was one of two produced by a bird on a single day. One
female produced pellets rather irregularly whilst on a few
occasions three pellets were recovered from 2 birds of either sex
7.7.4 Birds: The birds took readily to captivity, became
relatively tame and once they were kept two to a pen did not try to
escape. The weights of the 2 males at capture/on release were
1760/1625 g and 1800/1575 g, and the 2 females were 1440/1205 and
1560/1330 g. Although all birds were lighter after the experiment
the difference could well have been due to them not having been fed
for 24 hr prior to the second weighing or to using up fat laid down
in preparation for breeding prior to capture.
7.7.3 Pellets were produced overnight, or early in the morning.
Twice one female produced a pellet when it was about to start
feeding. Each pellet collected was put in a strong solution of a
biological washing powder (Biotex) which dissolved the mucus but
left the otoliths, sand and the few fish bones present. The
treatment had no demonstrable effect on the length of otoliths, the
means +SD of 30 measured before and after 48 hr soaking were
2.52+0~26 and 2.47+0.28 rom, respectively (t = 0.75, n.s.). Otoliths
were-removed and identified. Each fish has two otoliths but no
attempt was made to pair up otoliths, rather we counted the number
found and compared the counts with twice the number of fish fed.
The lengths of samples of otoliths removed from fish and from the
pellets collected the first day after a change of food species were
measured to the nearest 0.05 rom under a dissecting microscope.
Fish lengths (Fl) were back-calculated from the(~50li}h length (Ol)
or otolith width (OW) using published formulae ' -
8.776 + 51.91 Ol (rom)
- 8.50 + 58.46 Ol (rom)
- 25.28 + 1343§4 OW (rom)9.883 Ol· (rom)
Fl (mm) =
Fl (mm) =
Fl (mm) =
Fl (mm) =
Sandeel
Herring
Sprat
Cod
Birds were fed a single species of fish each day. All fish came
from northeast Britain and were deep frozen until needed. They
were of fairly uniform size (Table 7.4). Each fish was measured
(snout to tip of tail to nearest 5 rom) and the total weight of fish
put into each pen recorded. Fish were sprinkled with coarse sand
(to encourage pellet formation). For the first few days birds were
force-fed, but then they eagerly ate all fish presented. During
the total time they were in captivity each male and female ate a
mean of 288 and 267 g fish/day - which was 16-18% of the initial
weight of the birds. These figures agree well with the published
figures of daily intakes of 16-17% adult weight by long-tailed
cormoranSs~. africanus and white-breasted cormorants ~. carbo
lucidus.' Pellets were not produced regularly until the birds
had been in captivity for 9 days so Day 1 of the experiment was set
at 8 June. The experiment ended on Day 21. For convenience, a
meal and the pellets produced within 24 hr of the meal are given
the same day number.
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Table 7.4. Measurements of the total length (mm) of samples of the fish
fed to shags
Species
Sandeel
Herring
Sprat
Cod
Number
283
292
263
65
Mean S.D.
157 21
134 9
165 17
188 23
Range
120-205
110-165
120-220
110-245
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in one day. It is not clear whether such irregularities in pellet
production also occur in wild birds or whether they were due to
captivity. The species of fish eaten did not influence the
number of pellets produced (pooling sexes, X) = 1.5, n.s.). When
the species of fish fed was changed the pellets produced later that
day contained only otoliths from the new species. However, if a
pellet was not produced, then some otoliths from that day were
sometimes found in pellets produced after the next meal, i.e. 25-48
hr later (Table 2). No otoliths were found in faeces.
7.7.6 Otoliths recovered: There was great variation in the
proportions of ingested otoliths which were recovered from the
pellets with regard to species eaten, the sex of the bird, and day
(Table 7.5). The recovery rate was highest for the relatively large
otoliths from cod (73%) and lowest for the smaller and more
delicate otoliths from sprat (22%). This was not unexpected as
herring otoliths dissolve much faster in acid (and so presumably in
stomachs) t~~n do those from the gadoid haddock Melanogrammus
aeglefinus. Measurements and weights of otoliths suggest i~at
those from Ammodytidae will dissolve at an intermediate rate.
For each fish species, the recovery rate was consistently higher
for the two males, presumably because one of the females
occasionally failed to produce a pellet and so completely digested
a higher proportion of the otoliths. Considering only the days when
both birds in a pen produced a pellet, there were significant
differences in the proportions of otoliths ingested which were
recovered from males and females for both sprat (male Xs= 24.0,female X~ = 34; P ,"0.00l) and sandeel (male Xs= 56, P<:. 0.001,female X2 = 31, P~ 0.001). There were too few data for tests tobe made for herring and cod.
7.7.7 Otolith length: The lengths of otoliths of sandeels and
herring from pellets were significantly smaller than those from a
sample of the fresh fish (Table 7.6). Calculation of the lengths of
fish from the measurements of otoliths in pellets produced within
24 hr of the birds having been given a change of fish gave very
inaccurate estimates of the sizes of the fish that were eaten
(Figure 7.3). The smaller otoliths had presumably been completely
digested. Assuming this, a comparison of the distributions of the
known and calculated fish in Figure 7.3 suggests that the otoliths
had been completely digested for most sandeels below 16 cm long,
herring below 14 cm and sprat and cod below 19 em.
7.7.8 DISCUSSION: The possibility of using pellets to assess the
diet of the shag is attractive. Large numbers of pellets are
easily collected in a systematic way throughout the year without
disturbance to the birds; vast numbers of otoliths can be assembled
and identified. However, opinion3varies as to the usefulness of
cormorant pellets. Ainley et al. considered that they were
equivalent to stomach s~mples in terms of what they indicated about
diet, Duffy & Laurenson showed that some otoliths of fish eaten by
cape cormorants were completely digested but still considered that
pellets were ideal for long-term studies of cnanges in the marine
environment, and they have been used for such.
The results of our feeding trials were unambiguous. Many otoliths
were completely digested, the proportion varied between prey
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Fig. 7.3. The distribution of fish length of a) herring, b) sprat,
c) sandee! and d) cod fed to shags (cross-hatched) compared with the
distribution calculated from fish otoliths (stippled) recovered from
pellets produced within 24 hr of the feeds. The percentages are the
recovery rales for otoliths during these particular days_
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Table 7.5. Delails of fish fed to two male and two lemale ~hags. tbe nUQber of pellets produced
I and the fish otoliths they conlained.MALES FEMALES
Day Fish eaten Pellets Otoliths Oto11 ths % Pellets Otoliths Oto11 ths %
I
produced swallowed recovered produced swallowed reccvered
1 Sandeel 126 65 52 138 28 20
I 2 Sandee 1 I 130 65 50 116 22 I'3 Sprat 2 70 9 13 2 44 7 16
4 Sprat 2 58 25 43 2 54 17 31
I 5 Spr3t 2 42 22 52 2 66 I 26 Cod 2 28 25 89 I 22 6 27
7 Cod 2 24 24 100 2 22 20 91
I 8 Cod 16 15" "
0 22 8 111 ."11 36
9 Herring 102 17 17 2 90 19 21
10 Herring 3 104 30 29 2 76 10 13
11 Herring 2 108 26 24 3 104 29 28
I 12 hndee 1 2 160 73 " I 112 43 3813 Sandee 1 3 136 77 57 2 156 69 44
14 Sandae1 2 170 132 78 184 46 25
I IS Spr:1L 2 42 7 17 48 7 1516 Spr3l 2 54 8 IS 2 44 12 27
17 Spr,31 2 52 16 31 2 28 3 11
I 18 S3ndl!el 172 58 34 210 5 2319 ~3ndeel 2 176 76 43 0 168 0 0
20 Sandeel 2 13' 8'
"
2 162 27 17
I 21 Sandee1 2 164 101 62
140 35 25
TOlals
9 Sandeel 16 1372 136 . 54 10 D8b 275 20
I 6 Sprat 12 318 87 27 12 284 47 173 Cod 5 68
"
94 3 66 34 52
3 Herring 314 73 23 7 210 58 21
I "'nuQber of fish ealen 1s half the number of otoliths
··includes 7 1n a pellet fro:; Day 9
I *··al1 1n a pellet froQ Day 9
I
I
I
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•Table 7.6. Measurements (mm) of otoliths dissected from fish and taken from pellets
produced within 24 hours of birds first being fed on sandeel and herring
From fish From pellets
Sandeel
Herring
Number
30
30
Mean S.D.
2.525 0.258
2.367 0.102
Number
73
30
Mean S.D.
2.006 0.320
1.608 0.421
% decrease
in size
-20
-32
t
7.8
9.6
p
<::0.001
<0.001
--------------------
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species, measurements of otoliths which were recovered would, if
taken at face value, have given very biassed estimates of the sizes
of the prey eaten. These results agree with the results obtaine~ by
~rer~~~~ workers on the diet of both marine birds and mammals, '
, and do not inspire confidence in the use of pellets to
describe the sizes of fish eaten by shags. Although it might be
possible to calculate better correction factors to allow for
differential rates of digestion of otoliths, or to use otolith
thickness t~ a better predictor of original otolith, and therefore
f4sh15size ,or to measure only apparently undigested otoliths,
, such refinements are of limited value when it is suspected
that some species and/or age classes of prey cannot be detected at
all.
7.7.9: The results of our experiments gave us confidence that, if
the shags were feeding on larger Ammodytidae, Clupeidae, and
Gadidae, we would detect some remains in the pellets and be able to
say, for example, that 'x% of pellets collected in a certain month
contained Ammodytidae'. Further, we might calculate approximate
correction factors for different species and so convert the results
to 'y% of the fish of species represented in the pellets were
Ammodytidae'. However, the otoliths of smaller individuals of these
species, and of much larger iBdir~duals of species which have small
or easily digested otoliths,' may be completely digested so
that it may never be possible to say that 'z% of the diet was
Ammodytidae'. Two studies of the stomach contents of Sc06t~sh shags
have been made and both have found a wide range of fish. ' •
Assuming that any otolith with a length of less than 3 mm
(equivalent to a sandeel 16 cm long) would be completely digested
and that the digestibility of otoliths of other families is similar
to that of Ammodytidae, at least 15% of the individual fish
recorded in these studies would have gone undetected had pellets
been used instead of part-digested stomach contents~ The main
families (and the species eaten commonly by shags) overlooked would
be Zoarcidae (eel pout or viviparous blenny Zoarces viviparus),
Pholidae (butterfish Pholis gunnellus), Labriidae (wrasse spp.),
Callionymidae (dragonet callion}mus lyra) and Gasterosteidae (sea
stickleback Spinachia spinachia •
7.7.10: The use of pellets to assess the diet of a seabird species
assumes that there is an equal chance of getting a sample from
every individual in the population, however that is defined.
Present information suggests that a birdlu~ually produces one or
two pellets per 24 hr, normally at night' , but it is not known
whether the production of pellets (or the proportion of otoliths
ingested getting into the pellet) is influenced by the quantity,
quality or prey species consumed. Blue-eyed s~ggs ~. atriceps fed
on an inadequate diet failed to produce pellets ,and in little
penguins EUdyptula minor the Pigportion of otoliths digested was
inversely related to meal size • Thus it is likely that pellet
production is influenced by food intake. If sandeels were to
become less numerous, shags might change their feeding behaviour.
If they moved outside their normal feeding or roosting areas,
pellets would become unobtainable, or they might switch to other
species or other sizes of food. If the diet was small, bottom
living species, such as viviparous blenny or butterfish, many
____________________________......~J
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otoliths would be too small to resist digestion or perhaps no
pellets would be produced. A further potential source of error is
if the production of pellets varies through the year. On the Isle
of May there are marked differences in the ease with which pellets
can be found. In 1986, R. Forbes (personal coummunication) noted
that pellets were hard to find once chicks had hatched, whereas we
found few in May 1988 prior to the birds laying. It is unclear
whether these rather unsystematic observations indicated normal
physiological changes or were due to changes in diet.
7.7.11: For pellets to provide a meaningful description of the
diet we therefore have to be certain that by using them we are not
seriously biassing our results. Clearly there is a need for a
detailed study of pellet production both in the field and the
laboratory. Only when some of the fundamental questions,
including why do cormorants and some other seabirds produce
pellets? have been answered should pellets be used for general diet
studies.
This paper will appear in Bird Study in 1989.
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8 GROWTH OF CHICKS
8.1 The young of some seabird species are easily weighed in large
numbers and it is possible to construct composite weight growth curves
from series of 'spot' or one-off weighings, assuming that some
measurement of the chick can be correlated with age.
The aims of this work were to -
(a) assess the feasibility of using spot measurements to
construct growth curves for kittiwake, shag and guillemot.
(b) assess if bird-ringers could be persuaded to weigh chicks on
a regular and systematic basis.
(c) determine if it was possible to detect a reduction in the
growth of chicks before a decline in breeding success, i.e. to
use weight as an indicator of feeding conditions.
8.2 Chicks were weighed and their wings were measured at a selection
of Scottish colonies in 1986-88. Growth of seabirds normally follows
a sigmoid pattern - a short period of slow growth, a period of rapid
growth where weight increase (expressed as glincrease in age or wing
length) is linear, and then a period prior to fledging (or in the
guillemot, leaving the colony) when weight remains fairly stable.
Wing length was used as an indicator of age as several studies have
shown a linear relationship between wing length and age, and (b) wing
length is little affected by food shortage until birds are near
starvation.
Preliminary analyses confirmed a consistent linear relationship
between weight and wing length for young of kittiwake, shag and
guillemot between wing lengths of 40-130 mm, 40-160 mm and 20-43 mm
respectively. I, therefore, compared the slopes of these linear
regressions between brood sizes, years and colonies using analyses of
covariance (ANCOVA). It was found impossible to weigh large shag or
kittiwake chicks without causing them to fledge prematurely so no data
were available for chicks near their peak weights. However, I
compared samples of weights of guillemot chicks with wing length ~ 60
mm i.e. when weight was more or less stable using t-tests or analysis
of variance (ANOVA).
For convenience kittiwake and shag chicks in broods of one, two or
three young are referred to as bl1, b/2 and b/3, respectively.
Guillemots only lay a single egg. Brood size was that recorded at the
time of weighing; chicks with dead siblings present were not weighed.
Raw data are presented in Appendices 10-12.
8.3 Kittiwake
Chicks were weighed on the Isle of May and Fair Isle in 1986-88 and at
Canna (R Swann) and Ashy Geo, Caithness (S Mackay) in 1987-88.
There was no significant difference between the growth rates of bl1
and b/2 chicks at any colony or in any year (Table 8.1). Of the 7
possible comparisons of growth rates between years at a single colony,
only one (b/2 on Canna in 1987 and 1988) was significant. In 1987,
chicks were weighed at all four colonies, comparing growth rates at
the colonies there were no significant differences in the growth rates
of either b/1 or b/2 (F 3,32 z 0.12, ns, F 3,107 = 1.9, ns.
respectively) •
1
Table 8.1. Growth of young kittiwakes in broods of one (b/l) and two (b/2) chicks
Brood size
bl! b/2
Isle of May Breeding
.!!. Slope SD R2 .!!. Slope SE R2
success
1986 1.33 30 2.02 0.10 93 77 1.71 0.10 79 F2,129 = 2.55, n.s. S
1987 1.09 9 1.60 0.33 76 23 1.58 0.14 87 F lt28 ZI 0, n.s.
1988 0.82 28 1.57 0.22 65 51 1.56 0.13 73 F1,]5 .. 0, n.s.
F2161 - 1.73 n.s. F2.173 c 0.25. n.s.
Fair Isle
1986 1.03 8 1.96 0.14 97 16 1.77 0.18 88 Flt20 .. 0.5, n.s.
1987 0.97 19 1.71 0.18 84 37 1.56 0.10 88 F1-52 '" 0.6, n.s.
FItZ3 ... 0'7, n.s. Fl,39 • 1.31, n.B.
Canna
1987 0.50 6 2.12 0.60 76 27 2.33 0.18 87 Fl,29 .. 0.73, n.s.
1988 0.03 9 1.61 0.31 79 44 1. 67 0.17 69 Fl t 49 .. 0.03, n.s.
F I 'l1 ". 0.4, n.s. F1.67 • 6.26 P<:'O.02
Caithness
1987 1.32 no data 15 1.99 0.21 88
1988 1.30 no data 19 1.60 0.47 40
F1.30 • 0.63 n.s.
1). Growth is increase in weight (g) per mm increase in wing length
2). Breeding success is the main mean number of young fledged per completed nest
in the colony as a whole
3) • R2 is %.
4). F-values refer to comparisons between years (down columns) or brood size (across columns).
±0.22. R2 - 79%.
5). Isle of May 1986; there were 28 b/3, slope = 2.12
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
--------------------
Table 8.2 Rates of increase in weight of shag chicks with wing lengths 40-160 mm (by analysis of covariance) 40-160 mm.
One young (b/1) Two young (b/2) Three young (b/3)
--
Isle of May Breeding
.!!. Slope SE R2 (%)
.!!. Slope SE R2 (%) .!!. Slope SE R2 (%)Success
1986 0.75 20 7.74 0.76 85 44 8.29 0.51 86 77 7.87 0.36 86 F2' 13 5 • 0.3, ~ ~
1987 1.09 7 8.69 0.62 98 14 8.58 0.53 96 27 8.6 0.78 83 F2,42 -0.1,1\';.
1988 0.61 19 8.60 0.60 93 46 8.65 0.41 91 44 9.23 0.32 95 F2ol03 ·0.7, nl
F2'40 • 0.6, ns F2.110 • 0.7, ns F2' 142 • 37 P • 0.03
Fair Isle
1987 1.20 no data 47 9.18 0.25 97 52 9.34 0.37 93 F1095· 0.1, n$
1988 1.30 no data 20 10.20 0.78 91 21 8.45 1.13 75 Flo 37 • 1.7, n,
F1069 = 0.8 ns F1,63 ·2.3 ns
Inter-colony comparisons:- b/2 1987: Flo 101 = 45, P<0.05 1988: F I, 62 = 2. 6, ns
b/3 1987; F1092 = 0.05, ns 1988; F1,61 • 0.61, ns
Note: Breeding success is young fledged per nest where a bird was seen apparently incubating (Table 5.5).
Fig. 8.1. Weights of young kittiwakes at Fair Isle in 1987 (closed
circles) and 1988 (open circles, numbers represent the number of similar
points).
Fig. 8.2. Weights of young kittiwakes at Caithness in 1987 (closed
circles) and 1985 (open circles, numb res represent the number of similar
points).
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Breeding success was markedly lower in 1988 than in 1987 (Section
5.3.1) but only among b/2s on Canna was growth significantly slower in
1988. No small chicks were weighed on Fair Isle in 1988, as all were
dead when the colonies were visited, but the weights of large chicks
were significantly lower than in 1987 (Fig. 8.1; also Fig. 5.4).
In Caithness there was no difference in the rate of weight increase of
chicks in 1987 and 1988 (Fig. 8.2) yet in 1988, S MacKay noted that
19-23 % of the broods did not have an adult present, which suggested
that they were having difficulty finding food.
8.4 Shag
Chicks in broods of bl1, b/2 and b/3 were weighed on the Isle of May
in 1986-88 and in broods of b/2 and b/3 on Fair Isle in 1987-88 (Table
8.2) •
There were no significant differences in growth rates of bl1, b/2 and
b/3 in any year or place but b/3 individuals on the Isle of May showed
significant differences between years. This was mainly because the
rate of growth in 1986 was significantly lower than in either 1987 or
1988 (t = 7.8, P'( 0.001, t = 11, 1, P.(O.OOl, repectively). The
ranking of growth rates of b/3 in different years (1986, 1987, 1988)
was not consistent with the ranking of breeding success (1988, 1986,
1987).
In 1987, b/2 young on Fair Isle grew significantly faster than those
on the Isle of May but there was no significant difference between b/3
in 1987, or b/2 or b/3 in 1988.
8.5 Guille..,t
Chicks were weighed on the Isle of May each year 1982-88 and at 8
other colonies in 1987.
There was no significant difference between the rates of weight
increase of chicks on the Isle of May over the 7 years (Table 8.3a).
However, there was a significant difference in the weights of large
chicks with those in 1982 and 1983 being markedly light and those in
1984-86 being heavy (Table 8.3b). The annual values of rates of
weight increase and weight of large chicks were not significantly
correlated with either breeding success or calculated food intake of
chicks (Table 8.4).
In 1987 there was no significant difference in the rates of weight
increase of chicks at the 4 colonies where sufficient small chicks
were weighed (Table 8.5); however, there were substantial differences
in the weights of large chicks among the 8 colonies with those from
the Flannan Isles being very heavy and those from Fair Isle being very
light (Table 8.6). There were few small chicks weighed at either Fair
Isle or the Flannan Isles but even excluding these two colonies the
ANOVA was still significant (F 5,374 = 7.1, P.(O.OOl). The
importance, if any, of these differences is unknown.
Chicks were weighed at Compass Head (Shetland) and Fair Isle, 30 km
apart, in both 1987 and 1988. There was no significant difference
Table 8.3. Weights (g) of young guillemots on
the Isle of May, 1982-88.
(a) Weight increase (g/mm increase in wing length)
over the period of linear weight increase (wing length
up to 43 mm) based on least squares regressions.
Year Chicks Slope 1) SE of R2
(.!!.) slope
1982 22 6.3 0.8 76%
1983 27 6.1 1.0 59%
1984 92 6.0 0.5 57%
1985 64 4.4 0.6 44%
1986 83 6.1 0.5 61%
1987 57 6.3 0.8 54%
1988 136 5.6 0.4 57%
ANCOVA F6,467 = 1.08, n.s.
( b) Weight of chicks with wing length 60 mm
n Mean S.E. Range
1982 16 249.2 5.4 203-300
1983 40 249.5 3.4 200-295
1984 45 262.1 3.5 216-303
1985 15 261.7 5.8 216-304
1986 52 264.5 3.8 171-334
1987 84 251.7 2.7 188-320
1988 40 250.4 3.7 204-294
ANOVA F6,286 = 3.10, P< 0.01
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Table 8.4. Breeding success, food intake of chick, rate of weight
increase and weight of large chicks for guillemots on the Isle
of May, 1982-88.
Year Breeding Food intake Weight increase Weight of large
success (kJ/day) (g/mm) young (g)
(fledged/pair laying)
1982 0.79 354 6.3 249
1983 0.77 386 6.1 250
1984 0.71 295 6.0 262
1985 0.82 244 4.4 261
1986 0.80 269 6.1 265
1987 0.79 319 6.3 252
1988 0.85 396 5.6 250
Spearman Rank correlations between columns were all not significant (P> 0.05)
Colony Chicks Slope l ) SE of R2
(n) slope
Isle of May, Firth of Forth 57 6.3 0.8 54%
Fair Isle, Shetland 22 7.7 0.7 85%
North Sutor, Ross & Cromarty 11 6.6 1.4 72%
Canna, Inner Hebrides 17 7.9 0.7 89%
ANCOVA F3,105 = 1.96, n.8.
Table 8.6. Weights (g) of guillemot chicks with wing lengths 60 mm
or more in 1987.
Colony n Mean SE
Isle of May 84 251.1 2.8
North Sutor 21 257.0 5.4
Ross & Cromarty
Ceann Ousdale
and Inver Hill
Caithness 128 270.8 2.2
Fair Isle 12 234.3 8.1
Compass Head
Shetland 39 269.1 3.4
Sule Skerry 46 261.4 4.5
Flannan Is 10 311.8 3.9
Canna, Inner
Hebrides 62 269.4 3.6
ANOVA F7,394 = 12.2 P<':O.OOI
Table 8.5. Rate of weights increase (g/mm increase in wing length)
of young guillemots over the period of linear weight increase
(wing up to 43 mm), at four colonies in 1987.
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between the years in the growth rate or weights of large chicks on
Fair Isle but at Compass Head, where only large chicks were weighed,
chicks in 1988, (n = 31, mean ± SE = 255 ± 4 g) were significantly
lighter than chicks in 1987 (n = 39, mean = 269 ±4; t = 2.74, P(
0.01).
8.6 Puffin
Chicks of various ages were weighed on Fair Isle in 1987 and 1988
(Fig. 8.3). The weights showed a linear increase up to the time of
fledging (when the wing length is about 130-135 mm). The rate of
growth in 1988 was significantly slower than in 1987 (F1'U2 = 11.8,
P~O.OOl). Although the nesting success was similar in the two years
(Table 7.3), in 1988 N Riddiford (pers. comm.) noted a few young of
near fledging age outside their burrows during the day which made no
attempt to retreat into their burrows. Chicks in 1988 were fed many
small whiting, so the adults may have been having difficulty feeding
young and those outside burrows could have been starving.
8.7 Conclusions
8.7.1 It is possible to weigh large numbers of younger chicks of many
species without causing undue disturbance. However, weighing takes
time and is rather messy. With a few marked exceptions it proved
impossible to cajole, bully or even bribe ringers to weigh chicks
mainly because weighing reduced the numbers of birds which they
ringed.
8.7.2 It is difficult to ensure the collection of comparative data
from one year to the next. Many ringers have fixed dates for ringing
so that if breeding is early, late or even synchronized in a
particular year their weighings may not give the data needed for
analysis.
8.7.3 There is a potential problem that birds from different colonies
may vary in size. Therefore, weights and rates of growth are probably
most useful in comparing growth rates between years at a particular
colony rather than comparing several colonies within the same year.
8.7.4 Interpretation of the results is difficult but in neither the
kittiwake nor the shag did chicks grow fast in years when breeding
success was high or vice versa. Neither was growth correlated with
food intake in the guillemot. The relationship between growth and
condition may well not be clear cut, e.g. Coulson & Thomas (1985)
found that in the kittiwake b/3 chicks grew slightly slower than bl1
and b/2 chicks but still fledged successfully by slightly lengthening
the fledging period.
8.7.5 The available evidence suggests that the unsystematic weighing
and measuring chicks is an ineffective way of determining feeding
conditions for kittiwake and shag. More data are needed for guillemot
and puffin in years when breeding success is less good.
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8.7.6 Recording brood size (including nests where breeding has
failed) and the amount of time 'off-duty' birds spend at their nests
appear to be more useful indicators of feeding conditions than chick
growth rates.
8.7.7 Ricklefs, Duffy & Coutler (1984) weighed and measured
blue-footed booby chicks at 13 localities. They reweighed the chicks
after 5 days and found differences in the growth rate which they
linked with differences in oceanographic conditions. Bertram & Karser
(1988) weighed a series of chicks of rhinoceros auklet twice during
their development and suggested that variation in growth rate within
and between years was related to the availability of sandeels. This
approach might be developed for burrow nesting puffins but it would be
difficult to make two weighings of young of the other species without
much additional manpower and risking severe disturbance to the
colony.
8.7.8 Further study of the growth of seabirds and of the methods for
analysing data are desirable but these are specialized research
topics. There is little to be gained by continuing to collect weights
of seabird chicks on a sporadic basis for monitoring purposes. Time
would be better spent in collecting chick production data.
8.7.9 Conditions around Shetland appear to be changing rapidly.
therefore chicks should continue to be weighed on Fair Isle. Some
young should be weighed twice about 5 days apart during the period of
linear weight increase. A sample of young puffins and guillemots of
all ages should also be weighed, and 30 young should be weighed twice
during the first two-thirds of the fledging period (say up to a wing
length of 110 mm).
RADIO-TELEMETRY
9.1 The work progressed extremely well and full details can be found
in the relevant publications and in Dr S Wanless's NCC report.
9.2 We can now follow seabirds on a 24hr/day basis and determine
when and where shags and auks feed and how much time the various
components of foraging take.
9.3 We hope to extend this work in future years and at other colonies
such as Shetland, if funds can be made available.
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10 AUTOtIATIC DATA HANDLING BY NCC
10.1 There are obvious advantages and attractions in this but only
certain aspects of the monitoring work covered in this contract lend
themselves to this treatment.
10.2 Aspects which do are -
a) Monitoring counts of birds or nests
b) Details of nesting success
c) Measurements of chicks
d) Survival rates of adults (although these will have to be
updated each year, as well as adding a new year's data, to
allow for 'missing' birds being found again).
e) Standardized report production using work processors
10.3 Aspects which do not are -
a) Food of chicks, as given the range of birds, fish and
observers this will always be an untidy data set.
10.4 At a meeting with M L Tasker and J Riggal it was decided
that NCC's priority must be to collect and store the annual
monitoring counts. This is now a very heterogenous and unwieldy data
set, and it continues to grow rapidly. The data collected under the
present contract can remain in paper files for the immediate future.
11 AMATEUR INVOLVEMENT
11.1 Even given finanical inducements, volunteers were reluctant
to offer help. A list of volunteers and the types of data which they
collected are given in Appendix 20. Some of the people also supplied
data for the Seabird Colony Register.
11.2 It is obvious that only in a) the case of monitoring kittiwake
nesting success and, b) some specific ringers who are prepared to
collect fish and measure young, can we rely on amateur help for
anything but the shortest of studies.
11.3 The efficient use of amateur help demands the personal contact
between the organiser and the fieldworker. The network of 34
kittiwake sites in 1988 included only 14 amateurs, but these were
essential to the total coverage, especially in the south and west. I
had, on average, 5-6 written or telephone contacts with each during
the year. (Several of the professional wardens also needed
considerable encouragement.) Without these contacts no scheme will
flourish. If NCC wants this work to continue it will have to
engage/contract a suitable person as organiser.
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CO-oPERATON WITH OTHER BODIES AND ASSISTANCE GIVEN
12.2 I gratefully acknowledge the following people for invaluable
assistance during the study and various un-named wardens and ringers
who contributed counts, measurements and food samples.
S Aspinall (RSPB)
J D Babbs (NCC)
R Baecroft
Dr T R Birkhead (University of Sheffield)
B Brown
D Budworth
J Clarke
T Collins (Bardsey Bird Observatory)
D W Dickins (University of Liverpool)
Dr P I Ewins
J Evans (NCC)
R Evans (RSPB)
Farne Islands Watchers (National Trust)
K Ferry
R Forbes
M Hill
M Heubeck (SOTEAG)
P Jenks (Bardsey Bird Observatory)
I Johnstone
B Little
P McCartney
D McGrath
S Mackay
Dr A R Martin
S Murray
A del Nevo
Dr M A Ogilvie
D Okill (Shetland Ringing Group)
S M Parsons (RSPB)
K Partridge
Dr C M Perrins (University of Oxford)
Dr S R D da Prato
R Proctor
A D Ramsay (Highland Ringing Group)
R G Raynor (RSPB)
J Reid
N Riddiford
S Russell
C Self (RSPB)
G Shaw
R L Swann (Highland Ringing Group)
M L Tasker
H Thurgate (RSPB)
D Turner
D Walker (Calf of Man Bird Observatory)
Dr S Wanless
A Webb
K Wheeler
B Zonfrillo
staff, wardens, and contract
FIBOT, National Trust (Farne
Hopefully this fruitful
12.1 Much help was given by RSPB
workers, SOTEAG (M Heubeck), EGI,
Islands Watchers) and NCC staff.
co-operation will continue.
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Appendix 1
Bird Study (1988) 35, 97-99
Monitoring of Puffin burrows on Dun, St Kilda,
1977-1987
M. P. HARRIS, Institute ofTerrestrial Ecology, Hill of Brathens, Banchory,
Kincardineshire AB3 4BY, UK
P. ROTHERY, British Antarctic Survey, High Cross, Madingley Road,
Cambridge CB3 OET, UK
The numbers of burrows of Puffins were counted in fixed, randomly positioned
quadrats on Dun, St Kilda in 6 years during 1977-87. The use offixed sampling
quadrats substantially reduced the variance of the estimates of population
changes obtained and also saved time. The breeding population increased by
18% during 1977-87, though at a variable rate.
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5t Kilda has by far the largest concentrationof Puffins Fratercula arctica in Britain so
that a change in numbers there has a great
influence on the total population. The bulk of
the quarter of a million pairs breed on Boreray
and Soay, islands which are difficult of access
so that monitoring of changes in numbers on
a regular basis is not practical. However, the
population of c. 40 000 pairs on the smaller
island of Dun has been followed since 1971.
Initially the numbers of burrows in fixed tran-
sects running across the colony were counted.
These transects were positioned for ease of
surveying and counting, although they did
appear to cross areas of different burrow
density, but in 1977 a scheme using perma-
nent, randomly positioned, circular quadrats
was set up. The change was made because of
the lack of objectivity in the siting of the tran-
sects and the time needed to install and check
them and also to improve the precision of the
estimates of population sizes and population
changes. This paper documents the changes
in the numbers of burrows in the main part
of the colony over 11 breeding seasons and
assesses the usefulness of the new monitoring
scheme.
METHODS
A description, a photograph and the history
of this colony have been given by Harris &
Murray.l For the monitoring scheme, a surface
plan of the main colony was made, allowing
for the slope of the ground, and the area was
divided into 4 sections, or 'strata', where the
burrow density was obviously different. Fifty-
six quadrats were allocated to the strata in
proportion to the area of each. (The allocation
of the numbers to strata could also have been
made on the basis of the variances of the
density of burrows but these were not known
at the time.) Points were selected at random
within each stratum and plotted using a num-
bered grid superimposed on the plan; these
points were then located in the field and
marked with wooden stakes. The numbers of
occupied burrows (as indicated by fresh
digging or droppings) were counted in circular
quadrats of 30 m2 centered on these points in
May 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1984 and 1987.
The area covered by the quadrats was 2.3%
of the area being monitored. The number of
quadrats counted was limited by the time
available for regular monitoring, and the size
by the area in which burrows could be easily
and accurately counted. A burrow falling on
the boundary was included if half or more of
its entrance fell within the quadrat. Counts
were made even if the quadrat fell on terrain
where burrowing was impossible. Over the
years 12 stakes were dug out by the birds
or otherwise lost. Each lost point was re-
surveyed, but, given the rough and steep
I
I
RESULTS AND DlSCUSSION
Figure 1. Correlation coeffidents between years in
burrow counts in quadrats in the 4 strata in relation
to numbers of years between counts. There is a ten-
dency for the correlations to decrease as the time
intervals widen.
The estimated total population of the area
monitored and the estimates ofburrow density
in each of the 4 strata are given in Table 1.
From 1977-87, the estimated population size
increased by 18% from 25000 to 29600 bur-
rows. Within this period there were both
significant increases and significant decreases
between successive surveys. The low number of
occupied burrows in 1978 has been attributed
to birds not breeding that season.2The propor-
tion of these occupied burrows actually used
for breeding has changed little overall: of 59
marked burrows checked in both 1977 and
1987, 55 and 55, respectively, had adults or
eggs present. (In 1978, 49 of these burrows
showed signs of occupancy.) The pattern of
changes in the 4 strata was generally similar
but most of the increase in numbers occurred
as a result of increases in density in Band F.
The density dropped in F between 1984 and
1987 but the change was not significant
(14. = 1.06). In 1975, when the last full survey
had been made, there were 40 000 occupied
Puffin burrows on Dun and 70% were in the
present monitoring area. If the changes in the
area monitored reflected the changes in the
whole of Dun, and 70% of Dun's Puffins were
in the area, the total population in 1987 would.
have been 42000 occupied burrows.
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F
Years between counts
A
'·0ground, it may well have been in a slightly
different position. Shortage of time resulted
in 3 quadrats not being counted in 1984. In
1977 and 1979 counts were made by Stuart
Murray; all others were by MPH. Comparison
in 1978 indicated no significant differences in
counts made by these 2 counters. 2
The analysis follows that for a stratified
random sampling scheme. 3 To estimate the
number in each stratum, one divides the mean
number per quadrat in that stratum by 30 (the
area of each quadrat) and multiplies by the
total area of the stratum; the sum of the esti-
mates for the 4 strata gives the estimate of
total numbers. Mathematically this estimate is
thus
98 M.P. Harris and P. Rothery
L Xi' Ai/3D
where Yi is the mean number per quadrat in
the ith stratum and Ai is the area of the
stratum. The variance of this estimate is
where ni is the number of quadrats in the ith
stratum and 57 the between-quadrat variance.
When the overall density is required, the
above estimates are divided by A and A2,
respectively, where A is the total area of the
population. To estimate changes from one year
to the next the same expressions are used but
with differences in quadrat counts in succes-
sive years being used as the data rather than
the counts themselves.
This approach allows for the correlation
between counts of the same quadrat in differ-
ent years which increases the precision of the
estimated change, since the variance of the
difference between two counts is 2V(1-r)
where V is the variance of a single count and
r is the correlation. Figure 1 shows that the
correlation was generally large and positive in
this study, often exceeding 0.9 for counts made
within 5 years of each other. For r = 0.90, the
variance of the estimated change is one~tenth
that obtained if quadrat locations were
changed each year (when r = 0); the corres-
ponding standard error is reduced by a factor
0.33. For longer timespans, the correlation de-
creased; this might have been due to a real
change in the colony or an increasing effect of
repositioning quadrats. We cannot evaluate
the relative importance of these two factors.
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Puffins on Dun 99
Table 1. Estimates of density (burrows/m2) in each stratum and of total population in the survey
area in 1977-87. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. Note that only 14 and 16 quadrats
were counted in Band F, respectively, in 1984. Asterisks indicate significant changes between
successive surveys
Area Numbers of
Stratum (m1) qu.adrats 1977 1978 1979 1980 1984 1987
A 12263 10 0.157 0.090 0.210 0.123 0.170 0.160
(0.049) (0.043) (0.055) (0.044) (0.053) (0.062)
B 24683 16 0.502 0.367 0.421 0.442 0.629 0.612
(0.079) (0.052) (0.062) (0.083) (0.100) (0.104)
D 14804 13 0.141 0.080 0.136 0.133 0.151 0.144
(0.043) (0.027) (0.041) (0.053) (0.045) (0.045)
F 21832 17 0.396 0.306 0.365 0.363 0.608 0.478
(0.059) (0.056) (0.055) (0.069) (0.101) (0.C82)
Total 73582 56 25000 18000 22900 22300 33100 29600
burrows (2500) (1890) (2150) (2710) (3430) (3290)
Change in total -7QO(r +4900'" -600 +10800' -35C0
(1560) (1080) (1540) (2270) (3200)
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The original aim of the monitoring scheme
was to be able to assess changes in numbers
with a known statistical accuracy. This has
been successful. The use of fixed quadrat
points has removed the labour-intensive work
of re-surveying on randomly positioned points
each season and also substantially increased
the precision of the method: for the estimated
changes between successive surveys, the
standard errors are SO, 38, 45, 52 and 68% of
those that would have been obtained had the
quadrats been randomly repositioned each
season. It must, however, be borne in mind
that such a scheme does not allow for the
extent of the colony changing with time or for
the possibility that repeat sampling might
cause disturbance to burrows or birds in the
quadrats. Each year we checked the occupa~
tion of burrows on either side of the boundary
of J:he area to confirm that the colony had not
substantially changed its extent in recent years
since the area was defined and we assume that
one visit to a quadrat every 3-4 years had
caused little adverse effect to the burrows
being monitored. If change of area or damage
is detected the dispersion and number of the
quadrats should be changed.
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Appendix 2: Instruction for
determining an
index of breeding
productivity of
guillemots
1. Introduction
Several schemes monitor changes in the numbers of seabirds at breeding
colonies by making repeated annual counts of birds or their nests
(e.g. Stowe 1982). The Guillemot (Uria aalge) is considered to be a
key species as it appears to be susceptible to both oil and chemical
pollution (Bourne 1976). In a review of monitoring data collected on
Guillemots at 27 British and Irish colonies, Rothery et al. (1988)
concluded that the schemes provided good descriptions of long-term
changes in numbers of birds but they did not lead to a greater
understanding of the biological processes involved. They urged that
biological data should also be collected.
Breeding success is of fundamental importance to the understanding of
population dynamics. At one extreme it is possible to obtain a very
crude estimate of breeding success by visiting a colony during the
chick-rearing period and assessing whether there are few or many young
present in relation to either how many adults are present or on past
knowledge of the colony. At the other extreme, very detailed daily
observations can be made of relatively small groups of birds to
determine how many pairs lay and how many young leave the colony
(Birkhead and Nettleship 1980). This method is extremely time
consuming and Gaston and Nettleship (1981) concluded that 3 hours per
day were needed to determine the breeding success of 80 pairs of
Brunnich's Guillemot (U. lomvia). Few monitoring schemes can invest
this input of time over a period of up to 3 months.
Here I describe a method for determining an index of breeding
productivity for Guillemots which takes less time than a detailed
study over the whole breeding season but provides a more objective
assessment than casual observations made during normal monitoring
counts. The method is a refinement of that used by Drury et al. (1981)
and Murphy et al. (1986) who expressed the numbers of sea-going chicks
as a fraction of the average number of full~grown Guillemots present
in study plots from 7 days before the first egg hatched until the
first chick left. My index is the number of young which fledge
divided by the number of site holding pairs present during late
incubation or early chick-rearing.
2. Suggested method
2.1 Select several study plots dispersed through the colony where the
birds can be viewed from the same level or from above.
2.2 Take photographs when the birds 'are incubating or brooding small
young. Good, large-scale photographs are essential. Make large
prints.
2.3 Delimit the area to be checked on the photographs. Tape on
transparent overlays so that photographs can be annotated.
2.4 View the area from where the photographs were taken late in the
incubation or early in the chick rearing period. In Britain
this is early June. Plot the positions of, a) birds with an
egg, b) birds with a chick, c) birds sitting tight, and d) pairs
which regularly attend a site which appears capable of supporting
an egg (bearing in mind that some eggs are laid on most
unsuitable sites).
2.5 Make several visits, including some when large numbers of
Guillemots are present, until you are satisfied that you have
found most occupied sites. Record any chicks without an adult
in attendance.
2.6 Number the active sites and note their contents every 1-2 days
(or, as second best, commence such checks before the young are
near fledging). Any young leaving when aged 15 days or more old
and/or well feathered can be considered as having been reared
successfully.
2.7 Present the results as ~ young fledged from ~ active (i.e. a, b,
c above) and ~ inactive (d) sites as found on the dates of the
first checks.
2.8 Make notes if you have any reason to suppose that the season, or
the results, may have been atypical.
2.9 Follow the same areas each year.
3. Tests
The method was field-tested by 9 observers on the Isle of May in 1986
and 1987, and on Fair Isle and Skomer in 1987. The results are shown
in Tables 1-3. Active sites are those where a bird had an egg, a
chick, or was sitting tight on each check; inactive sites are those
where two birds, apparently paired, were present and will have
included failed pairs and nonbreeding pairs holding sites. All
observers recorded most active sites (mean =97%, s.e. =0.8) but a
much lower proportion of relatively few inactive sites (mean = 52%,
s.e. = 8). They also recorded a few extra inactive sites which had not
been occupied during the laying period.
The index of productivity (total number of young fledged as shown by
later daily checks/total of active and inactive sites) found by each
observer was higher than the traditional estimate of productivity
(number of young fledged/number of pairs laying). The range was
3-28% and the mean 11% (s.e. = 3).
Measurements of breeding success are useful for a variety of purposes.
The highest accuracy is required for modelling the population dynamics
of a specific colony, but for Guillemots this may take up to 4 months
of daily checks. The inevitable loss of accuracy resulting from any
short-cut or low-input method may, however, be small compared to other
components of the model which are themselves even more difficult to
obtain. One such factor is the proportion of the young reared at the
colony which return to breed there. In the Kittiwake (Rissa
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tridactyla), approximately three-quarters of the birds breeding at a
colony may have been reared elsewhere (Porter and Coulson 1987).
Another is the proportion of the young which actually survive to
breeding age. The breeding success of Isle of May Guillemots has
been very high in recent years yet the population declined
significantly between 1986 and 1987, apparently because the
post-fledging survival of several age classes has been low (Harris and
Wanless 1988). It could be argued that additional time needed to
improve the estimates of breeding success obtained by this low input
method would be better used to obtain estimates of post-fledging and
adult survival which will have a great effect on population dynamics.
At the other extreme, an index of success may be needed to assess how
well the adults are performing. The method described here will give
an objective estimate of the number pairs present in an area and an
indication of their breeding output.
4. Limitations
The main limitation of the method is the lack of direct measure of the
number of pairs which actually laid. The index of breeding
productivity is very sensitive to differences in colony attendance and
behaviour by non-active pairs. Severe food shortage could presumably
result in few young being reared and few inactive sites being
occupied; the index would be as high as when success was high and
failed and many nonbreeders were present. 1 know of no detailed
study of Guillemot biology and behaviour made when breeding success
was very low but Murphy et al. (1986) found no obvious relationship
between the average numbers of Guillemots at an Alaskan colony and the
suitability of conditions for breeding there for a wide range of
breeding successes. Similarly Bakken (1986) found that even in a
year when breeding success at a Norwegian colony was only 0.17 young
per pair, the numbers of birds attending the colony remained high.
However, the uncertainty of the usefulness of the index in times of
low productivity remains. It would be prudent to check the same
study plots in each year and to note the numbers of birds and
unattended chicks present. It should then be obvious if anything
untoward had occurred.
5. Young fledged
Another limitation, and one which applies to all estimates of breeding
success is the difficulty in deciding which young fledge. Young
Guillemots leave the breeding ledges when partly grown and unable to
fly. The length of time spent at the breeding site, i.e. the
'fledging' period, varies greatly. For instance, on the Isle of May
most young appeared to fledge successfully when aged 15-30 days, with
an overall mean of 1300 periods being 21.9 days (s.e. = 0.3).
Further, the length of the period declines from 23-25 days for the
earliest chicks to 19-21 days for the latest (Wanless and Harris
1988). The only feasible way of recording breeding output is to
number the breeding sites on the photograph and to check chicks every
1-2 days and make some arbitrary decision as to a minimum fledging
age. Some chicks appear to be capable of swimming when 15 days old
and both Gaston and Nettleship (1981) and Harris and Wanless (1988)
took the pragmatic view that young murres disappearing when aged 15
days or more old when reasonably well feathered had left successfully.
A proportion of such young chicks will have perished rather than
fledged, but generally chick survival is high at this stage.
· I
6. Siting of study plots
The use of monitoring plots to assess biological parameters for
colonies or populations assumes that the results obtained are
representative of the colony or population under consideration. The
positioning of plots poses formidable statistical and logistical
problems and it is unlikely that any but the most thorough monitoring
schemes will have the resources to allow adequate replication of study
plots. Further, relatively few parts of the colony may be amenable to
detailed study so that any objective method of siting plots (e.g.
random (Harris et al. 1983) or stratified positioning) will be
difficult to carry out. Most schemes will probably be forced to
adopt a more pragmatic approach but even so attempts must be made to
reduce the chances of the plots(s) being atypical. On the Isle of
May, a 6 year study found no systematic difference in the productivity
of murres in five plots situated in the main part of the colony
(Harris and Wanless 1988) but a plot in a recently colonised area
followed in 1987 had a fledging success of 0.66 young per pair laying.
This compared with a mean of 0.78 (S.E. = 0.015) for the five plots in
the main part of the colony in 1987. On Skomer Birkhead (1978) found
that Guillemots breeding at a low density had a lower productivity
than those at a high density. Therefore, the temptation to have
study plots solely in areas where study is easy, e.g. where pairs are
at low density in isolated groups or at the fringes of colonies, must
be resisted. At some colonies, Guillemots nest in large groups at a
high density. Our experience has shown that productivity of such
groups can be determined if the group can be viewed from above.
Therefore, such groups must be considered even if they are ruled out
after detailed inspection. If possible, the productivity of several
plots, of say 50 pairs, dispersed through the colony should be
followed.
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TABLE 1
The numbers of occupied sites of guillemots found during one hour checks compared
to the actual totals in two areas on the Isle of May
Percentage values are shown in brackets.
1986 1987
Area A Area A Area B
Actual 9bserver Actual Observer Actual Observer
1 2 3 2
Number of checks 5 5 3 4
Active sites 109 109 109 70 68 116 114
(100)(100) (97) (98 )
Failed sites 7 5 6 5 3 5 5
(71) (86) (60) (100)
Nonbreeding sites 15 11 10 8 3 13 8
(73) (67) (37) (62 )
Extra sites - 1 3 - 1 - 2
Total sites 131 126 128 83 75 134 129
(96) (98) (90) (96)
No. of young fledged 100 - - 64 - 100
No. fledged/pair
laying 0.86 - - 0.85 - 0.83
No. fledged/site
holding pair 0.76 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.85 0.75 0.78
% estimates too high - 4 3 - 10 - 4
--------------------
TABLE 2
The numbers of occupied sites of guillemots found by one hour long checks
compared to the actual total. Percentage values are shown in brackets.
I
I
I
I
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Active sites
Inactive sitesb )
Extra sites
Total site-holding pairs
No. fledged/occupied siteC )
Actual
115-116
27-28
143
0.71
Observer
4 5 6 7a )
107 (93) 113(97) 107(93) 113(97)
21(75) 15 (56) 8(29) 19 (70)
6 3 3 3
134 131 118 137
0.80 0.86 0.91 0.82
I
I
I
I
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I
a) based on one 30 min check; other observers watched for 5 one hour periods
b) includes failed and nonbreeding pairs
c) true success was 0.77jpair laying
I
I
I
TABLE 3
The number of occupied sites of guillemots found by one hour long checks
compared to the actual total on Fair Isle. Percentage values are shown in brackets.
24
0.78
I
I
I
I
I
I
9
28
0.81
124(95)
4(12)
128(78)
Observer
8
5(15 )
133(81)
128(98)
33
164
131
0.63
Actual
% estimate too high
Active sites
Total site-holding pairs
No. fledged/occupied siteb )
Inactive sitesa )
a) includes 11 failed and 22 nonbreeding pairs
b) true success was 0.73/pair laying I
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Method
machines.
(full-plate or A4).
for instance, 3 pairs raised three young (f/3) 20 f/2, 30 f/l and 25 flO.
3. If possible, we would also like to know the number of additional pairs which had
sites with even the smallest amount of nest-material.
Instruction forms
and background
information for
monitoring the
breeding success of
kittiwakes
Appendix 3:
Do not stint on the photograph~. Film is cheap and decent photos save on time
(and temper) later. Better to have several prints to cover the area than one
distant view. Photographs can be used for several years, as nest-sites change
little, by using transparent overlays. For instance, those used i~photocopying
Aims
Instructions
1. Selection of study plots is important if we are to minimize bias and ensure that
what we are recording is representative of the colony. Having said that, we
fully realize that objective choice is sometimes limited. In small colonies
we may have to follow all the visible nests, in large colonies we would prefer
to follow at least 5 groups of nests (say 50+ in each) dispersed through the
colony. We suggest dividing· the colony into 5 very roughly equal lengths, and
havin~ one study plot in each section. Only plots which are clearly visible
from a safe vantage point should be selected.
2. Photograph each group in black-and-white using a long lens if necessary. This
is best done when birds have nests - say during May. Nests/pairs should be
clearly distinguishable on the prints which should be as large as possible
To determine within clearly defined areas:
1. The number of pairs which breed. We include nests where birds appear to be
incubating when most pairs have laid.
2. The number of young raised by each pair. We assume that all large young present
just before the first young fledg o will survive to fly. We need to know that,
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23. If photographs cannot be taken, make a good, large scale, unambiguous drawing
of the cliff and mark on the nests. This is far less desirable than
photographs but usable.
4. Take the print i'nto the field and delimit the study area with a felt-tip
pen. Then mark each nest and nest-site, either with a cross or a number.
In the latter case, try and number adjacent nests/sites consecutively as
this makes record-keeping easier.
If the nests are numbered, you can use a check-sheet (as attached). If not
numbered,cellotape on an overlay and write on this using a different coloured
permanent pen (e.g. Staedtler Lumocolor) for each visit.
5. Best results come from regular (7 or lO-day) checks but two carefully timed
visits, soon after the birds have finished laying (end-May) and immediately
prior to fledging (late-July), can produce useful data. Make sure that all
nests checked the first visit are rechecked and contents noted. Add any
additional nests, even those only partly completed.
6. Such a scheme can be used to monitor annual changes in the number of nests
and chick production.
7. The Institute of Terrestrial Ecology and the Nature Conservancy Council
are attempting to collect data on the biology of selected species around
Britain. Your data could be invaluable to us. Please let us have a copy
of your results.
MPHarris
Hill of Brathens
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c/3, c/2, ell -c1utch-slze- c/o - good nest but no eggs
I =sitting tight, contents not seen
b/3, b/2, b/1 = brood size with remark of large, medium or small
f/3, f/2, f/1 =can probably fly
v'l,~2 = trace of nest, one or two birds present
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Suggestions for selecting plots for monitoring kittiwake nesting success
1. As with all monitoring, the problem is to reduce the chances that the
samples you choose are atypical of the colony as a whole.
2. If the colony is small, try and check all the visible nests. Even in
a large colony, the higher proportion of the population checked the better.
3. If the colony is large, sample areas (called plots) must be chosen.
Virtually all studies of colonial seabirds have shown that many aspects of
biology vary within the colony, and often the laying or productivity of
pairs are clumped, e.g. some groups of birds breed early/late, have
high/low productivity, etc.
4. This causes problems in sampling but it is far better (on both
statistical and practical grounds) to choose many relatively small plots
scattered throughout the colony than one or two large plots. A plot
containing 50-100 nests is considered a reasonable size.
5. Two methods for dispersing these plots have been used
(a) Random position. This is not haphazard. Go along the colony
and find all the groups of 50-100 nests which can be checked
accurately and safely. Include all the areas used by birds for
nesting and try not to bias the plots to top/bottom, centre/edge of
the colony. Plots can abutt each other. Draw rough diagrams of
where these plots are. When you get to the end of your defined colony,
give each plot a number, say 1-32. Then decide how many you can
check (remembering the more the merrier!). Let's say 6. Then
choose six of the 32 numbers by using a table of random numbers or
writing numbers on cards and then pulling sIx of the 32 out of a hat.
Record how many plots you choose from (i.e. 32).
(b) Divide the colony into say 4 or 5 aproximately equal parts
(either by cliff top length or number of nests) and pick (say) 2 plots
in each area. Have the same number of plots in each area. Again,
try not to bias the choice towards top or bottom areas. If the
cliffs are not too high, the plots should span from the cliff-top to
sea. This method is probably not as good as (a) but has been used
where the number of possible plots is small.
6. Whatever method you use, document exactly how you made your choice.
7. If you are constrained absolutely just to check specific plots for any
reason (safety, time, only places not to disturb birds or the public), say
so.
8. It is not necessary to use the same plots each season as we are not
comparing counts but breeding output.
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A Low-input Method of Monitoring Kittiwake Rissa
tridactyla Breeding Success
M. P. Harris
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ABSTRACT
The nesting success ofsix groups ofkittiwakes was determined as 0,98-1'59
young fledged per pair building a nest by marking nest-sites on photographs
and visually checking them every 3-4 days. Only over a week did a count of
large young present approximate to the total numberfledging. The results of
checksoflO'other groups ofnestson single dates in May andJuly were thought
to have overestimatedbreeding output by 13%. This was considered accurate
enough for monitoring purposes. A method for monitoring breeding output
using photographs and 2-4 checks a year is detailed.
INTRODUCTION
The numbers of kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla nesting in Britain and Ireland
have increased dramatically this century (Coulson, 1983) but this increase
may now have been reversed in some areas (e.g. Reynolds, 1985; Heubeck et
aI., 1986). Kittiwake nests have been counted annually in fixed plots at many
colonies (e.g. Stowe, 1982), and the biology of the species has been studied in
detail at a colony at South Shields, Tyne & Wear since 1952 (Coulson &
Thomas, 1985), but there are few such quantitative data on geographic
variation in breeding success. Although such data are time-consuming to
collect, they are essential if we are to understand the results of population
monitoring. I report on a simple method of estimating breeding success
1
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METHODS
which also allows the accurate monitoring of changes in numbers of nests
from year to year.
The field study was undertaken at the colony ofc. 4000 pairs ofkittiwakes on
the Isle of May NNR, Fife, Scotland in 1986. Six groups of nests (or plots)
were chosen for detailed study. These covered a range of habitat type and
nest density. Two plots (nos. I and 2) were on inland cliffs above a fresh-
water loch which had been colonised in the late 1970s. These two plots
included all the nests in the two groups, whereas the other plots were parts of
much larger concentrations of nests on sea-cliffs. The outcome of the
breeding attempt at all nests within these defined areas from sea-level to cliff-
top was followed.
The plots were photographed on 28 April, after pairs had started nest-
building, from the spot where observations were to be made. All occupied
nest-sites were numbered subsequently on the photographs and all sites were
checked using binoculars or telescope about every four days from when the
first egg was seen on the island (9 May) until the first young hatched, and
then every three days until 13 August when virtually all the adults had left.
New nests and sites were marked on the photographs as they were built or
occupied respectively. On each check every nest was scored (on a check-
sheet) for (a) state of development ('deserted', 'trace' with a few fragments of
material, or 'complete' when it had a well-formed cup and could have held a
clutch of eggs); (b) whether or not a bird appeared to be incubating or
brooding; (c) the number and the state of development of the young; and (d)
whether adults were present. Birds were not disturbed and no attempt was
made to collect further data such as clutch-size. A complete nest with an
adult present was equivalent to the 'apparently occupied nest' oftypical June
monitoring counts. In this paper 'nest' is used solely for a structure deemed
capable of holding a clutch ofeggs. Daily totals of nests include nests where
adults were present and where eggs or young could be seen if the adults were
absent. A chick was assumed to have fledged if it disappeared when its state
of development was such that its wing tips projected well past its tail, all
down had been lost and it was at least 36 days old. Younger chicks were
unlikely to have been able to fly properly (Coulson & White, 1958). There
were seven unfledged young present when observations finished. All
appeared healthy and they were assumed to have fledged successfully.
Breeding success for each plot is expressed as the mean number of young
fledging (a) per pair which laid (or where a bird was apparently incubating on
at least two consecutive checks) and (b) per pair which had built a complete
2 M. P. Harris
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RESULTS
Laying
TABLE I
Timetable of Breeding Kittiwakes in the Study Plots
The first kittiwake egg was seen on 9 May, which compared with I May 1981,
4 May 1982,6 May 1984,9 May 1983 and 16 May 1985. Laying started a few
days later in the plots (Table I), and 50% of pairs with nests were incubating
by 16-22 May, depending on the plot. Of the 426 nests where eggs were
thought to have been laid, 414 (97%) of the clutches were started in May.
One of the June layings was thought to be a replacement. The latest laying
occurred between 27 June and 4 July.
The total number of nests present increased rapidly until early June but
then stabilised at 95-97% of the season's total (Fig. I). Twenty-five nests (6%
of the total) were completed during June. Eighteen of these were at the two
inland colonies.
3
Latest young
left
7 August
after 13 August
10 August
after 13 August
after 13 August
after 13 August
Monitoring kittiwake breeding success
Plot Pairs First egg 50% of First
incubating n pairs young
(nj incubating seen
by
1 89 (14 May)" 19 May 10 June
2 74 (14 May)" 19 May 13 June
3 41 16 May 22 May 13 June
4 30 12 May 16 May 10 June
5 III 12 May 16 May 12 June
6 81 14 May 16 May 10 June
<I First incubating birds, no eggs were seen,
nest. It is conceivable that a pair failing early in the breeding season could
have moved and made a new nest, but I had no evidence of this.
To monitor the efficiency of assessing breeding success by just two checks,
an additional 10 plots dispersed around the Isle of May were also
photographed. On 29 May, when-to judge by the plots studied in-
tensively-most pairs were incubating, the position of each incubating
pair and nest was marked separately (but not numbered) on a transparent
overlay placed over the photographic prints of these additional plots. Each
plot and each marked nest was checked again on 14 July, the day after the
first young was seen flying. The number of young present was marked
against each nest. The position and contents of new nests were added.
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Breeding output
Fledging
The first young was seen flying on 13 July but none left the study nests until
five days later. The number of young present on the nests declined quickly
(Fig. I) and only over a period of a week did a single count of all the young
present approximate (± 5%) to the number known to have fledged from
these nests in 1986.
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0,0 young fledging
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Fig. I. Counts of nests and young kittiwakes present in nests at various dates expressed as a
percentage of the total number of nests built and the total young fledging. The means and
ranges of the six study plots are shown except for the first nest count where only the range of
the three plots counted is indicated.
Breeding success was high and the majority ofpairs reared two young (Table
2). In five of the study plots the mean production was 1,35-1,59 young
fledged per pair building a nest (or 1·40-1-65 per pair incubating). The reason
for the low success (0,98 and 1-02 fledged respectively) of the sixth plot was
unknown as it was part of a large cliff group of kittiwakes which has had
about the same number of nests for at least the last 20 years.
The chances of young present on any day fledging remained high at 90%
up to 11 July, but then declined significantly to 75% for young still present at
the end of July_ This decline was described by the equation:
% success (arcsin transformed) = 88 - 0-64 date in July
(r = -0-95, n = 7, P < 0-01)
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Monitoring kittiwake breeding success 5
TABLE 2
Breeding Success of Kittiwakes on the Isle of May 1986
PIOI Pair.r Other Other No. of Pairs fledging Mean young fledged per
laid nests regular pairs I
sizes hatching 0 J 2 3 To/al pair pair and
(%) young young laying nest
\ 89 1 3 85 (96) 8 23 54 4 \43 1-61 I-59
2 74 6 6 69 (93) 5 23 42 \ tlO 1-49 1-37
3 4\ 2 2 JJ (801 6 \2 \5 0 42 \-02 098
4 JO I 0 25 (83) 6 8 14 2 42 \-40 1-35
5 til 8 3 106(95) 5 21 78 2 \83 '-65 1·54
6 8\ 5 4 79(98) 7 27 45 2 I2J I-52 1-43
Production based on two checks
On 14 July the mean number of young per nest completed either in Mayor
July varied from 1,03-1,55 depending on the monitoring plot (Table 3).
Combining the plots on the first check there were 634 pairs incubating
(which gave rise to 858 young alive on the second check) and an additional 70
completed nests (15 young). On the second check therewere 3new,completed
nests (one young). Thus 874 young came from 707 nests known to have been
completed. Assuming the same breeding timetable as found in the study
plots, 7% of nests would have been missed and the count of young would
have exceeded true production by 7%, Le. the total production would have
been 13%iower than the count (1'08 young/nest cf. 1·24 young/nest).
TABLE 3
Number of Young Present on 14 July at Nests which were Completed by 29 May 1986
Area incubating in May Complete nest in May New To/al Young per
young present in July young present in July nests young completed
in July present nest
0 J 2 3 0 J 2 In) (Mean)
(nl Inl In) In) (n> (n) In>
t 12 15 25 1 2 0 0 0 68 1·24
2 31 53 85 3 \3 0 0 0 232 1'25
3 31 40 59 0 23 0 0 I 158 1·03
4 22 40 53 1 I 2 0 1 151 1·26
5 5 20 31 0 4 2 0 I" 85 1·35
6 1 2 6 0 1 I 0 0 15 1·36
7 4 7 14 0 6 0 2 0 39 1-18
8 3 5 14 0 3 3 I 0 38 1·31
9 3 8 29 2 4 1 0 0 73 1·55
10 0 3 6 0 I 0 0 0 15 1·50
II This nest had a single young. the other two new nests were empty.
The use of photographs to monitor breeding output proved .extremely
efficient, especially when the nests were not numbered but their position,
state and number of young marked directly onto transparent overlays
placed over the photos. If the same photographs are used each year, the
photographs or overlays are also an extremely accurate way of monitoring
changes in the numbers and distribution of pairs present.
It took me a single day to mark the nests of 1100-1200 pairs, dispersed
between 16 parts of the island, on to the photographs and another day to
check the number of young present near fledging. Because I had been
regularly checking the intensively studied plots, I was probably fairly
efficient at the task, but as a novice in 1985, I marked 760 nests on
photographs in about 10 hours and later P. Ewins noted the number oflarge
young produced at these same nests in about the same time. Large prints of
high quality photographs are essential for efficiency. Areas 2 and 4 had 185
and 119 nests, respectively, in May and each area was covered by a single
photograph. Checking each took about three times as long as area 3 (with
153 nests) which was covered by five photographs.
The temptation to follow either just small areas with well separated nests
at the edges of colonies, or to check just a single plot in the centre of the
colony, must be avoided, as kittiwakes breeding at the edge of a colony
perform differently from those at the centre (Coulson, 1968) and nesting
success varies greatly within a colony (Table 2). The areas to be followed
should, if possible, be representative of the colony but this is extremely
difficult, or possibly even impossible, to ensure. On the Isle of May I
attempted to minimise the chances of the plots being unrepresentative by (a)
having many plots and (b) by dividing the island into several approximately
equal sized areas and dispersing the plots amongst these. I could have
dispersed them randomly throughout the colony (see Harris el af., 1983) or
have sub-divided the island in some other way, e.g. by cliff-type. It is difficult
to know the minimum number of plots which need to be studied to get an
unbiased production figure. The number probably varies from colony to
colony. The Isle of May scheme monitors about 30% of the total population
distributed among 16 plots. This would seem adequate.
The estimates of breeding success based on two checks appeared to be
13% too high. Should we be satisfied with this or should we aim for greater
precision, which would come from an increase in the numbers of checks?
Kittiwake nesting success varies greatly, e.g. from 1·59 young fledged per
nest built (this study) to virtually zero when pairs either do not lay or most
nests fail early on (Johansen, 1978). For monitoring the general 'health' of
the population there is little to be gained from greater accuracy. Indeed, if it
6 M. P. Harris
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were not for the chances of a breeding failure, with many birds leaving the
colony early in the season, the count in May could be dispensed with and the
breeding success expressed as the number of young present per completed
nest occupied near fledging (e.g. Barrett, 1983).
The Isle of May has a large kittiwake population and nesting success was
high in 1986. Are patterns of laying and fledging documented here likely to
be typical? Several other studies have shown a similar stability of counts of
completed (or apparently occupied) nests in mid-season. Richardson et al.
(1981) recorded a maximum nest count at a Shetland colony on 22 June and
six counts made between 5 June and 10 July all exceeded 95% of this.
McGrath & Walsh (1985) followed nests in two colonies in Waterford and
noted that numbers of nests remained above 95% and 90% respectively, of
the maximum count from early June to late July. However, such a long
period ofstability ofcounts does not always occur. Heubeck (1986) followed
four plots at Sumburgh, Shetland, in 1986. The maximum counts of active
nests ranged between 86 and 95% ofthe total and the count ofnes:s declined
gradually from a peak in early June. Breeding success was low at 0·41-0·75
young fledged per nest where birds had been seen incubating. Presumably in
even worse conditions kittiwakes may sometimes completely abandon small
colonies (Barrett & Schei, 1977). Therefore, care must be exercised in
interpreting counts of occupied nests in late June or July as the 'breeding
population', since by then some pairs could have already failed l<l:d left the
colony.
The start of laying varies considerably from year to year even ~, ;:".e
colony. For instance, on the Isle of May first egg dates between 1981-86
varied from 1-16 May whereas on the Fame Islands, Northumberland, first
egg dates between 1971-86 ranged from 15 April to 8 May (Hawkey &
Hickling, 1972-86). The peak of laying might be more consistent, but the
mean date oflaying ofexperienced breeders at North Shields, Tyne & Wear,
ranged from 15 to 25 May 1952-82 (Coulson & Thomas, 1985), and on
Horney, Norway, there was a 100day difference between both median and
first egg dates in both 1980 and 1981 (Barrett, 1983). Timing of breeding also
varies greatly from colony to colony. Barrett (1978) followed the pattern of
laying at two neighbouring Norwegian colonies for three seasons; the
differences in first egg dates and mean laying dates between the colonies in
the same years were 2-17 and 0-9 days respectively. Thus, it is extremely
difficult to predict the laying or fledging season of any colony.
The timing of nest checks is vital, especially if only two or three are made.
In Britain, the plotting of completed nests on photographs is probably best
done in early June, but two checks, about three weeks apart, in late May and
mid-June are preferable. On the Isle of May two such checks missed only 1%
of the annual total of completed nests. The timing is more important for
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Monitoring kittiwake breeding success 7
Suggested method of monitoring breeding output
determining the number of chicks fledging. Ideally, there should be two or
three checks 5-7 days apart, straddling the main fledging period. If only one
visit is possible, this should be during the week following the first fledging.
If the date of this event cannot be determined directly it can be predicted
approximately, either by adding 10 weeks (27 days incubating and 43 days
fledging periods; Coulson & White, 1958) to the first egg date or by
estimating the ages of the oldest chicks present using the criteria in Table 4.
Kittiwake breeding success is so variable that even a few visits should give
some indication if it was a 'good' or 'bad' season.
(I) Decide the time available for the checks and thus the number of plots
which can be covered. The initial check and plotting of 5<J.--70 nests on
photographs will take an hour or more, but later checks will be both quicker
and easier. If the colony is small, the observer should try to check as many of
the nests as possible. If it is large, the plots should be dispersed throughout
the colony. Several small plots are more likely to be representative of the
colony than one or two large plots and are relatively much quicker to check.
(2) Photograph the plots when the birds are present, preferably when they
are on nests. Photographs can be used for several years as the same sites are
normally used each season. Good photographs are essential. Have a
maximum of 5<J.--70 nests per print.
(3) Make large prints (A4 size is ideal) and tape on transparent overlays,
and write on these using a suitable waterproof pen. [If this is not possible,
the negatives can be mounted as slides and projected on to clean white paper,
the nests, sites and prominent cliff-features marked, and photocopies made
of these 'maps' (M. G. Richardson, pers. comm.).]
(4) Visit the colony in late May and mid June (or, if two checks are
8 M. P. Harris
TABLE 4
Useful Indications of the Age of Kittiwake Chicks
(taken from Maunder & Threlfall, 1972)
Black tips to feathers of neck just visible at 9 days
Tail feathers erupt at 10 days
Black tips to upper wing coverts visible at 11 days
Black tips to vanes of tail feathers visible at 16 days
Most down lost but still some on top of head and back at 25-30 days
Wing tips equal length of tail at 30 days
Wing tips 1-2cm longer than tail at 36 days
Wing tips 3-4 em longer than tail at 40-45 days
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impossible, once in early June) and mark on the overlays the position of (a)
nests with birds incubating, (b) other completed nests, and (c) a bird with
even a trace of nest material, using different symbols. If an overlay is not
available or many visits are to be made, number the nests and pairs
sequentially and note the state of each on a check-sheet. Do not waste time
trying to determine clutch size.
(5) Determine or predict when the first fledging should occur. Make a visit
as soon after this as possible and check each nest/site marked previously and
add on any new nests. Mark the number of large young present alongside
each nest on the overlay (using a different colour pen for each visit) or check-
sheet. Note any young which are not near to fledging, i.e. with wing tips
shorter than the tail. Do not waste time trying to determine the numbers of
very small young in late broods. Try and return 5-7 days later and check
these late nests. The more checks made, the better the result.
(6) When assessing how many young you think may fledge, remember that
large young sometimes move between nests, that young in broods of two or
three sometimes fledge several days apart and that fledged young may return
for several days either to their own or other nests.
(7) Sketch the main features of the colony on to the overlay, label both
picture and overlay fully (including the dates of the checks) and keep for
future assessment of numbers and nest-sites.
(8) Present chick productions as the number ofpairs which built complete
nests which reared three, two, one or no young and, if possible, the numbers
of other pairs which built only part-completed nests.
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2.3 Selecting plots for monitoring nesting success.
2. High-input method
2.3.5 Two method for dispersing these plots have been used
2.2 The method can be used both for birds breeding on open cliff
ledges and for these nesting under boulders.
A method for monitoring the breeding success of the shag.
(a) Random position. This is not haphazard. Go along
the colony and find all the groups of nests which can
be checked accurately and safely. Include all the
areas used by birds for nesting and try not to bias the
plots to top/bottom, centre/edge of the colony. Plots
can abutt each other. Draw rough diagrams of where
these plots are. When you get to the end of your
defined colony, give each plot a number, say 1-20.
Then decide how many you can check (remembering the
more the merrier!). Let's say 6. Then choose six of
2.3.4 This causes problems in sampling but it is far better
(on both statistical and practical grounds) to choose many
relatively small plots scattered throughout the coloncy than
one or two large plots. A plot containing 10-20 nests is
considered a reasonable size.
2.3.3 If the colony is large, sample areas (called plots)
must be chosen. Virtually all studies of colonial seabirds
have shown that many aspects of biology vary within the
colony, and often the laying or productivity of pairs are
clumped, e.g. some groups of birds breed early/late, have
high/low productivity, etc.
2.3.2 If the colony is small, try and check all the visible
nests. Even in a large colony, the higher proportion of the
population checked the better.
2.3.1 As with all monitoring, the problem is to reduce the
chances that the samples you choose are atypicsl of the colony
as a whole.
2.1 This entails visiting the colony every 7-10 days from when
birds start laying to check the progress of breeding at numbered
nest-sites until the young are fully feathered. Some background
data on the reasons for regular checks is given in the appended
reprint.
1. This is a straightforward procedure but an accurate result
necessitates regular visits to a colony (high-input method).
However, a few visits can produce a useful index for comparing
success in different years. The methods can also be used for
gannet and cormorant.
Appendix 4.
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numbers
numbers
a hat.
20).
by using a table of random numbers or writing
on cards and then pulling six of the 20 out of
Record how many plots you choose from {i.e.
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(b) Divide the colony into say 4 or 5 approximately
equal parts (either by cliff top length or number of
nests) and pick (say) 2 plots in each area. Have the
same number of plots in each area. Again, try not to
bias the choice towards top or bottom areas. If the
cliffs are not too high, the plots should span from the
cliff-top to sea. This method is probably not as good
as (a) but has been used where the number of possible
plots is small.
2.3.6 Whatever method you use, document exactly how you made
your choice.
2.3.7 If you are constrained absolutely just to check
specific plots for any reason (safety, time, only places not
to disturb birds or the public), record this.
2.3.8 It is not necessary to use the same plots each season
as we are not comparing counts but breeding output.
2.3.9 Photograph the plot, preferably when birds are at their
nest-sites, and make large (A4) black-and-white prints. Tape
over a transparent overlay, ~nrk on the positions of the
nests and number them. (It is possible to sketch the colony
instead of photographing it but this often leads to confusion
during later checks.)
2.3.10 If the nests are among boulders, mark the sites with
numbered pegs.
2.4 Visit the area every 7-10 days and for each nest record the
state of the nest (e.g. few sticks, complete platform), nest
contents (if visible) of if a bird appears to be incubating or
brooding. Pay particular attention to young at sites on open
ledges as large young sometimes move away from the nests. You will
have to assume that well feathered young which appear healthy will
fledge successfully.
2.5 Express your results as both:-
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(b) the total number of young fledged/number of nests where
were birds were definitely or probably incubating.
Do not pool results from plots as if there are significant
differences between plots the colony mean production is the average
of the plot means.
(a) the total numbers
where birds appeared to be
two, three or four chicks.
e.g. washed away, eggs did
of nests where eggs were seen plus those
incubating which failed or fledged one,
Record the reasons for any losses,
not hatch.
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3.
4.
Low input method
3.1 In boulder colonies check nests during incubation, and near
fledging when a search should also be made for additional sites.
This will give a useful index of chick production.
3.2 Record the number and sizes of young in broods and empty nests
during a visit when chicks are large, e.g. during ringing. Average
brood size can be used as an index of breeding output (Aebischer,
N.J. (1986), J. Anim. Ecol. 55: 613-629).
The following paper explains why regular checks are needed and
lists some of the potential problems.
Bird Study (1987) 34, 187-190
The effect of date on counts of nests of Shags
Phalacrocorax aristotelis
M. P. HARRIS Institute ofTerrestrial Ecology, Hill ofBrathens, Banchory,
Kincardineshire AB3 4BY, UK
R. FORBES Department of Zoology and Marine Biology, University of
St Andrews, St Andrews, Fife KY16 9TS, UK
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We made weekly counts of nests at a colony of Shags on the Isle of May.
Numbers of nests increased to a peak in early June and then declined. The peak
count of active nests was only 89% of the annual total in the area. Some sites
were used by more than one pair. We confirmed the finding of Potts that a
single count of occupied nests in early June is nomally a good index of the
breeding population, at least in northeast Britain. Occasionally, breeding is
either very late or a large proportion of the population does not breed. Counts
should, therefore, include an objective assessment of the timing of breeding and
a subjective assessment of whether or not the number of birds present seems
excessive given the number of nests present.
Shags Phalacrocorax aristotelis build largebulky nests, which successful pairs occupy
for some 16-17 weeks. Where the birds nest
on open ledges, these nests are easily counted
and a single annual count made in early June
is often used as a measure of the size of a
breeding population (e.g. Cramp, Bourne &
Saunders 1974). The timing is based on the
work of Potts (1969) on the Fame Islands,
Northumberland in 1963-67. We wished to
confirm that this was the best time to make
such counts, working at another colony 20
years la ter.
METHODS
Part of the nesting colony at the south end of
the Isle of May NNR, Fife, where Shags nest
on ledges on small cliffs and offshore stacks,
was photographed in April 1986. Breeding
density was high, with 290 sites being
occupied along 100 m of coastline. As pairs
started to breed, the position of each nest was
marked on the photographs, a complete check
of all nests being made approximately weekly
from 12 May until 27 July 1986 by R.F. Each
nest was categorized as (a) active (bird sitting
tight whether or not eggs or young were seen,
or an unattended brood of young), (b) full nest
(well built but seen to be empty although ap-
parently capable of holding eggs), (c) half-built
(platform of nest material but insufficient to
hold eggs), or (d) trace (a few fragments of
material guarded by one or both adults).
Active and full nests are the categories usually
counted and combined together as 'nests' in
widespread population censuses (e.g. Oper-
ation Seafarer, Seabird Colony Register). This
check using photographs aimed to account for
every nest present in the part of the colony
that was being surveyed.
Approximately weekly, Sarah Wanless and
M.P.H. independently mimicked a typical cen-
sus count. They checked the whole area from
all vantage points, constrained only by the
need not to disturb incubating birds, and
categorized all the nests they saw as above.
Only nests with at least 1 adult (or a brood of
young) present were counted. When both
S. W. and M.P.H. made counts, we have used
the mean of the 2 as the count for the day.
The comparisons between these counts and
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Figure 1. The proportion of the 290 nest-sites used
by Shags on the Isle of May in 1986 which had a
nest started by a given date. Data are from checks
using photographs to ensure that no sites were over-
looked.
(c) half-built and trace" "-
".
100
Overall, 290 different nest sites were used
during the period. Over 90% of the sites used
had at least a trace of a nest by 13 June but 11
sites (4%) were not occupied for the first time
until July (Fig. 1). No nest was started after 27
July. Of these 290 sites, 252 (87%) reached the
active stage; of the rest, 13 reached the full
nest stage, 15 the half-nest stage, and 6 never
had more than a trace. (Four nests were almost
hidden from view so the state that they
reached is unknown.) Thirty sites were used
on several different occasions and at 10 of these
there were 2 successive active nests. Five of
the 30 sites were used by individually recog-
nizable pairs. One was used by 2 different
pairs, both of which had active nests at that
site some time during the season; 3 were used
by 2 different pairs, though only 1nest reached
the full stage; and 1 was used twice by the
same pair. One male deserted his nest and 5
eggs about 10 June after being colour-ringed,
moved 85 km to the Fame Islands, and bred
again in the same season, successfully rearing
a chick (P. Hawkey pers. comm.). This move-
ment must be considered exceptional, because
the bird had apparently bred in the study area
since at least 1971 and had been caught in 4
previous seasons; furthermore, it was back at
its Isle of May site in March 1987. We do not
know how many pairs actually bred in the area
0' ,-- "f-_t-··~-·-·t-·t-·-t-._.-.....t
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Figure 2. Counts of (a) active and full nests com-
bined, (b) active nests and (c) half-built and trace
nests in the study area in 1986. Data are from normal
counts without using photographs. The decline in
the number of active nests in June and July is signifi-
cant (r = -0.94, P < 0.001) and its mean rate was
0.86 nests per day (regression analysis).
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There was remarkably good agreement be-
tween the combined counts of active and full
nests found by the counters and the checks of
the area using photographs. On the 7 dates
where both methods were used the mean dif-
ference was only 1.4% (s.d. 6.8). Thus, we
conclude that S. W. and M.P.H. overlooked
few nests and their counts are used through-
out this paper.
On the 8 days when S.W. and M.P.H. made
direct counts there was good agreement be-
tween their counts, the mean differences in
the counts of active nests being 2.3% (s.d. 3.1).
There was, however, a difference of 15% (s.d.
33) in the combined counts of trace and half-
nests. We think that this results from (a) the
difficulty of deciding_ when a pair started to
build (e.g., whether a few pieces of seaweed
had been brought there by the birds) and (b)
pairs sometimes leaving the sites unattended
at this stage. The mean difference in the total
nest counts of the 2 observers was 3.2% (s.d.
2.9).
those from the weekly check of photographic-
ally mapped nests were restricted to parts of
the colony visible from these vantage points.
In the presentation of the results below, the
difference between counts made by 2 counters
or by 2 methods is given as the mean and
standard deviation of the individual dif~
ferences between the 2 counts, always taking
the same counter or method first, divided by
the average of the 2 counts.
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in 1986 but the maximum number of pairs
occupying sites on any day was 240 on 5June.
The first egg on the island was seen on 4
May and the first in the study area 2 days later.
From then on, nests were both started and
disappeared (with the material being stolen by
neighbouring pairs) throughout the breeding
period. The total number of active nests pres-
ent increased to a peak of 224 (89% of the
season's total) on 5 June and then declined
slowly but significantly (Fig. 2). The number
of half-built and trace nests showed a corre·
sponding decline and remained at around 10.
The peak count of total nests was 237 (82% of
all those recorded) and this also occurred on
5 june.
DISCUSSION
On anyone day some pairs will not have
started breeding, while others will have failed
and left. Thus maximum counts will under-
estimate the population. However, the total
number of sites used during a season will over-
estimate the population, as some birds change
sites dUring the season. On the Fame Islands,
where Shags also nest on open ledges, Potts,
Coulson & Deans (1980) considered that the
most consistent and accurate index of popu-
lation size was the maximum numbers of nests
occupied at any time. Theyexpressed this nest
count as breeding pairs, noting that each pair
(as defined above) occupied 1.15 sites per sea-
son. Despite over 80% of the adults being in-
dividually recognizable (G.R. Polls pers.
comm.) some unsuccessful pairs probably
moved from site to site without being iden-
tified, so this ratio will not allow for some sites
being used by more than one pair within a
season. On the Isle of May in 1986, 290 sites
had a nest at least started and the maximum
number of sites occupied at one time was 240
(based on checks using photographs)-a ratio
of 1.21 sites occupied per pair if, and we have
no evidence to .back this up, we assume that
all pairs were actually nesting at one time. In
1982, Aebischer (1985) used photographs to
check the whole of the Isle of May colony
several times and found that 1916 sites had
had a pair and at least a trace of a nest at some
time during the season. His maximum count
was 1733, giving a ratio of 1:11. Ratios of this
type will doubtless vary between colonies and
G.R. Polls (pers. comm.) noted that they were
higher in low-quality nesting areas, such as
places where waves wash away nests,
A further source of inaccuracy in counts is
the difficulty in actually seeing nests. This was
not a problem in our area but elsewhere on
the Isle of May some Shags nests are hidden
in caves and fissures in the cliffs. Such nests
are easily missed. Aebischer (1986) considered
that 15% of all nests on the island would have
been overlooked during a normal nest-count.
Counts of peak nest numbers are likely to
underestimate the population.
Census counts in Britain are usually made
in early june, following the findings of Potts
(1969) on the Fame Islands that numbers of
occupied nests tended to be highest then. The
timing of breeding of Shags is extremely vari-
able and this might be expected to influence
the best date to make counts. There are few
data on median laying dates but the first egg
dates on the Fame Islands for 15 seasons 1972-
86 was 12 April (s.d. = 12 days) (Hawkey &
Hickling 1972-86). Start of laying on the Isle
of May showed a similarannual variation, with
the first egg dates for 20 seasons during the
period 1962-86 ranging from 23 March to 20
May (mean = 21 April, s.d. = 18 days)
(Aebischer 1986; pers. obs.). Thus 1986, with
the first egg on 4 May, was a late season. The
optimum time for a single count of the nests,
that is the time when the maximum number
of sites was occupied, was the first third of
june on the Isle of May in each year 1981, 1982
and 1986, even though the first egg dates in
these years varied 28 March-4 May. However,
in 1976 laying started on 20 May-one of the
two latest dates on record (Aebischer 1986).
On 2-4 june H. Galbraith (pers. comm.)
counted 348 occupied nests on the Isle of May
whereas on 27-30 july M.P.H. and others
found 479. It would be interesting to have
details of the nesting pattern in such a very
late season. Our subjective impression is that
laying is more synchronized in late seasons,
Thus, care must be exercised in using June
counts made in very late seasons, of which
there have been 3 since our records began on
the Isle of May in 1972. Laying patterns at
other colonies should be checked before taking
the first week of June as standard time
throughout Britain. For, although the available
evidence confirms the view of Potts et al. (1980)
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that a single count of occupied nests at this
time is normally a good index of the number
of pairs breeding that year (even though its
accuracy remains unknown), Shags breed
much earlier in southwest Britain than they
do in the northeast (Table 3 in Potts 1969).
Counts should perhaps be made earlier in
these regions.
Occasionally, as shown by Aebischer (1986),
large numbers of Shags fail to nest. In such
seasons any count of nests will give a mislead-
ing indication of population size. Therefore,
any count of Shag nests should include an
objective assessment of the timing and breed-
ing and also a subjective assessment of
whether there seemed fewer nests than would
have been expected from the numbers of
adults present. For instance, annual counts of
the number of pairs of Shags nesting on
Canna, Inner Hebrides showed a dramatic in·
crease between 1974 (856 nests) and 1985 (1690
nests). The count for 1986 was only 436 nests
but over 1000 adults were counted on rocks
close to the colony; obviously many pairs had
not bred (details from Swann & Ramsay 1986).
Such details are important to later workers
when they need to compare counts. Aebischer
(1986) showed convincingly the importance of
having sufficient ringed birds in populations
that are counted regularly to detennine
whether low nest counts do or do not reflect
population declines. Adult Shags are now
being colour-ringed on the Isle of May and at
other Scottish colonies for just such a purpose.
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Appendix 5. A method for monitoring the breeding success of the fulmar
1. This is a straightforward procedure but both the suggested methods
necessitate 4-5 visits to the colony.
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2 • Both methods necessitate selecting study plots.
2.1 As with all monitoring, the problem is to reduce the chances
that the samples you choose are atypical of the colony as a whole.
2.2 If the colony is small, try and check all the visible nests.
Even in a large colony, the higher proportion of the population
checked the better.
2.3 If the colony is large, sample areas (called plots) must be
chosen. Virtually all studies of colonial seabirds have shown that
many aspects of biology vary within the colony, and often the
laying or productivity of pairs are clumped, e.g. some groups of
birds breed early/late, have high/low productivity, etc.
2.4 This causes problems in sampling but it is far better (on
both statistical and practical grounds) to choose many relatively
small plots scattered throughout the colony than one or two large
plots. A plot containing 30-50 nest sites is considered a
reasonable size.
2.5 Two methods for dispersing these plots have been used.
(a) Random position. This is not haphazard. Go along the
colony and find all the groups of which 30-50 sites which can
be checked accurately and safely. Include all the areas used
by birds for nesting and try not to bias the plots to
top/bottom, centre/edge of the colony. Plots can abutt each
other. Draw rough diagrams of where these plots are. When you
get to the end of your defined colony, give each plot a number,
say 1-20. Then decide how many you can check (remembering the
more the merrier!). Let's say 6. Then choose six of the 20
numbers by using a table of random numbers or writing numbers
on cards and then pulling six of the 20 out of a hat. Record
how many plots you choose from (i.e. 20).
(b) Divide the colony into say 4 or 5 approximately equal
parts (either by cliff top lengths or number of sites) and
pick (say) 2 plots in each area. Have the same number of plots
in each area. Again, try not to bias the choice towards top or
bottom areas. If the cliffs are not too high, the plots should
span from the cliff-top to sea. This method is probably not as
good as (a) but has been used where the number of possible
plots is small.
2.6 Whatever method you use, document exactly how you made your
choice.
2.7
for
the
If you are constrained absolutely just to check specific plots
any reason (safety, time, only places not to disturb birds or
public), say so.
I
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2.8 It is not necessary to use the same plot each season as we are
not comparing counts but breeding output.
3. Photograph the chosen plots, then either
(a) Method 1: tape on a transparent overlay and mark on and number
nest-sites.
(b) Method 2: delimit the boundaries of the plot directly on to the
print with waterproof ink.
4. Checking
4.1 Method 1
4.1.1 Visit the area three times 3-4 days apart in late
May/early June by when the bulk of birds have laid. For each
occupied nest site (that is where a bird appears to be sitting
tight) record on a check sheet what you think the bird is
doing. For instance, record 'egg seen~, 'no egg present'
'incubating'. Do not flush birds or eggs will be lost.
4.1.2 The main problem with fulmars is to decide how many
pairs are actually breeding. The best estimate is the number
of eggs seen plus sites where a bird was 'incubating' on all
three checks.
4.1.3 Check each numbered site again in early to mid August
for the presence or absence of a chick. Assume that all large
young fledge.
4.2 Method 2
4.2.1 Visit the area on several days in June and count the
number of apparently occupied sites - one or two fulmars
occupying a site capable of holding the fulmar's single egg.
Calculate the average number of occupied sites.
4.2.1 Visit the area in early to mid August and count the
number of chicks. Assume that all large young fledge.
5. Productivity
5.1 Express the results as the mean number of young fledging per
bird incubating (method 1) or per occupied site (2).
5.2 Do not pool results from plots as if there are significant
differences between plots the colony production will be the average
of the plot means.
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A method for monitoring the breeding success of the
puffin.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
Puffins do not tolerate much disturbance when nesting so neither of
the two methods which have been developed involve handling the
adult.
Method 1. This is suitable for colonies where burrows are in soil
and where there are no Manx shearwaters present. It involves
feeling down a burrow with a short bamboo or stick.
2.1 Check a series of burrows after the peak of laying (usually
early May).
2.2 Select a series of sticks 6-20" long. Take the longest, lie
on the ground and push the stick and your arm down the burrow. Any
incubating puffin will move off the egg which can usually be felt
with the stick on the floor of the nest-chamber. If the stick is
too long to go around a bend in the burrow, try again with a
shorter one. Be careful not to break the egg. Any burrow where an
egg is felt is then staked (but not necessarily numbered) bearing
in mind that the vegetation may well grow quite tall and you will
want to find the burrow again. These checks are best made when the
ground and burrow floor are dry.
2.3 Disperse the burrows checked through the colony. Try for a
sample of 100+ burrows.
2.4 Recheck the burrows when birds have very large chicks (early
July in northeast Britain, mid-July, elsewhere). It is usually
easy to determine if the nest has been successful, either by
feeling the chick, finding the chick's latrine at the first bend of
the burrow or searching for moulted down among the nest lining a
bit of which is easily pulled out.
2.5 Success is expressed as the number of chicks present/the total
number of burrows refound where presence or absence of a chick was
determined.
Method 2. This is suitable where birds nest among rocks or where
colony is shared with Manx shearwaters.
3.1 Find a vantage point where burrows can be watched from a
distance.
3.2 Mark all visible burrows with large numbered stakes and early
in the season record which burrows are being regularly used by
puffins.
3.3 When birds are feeding large chicks, make a few watches to
determine which burrows have fish taken down them. This is best
done in the early morning when feeding frequency is highest.
3.4 Express success as the number of successful burrows/number
occupied early in the season.
Method 1 ~s also suitable for Manx shearwater and some black
guillemot colonies; Method 2 is suitable for black guillemots
nesting among boulders.
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1. Fulmar
Sumburgh 30 June (D. Okill)
Canna (R Swann)
Fair Isle, 3-30 July
mean±SE
8.2±0.8
Fish/load
107
No.Wt of load
(g)
mean±SE
9.3±0.9107
No.
load of 5 medium sandeels
load of 8 sandeels (52 g); lengths 10-12 cm, 125, 127
133 and 151 mm.
7. Food samples collected from adults feeding chicks in 1988
Inverhill, Caithness 6-23 July (S Mackay)
11 totalling 408 g; sandeels 97% by number and 95% by weight.
Only other prey was 1 sea scorpion. Sandeels 11-17 cm (mostly
12-13 cm).
Isle of May 15 June - 19 July
16 totalling 675 g; all sandeels except for one regurgitate
from an adult which contained 1 sandeel, 1 dragonet/scorpion
fish type and 1 butterfish. Sandeels mostly 10-16 cm long.
Data for Kittiwakes are presented in Section 5.3 and for
other species on Fair Isle and at Hermaness in Section 7.3
and Appendix 8, respectively.
38 Samples: 32 fish offal or discards, 3 small fish,
1 whelk operculum, 1 sandeel.
16 totalling 286 g; all sandeels (except one sample which also
had 1 very small crustacea). Sandeels lengths estimated as
16 x 12-14 cm
42 x 5-8 cm.
Fair Isle 1 July-l0 August
2. Shag (regurgitates)
13 June-4 July
May
July -
3 samples totalling 2 13 g:
100% sandeels; including 13 10-14 cm.
Isle of May
2. Puffin (loads)
Appendix
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Measurements of fish (mm)
Species No Mean±SE
Isle of May sandeel (small ) 664 65.8±0.5
sandeel (large) 27 140.6±3.3
herring 113 62.7±0.6
saithe 3 72 ,60,42
cod 2 55,52
sprat 1 105
Skomer sandeel 135 69.4±0.8
clupeidae
(probably sprat) 21 55.5±1.5
Fair Isle whiting* 72 46.7±1.3
sandeel 64 72 .4±4.4
clupeidae 8 38.5±1.3
flatfish 1 22
rockling 1 22
*includes a few Norway pout
Feeding frequency
Isle of May 26 June; 49 burrows
mean = 5.1±O.4 feeds/chick/day
4. Guillemot
Diet (observations)
Is Ie of May 30 May -2 1 July
Fish Size class No. Calculated wt
(g)
Sandeel very large 6 ?
large 85 13
medium 159 7.6
small 67 4
minute 20 ?
Sprat large 128 18
medium 98 11
small 25 ?
Skomer
20 June-9 July
Fair Isle
2-12 July
19
34
9.1±0.6
6.0±0.8
19
14
8.2±0.5
4.4±1.4
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Marwick Head, Orkney (from Thomas 1988, NCC CSDR No. 872)
Gadoid sp.
?
5
158.5±5.5
l50.1±6.7
111.6±2 .3
111±14
120
144. 6±4. 9
107.6±8.2
80, 103
87.5±3.2
Length (mm)±SE
1
3
76
5
12
Sandeel 25
Gadoid 8
Other 9
Unidentified 4
small/medium
sandeels
unknown
sandeel
Species No.
sandeel 21
sprat 7
saithe 2
sandeel 10
saithe 1
sandeel 18
sprat 16
whiting 9]
Norway pout 4]
pollack/saithe 1]
3.14 feeds/chick/day (91 young)
3.30 feeds/chick/day (98 young)
Gadidae sp. medium
Mean fish weight = 11.1 g
Saithe
Canna
Fair Isle
Isle of May 4 June-21 July
Loads composed of:-
Sumburgh
Place
Isle of May
Diet
5. Razorbill
Isle of May
13 June
16 June
Fish measurements
Probably include some dropped by displaying birds
Feeding frequency
Fair Isle (Riddiford & Silcocks 1988, NCC CSDR No. 879)
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_____________J
Black Guillemot
Fair Isle, 3-30 July
Canna, July
Fish seen during feeding observations 11 July - 4 August
I
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5 (79, 70, 85, 85, 90 mm)
52 (88, 90 mm)
1 (149 mm)
1 (20 cm)
2 (149, 133)
3.14 feeds/chick/day (13 young)
3.30 feeds/chick/day (14 young)
13 June
16 June
butterfish 17
Gadoid 6
flatfish 3
Yarrell's blenny 1
sea scorpion 2
sandeels (large) 21
sandeels (medium) 60
sandeels (small) 50
sprat 1
small ?herring 7
l-dnute 2
Unknown fish 1
Load - 3 sandeels (66, 70, 77 mm)
Load - 3 sandeels (15, 26, 31 mm)
Feeding frequency
Isle of May
4 loads - 3 x sandeels (55, 55, 159 mm)
- 1 sprat or herring (11 cm)
Collected fish
short-spined sea scorpion
long-spined scorpion
Yarrell's blenny
rockling
butterfish
Fair Isle 11 July - 4 August
6.
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Appendix 8
THE DIET OF ATLANTIC PUFFIN FRATERCULA ARCTICA AND
NORTHERN GANNET SmA BASSANA CHICKS AT A SHETLAND COLONY
DURING A PERIOD OF CHANGING PREY AVAILABILITY
A.R.Martin
Sea Mammal Research Unit
Natural Environment Research Council
c/o British Antarctic Survey
Madingley Road
Cambridge CB3 OET
Short title: DIET OF PUFFIN & GANNET CHICKS
1
I
SUMMARY I
The food of young Puffins and Gannets ",as examined bet"'een 1973 and 1988 on I
Hermaness. Dnst. No prey other than fish was found in any year; ten species
",ere taken by Gannets and at least 13 by Puffins during the study period.
Sandeel Ammodytes marinus ",as found to be the dominant prey species for Puffins
I
I
in every sampling year except the last two, comprising over 90% of the diet by
weight in many annual samples. Sandeel formed 90% of the diet of young Gannets I
in 1981 but declined steadily in importance thereafter, falling to 6% in 1988 I
I
I
Irespectively during their attendance at the colony. The mean ",eight of food
loads delivered by Puffins to their young declined significantly after 1980, as
did the size of Sandeels captured. Observation of the colonies reinforces the
evidence from diet sampling that Sandeel has been less available to both
by ",hich time Herring Clupea harengus and Mackerel Scomber scombrus ",ere the 2
most common prey species. In a successful breeding season, the Hermaness I
colonies of Puffins and Gannets consume about 3000 tonnes and 2500 tonnes
seabird species in the latter years of the study. Gannets "'ere able to switch
to other prey with no loss of breeding success, but Puffins probably suffered a I
I
Isevere breeding failure between 1986 and 1988. Available data on Shetland
Sandeel stocks provide evidence of a probable link between this species'
abundance within the seabirds' foraging range and the quantity of Sandeels I
brought ashore to chicks by adult Puffins and Gannets.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper reports on the food delivered by Puffins and Gannets to their chicks
at Hermaness National Nature Reserve on the island of Unst, Shetland (60·50'N,
O· 53 'W) where they are among the most numerous breeding seabirds 0 The two
species are confined to the No Atlantic and breed on both east and west coasts
I of the British Isles, Colonies are normaHy associated with highly productive
areas of cold temperate seas.
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The diets of nestling seabirds have been found to vary between colonies and
between years within the same colony, presumably ref lecting changes in the
1 , b d f f' h " b 1,2,3 S h hre at~ve a un ance 0 ~s spec~es 1.0 near y waters uc c anges may
occur naturally, as part of cyclic population fluctuations or in response to
environmental perturbation, or may be partly due to human activity. The advent
of oil production activities in Shetland waters 1n the 1970s and the
development of a commercial fishery for Sandeel Ammodytes marinus, an important
foodfish ·for seabirds in the area 1,4,5, were thus viewed by ornithologists
with concern, The present study of Puffin diets on Hermaness began in 1973 and
coincides with the first 15 years of this fishery. Samples of Gannet food were
I
first examined in 1981, since when annual Sandeel landings from Shetland
II inshore waters increased to a peak of 52,000 tonnes in 1982 before declining to
33,000 tonnes in 1984 and 7,000 tonnes in 1987 6
I
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THE STUDY AREA
Hermaness N.N.R. comprises a 5 km long peninsula and associated islands on the
N.W. tip of Unst, Shetland. It is Britain's most northerly seabird colony,
supporting 14 breeding species which have access to highly productive coastal
shelf waters.
3
Puffins occupy burrows in rock scree and soil along most of the north and west
coasts. The colony comprises about 50,000 breeding pairs and annual counts of
occupied burrows in permanent transects indicate that the population size has
remained fairly stable during the period of this study (Author's unpubl. data).
Gannets breed in two separate areas along the west coast of Hermaness and
I
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another on the outlying islands to the north. Nesting was first recorded in
1917 and some 7,700 pairs 7now breed , making this the largest colony 1n I
8Shetland and one of the largest in Britain
METHODS
Food-bearing adult Puffins were caught in June or July of 11 years between 1973
and 1988. They were mist-netted on approach to the colony, usually during the
late afternoon or evening. Birds hitting the net invariably dropped the
complete food load and this was collected during a careful search of the area
under and around the net after each capture. Samples thought to be of
incomplete or combined loads were discarded or noted as such. Each load was
weighed to the nearest O.lg, the length of each complete fish was measured from
the tip of its snout to the tip of its tail and a count made of the remaining
heads and tails. Individual fish not specifically identifiable on site were
either photographed or preserved for later identification. In order to
eliminate the effects of any possible variation in diet across the colony, all
food samples were obtained from one mid'colony site of c.1000 burrows.
In a few cases, the contribution of a single fish species to the total weight
of fish collected in any year could not be measured directly. In these
circumstances, an approximate figure was derived by taking the product of the
number of individuals and their mean weight, as determined either. from my own
data or by applying a weight / length function to their collective mean length
4
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I (after Harris and Hislop 1). This technique is not strictly accurate because
I
I
the weight/length relationship is not linear bu~since fish of anyone species
were usually of a similar size t any error will not be large and will be to
underestimate the species' importance.
I Samples of Gannet food were obtained in June and July in the form of bol"-",,,
freely regurgitated by adults and chicks as we moved through the colony. SinceI
all the samples were partially digested it was rarely possible to measure
I individual fish, but identification to species or species -group was normally
I
possible by either visual inspection or examination of otoliths. In '1983 and
1984 some loads were weighed (to the nearest 5g). Food samples for this study
I were obtained from two mid-colony sites, each with c.150 nests.
I The quantity of each prey species consumed by the colonies of the two seabirds
I
during the breeding season was estimated by determining the energetic
requirements of the birds, the calorific value of their prey and the ratio of
breeding adult were calculated using the equation for Basic Metabolic RateI
the different prey species 1n the diet, by weight. The energy needs of a
I 9(BMR) in Kendeigh et a1 :
I daily BMR (kcals) = 0.5224 W 0.7347
I where W = body weight of an adult of the species in g.
I
I The total seasonal requirement of the colony can then be estimated as
I no. adults (breeders and non-breeders) x no. days in or near colony
I
I
x daily BMR x MF
5
,
6RESULTS
1. Puffins
diet and Gadoids, mostly Saithe Pollachius virens, comprised a further 217..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
In 1988 Rockling formed 427. of thein some of the analyses presented below.
A summary of the food-loads collected during the 11 sampling years is given in
Table 1. Fish were the only prey in all 478 loads examined. By weight, Sandeel
was the dominant prey in every year except 1987 and 1988, when the contribution
of this species to the total sample dropped below 797. for the first time since
the study began. All Sandeels from the 1973, '74 and '76 samples were Ammodytes
marinus (see Harris and Hislop 1) and it is thought that no other member of the
family has subsequently occurred, at least to a significant extent. For
simplicity, the term 'Sandeel' will be used below as though referring to a
single species, but it is recognised that in fact two or more Ammodytidae may
be represented in both Puffin and Gannet catches. At least twelve other species
of fish were found during the study (Table 1) but only Rockling Ciliata I
Caidropsarus spp. and Haddock Helanogrammus aeglefinus formed 107. or more of
the diet by weight in any year prior to 1987. In the 1987 sample of only four
loads some unidentified Gadoids and a single Sprat S. sprattus assumed unusual
importance. This sample is too small to be reliable and has been disregarded
where MF is an appropriate multiplication factor relating BMR to the energetic
costs of breeding.
A value for MF of 5.0 was chosen as being a reasonable approximation based on a
number of seabird studies which indicate a figure of between 2.6 and 7. 7 B~lR
including the energetic costs of chick' rearing (summarised in Ellis 10).
I
I In all years with an adequate sample the weight of individual Sandeels was
considerably greater than that of any other species captured. In 1984, forI
example, the average weight of a Sandeel (0.52g) was nearly four times that of
I the average Rockling, the second most commonly captured species. In 1979.
I
although only 237. of the fish sampled were Sandeels, the relatively high
individual welgh~ of this species resultea in Sandeels forming 90% of the di£t
I by weight.
I Overall, the mean weight of loads varied significantly between years (F9 424 =,
I
8.5, p<.OOl) (Fig. I), as did the mean number of fish per load (FlO 425 = 17.1,
,
p <.001). More importantly. the mean length, and thus the mean weight. of
individual Sandeels captured declined significantly from 1981 onwards (r=-0.99,I d.f.=3, p<.Ol) (Fig. 2), as did the mean weight of loads (r=-0.96, d.f. = 4,
II p<.OOl) (Fig. 1). The heaviest loads recorded during the study were of 2l.5g,
20.0g and l8.lg. Generally, Puffins carrying exclusively Sandeels had much
II heavier loads than those birds whose catch comprised less than 507. Sandeels by
I number (e.g. 1984 sample : t 36
: 26.3, p <.001).
I
I
Paradoxically, a significant negative correlation was found between the mean
load weight and the mean number of fish per load in the eight years for which
there are more than 10 sample loads (r=-0.85, d.f.: 7, p < .05). Within years
I the negative relationship between the weight and number of constituent fish ineach load was strongest when substantial numbers of species other than Sandeels
I
I
were taken. Indeed a significant positive relationship was found in 1981 and
1983 when more than 907. of the catch by weight was Sandeels. On balance, it
would seem that the relationship between load weight and the number of fish in
I
the load results entirely from the fact that non-Sandeels in the catch are, on
average, individually smaller and lighter than Sandeels.
I
I 7
In 1978, the only year in which sampling was spread over a period of four weeks
I
I
or more, no significant difference was found in mean load weight. mean number
of fish per load or mean Sandeel length between early and late samples.
Differences in these parameters between early and late samples in other years
showed no consistent trend across years. The regression of mean Sandeel length
on mid-date of sampling period for each year was not significant (r=0.50, d.f.
I
I
I
= 7, p>O.l).
I
A large majority of Sandeels taken in most years were a-group (first year) fish
(8. 7g). If a length of 100mm is taken to be an approximate cut-off point
between O-group and I-group fish in June and July (derived from data in Anon 6
and appendix to Harris & HiSlop I), then between 0.27. (1988) and 687. (1979) of
although individual sizes and weights varied from 24mm (0.05g) to 172mm I
I
I
the Sandeels sampled in each year comprised l'group or older fish (Table 2).
July samples contained a higher proportion of older fish than those taken in
June, but year-to-year variation in the size of Sandeels captured in July was
I
I
high (Fig. 3).
I
Some fish 1n each year were still alive when collected from Puffins at the
colony. This confirms the impression given by other observations that Hermaness
. I,ll f f . . h' fbirds I like those at other colonies ,were 0 ten eedlng Wit 1n a ew
I
I
kilometres of the coast.
I
An energetic requirement of 4.3266 x 10' kcals was calculated for the Hermaness
birds compris ing 50,000 breeding pairs (Author's unpub1. data) and 50,000
colony during the breeding season. This assumes (a) a seasonal length of 135
days (the beginning of April to mid-August) 12, (b) a colony size of 150,000
immatures and nonbreeders (derived from breeding
I
I
I
I
non-breeding ratios in
13(c) a mean body weight of 390.6g ,and (d) that breeding was
successful.
H • 12)arrlS ,
8 I
I
I Using the above energy requirement, the calorific densities of the various fish
15 16Montevecchi et a1. ,Murray and Burt ) and the ratios of fish species byI
species in the diet (taken from Barrett et a1. 14 Harris 1and Hislop
I weight in the diet each year found by the current study, estimates can be
derived for the total tonnage of each prey spec~es taken (Table 1). These
I figures assume (a) that the sample is representative of the season as a whole,
and (b) that adult Puffins eat the same mixture of prey speciesI chicks. The most obvious support for the first assumption
as is fed to
is that the
I composition of the Puffin diet was found to be broadly similar in all sampling
years prior to 1987, with Sandeel always dominant no matter when the samples
II were taken. The diet of adult Puffins around Hermaness is not known but it is
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
likely to be at least broadly similar to that fed to chicks. Breeding success
is thought to have been good until 1984, but the 1986, 1987 and 1988 seasons
were probably poor (see discussion) so fewer fish were probably taken in these
reasonable approximation for the season as a whole. Almost all of this would
normally comprise Sandeel and, with a mean fish weight of 0.25g - 3.5g (Table
2, Fig. 4), this represents about 750 . 3000 million individuals per season.
2. Gannets
Ten species of fish, and no other type of prey, were found in regurgitates from
Gannets during the six seasons examined : Greater Argentine Argentina silus,
Sandeel, Haddock, Whiting Mer1angius mer1angus, Blue Whiting Micromesistius
poutasou, Cod Gadus morhua, Saithe, Mackerel, Herring and Red Gurnard
Aspi trigla cuculus. Sandeel was the only species in 90%, 62%, 37%, 15%, 14% andI
I
6% of the 1981, '83, '84, '86, '87 and '88 identifiable bolus samples
9
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respectively (Table 3). Mackerel was the only other spec1es to be positively
identified in each year of the study but, since 7% of the regurgitates could
only be determined as 'non-Sandeel', it is probable that other species were
also caught a little more frequently than the data suggest.
A combined total of 124 regurgitates were weighed in 1983 and 1984. The annual
mean weights were not significantly different, so the data were pooled. The
weight range of regurgitates was 40g to 365g. Heavier loads usually comprised
one entire fish or a partially-digested bolus of Sandeels. The latter were
almost never measurable but they appeared to be usually large O-group or
I-group fish. The overall mean weight of regurgitates was 151g, and 647-
weighed between 100g and 200g. Gannet chicks at the time of sampling were up to
five weeks of age, with weights ranging from 60g to 2500g.
No significant difference was found between the weight of boluses comprising
the different species of fish (H=6.23, d.f.=4, p>O.l, Kruskal-Wallis l'way
anova). Table 3 and Fig. 5 show the percentage of the total identifiable sample
in each year contributed by each species.
Using an estimate of 22,500 Gannets in the colony (from Wanless et a1.
assuming nests represent 2 birds and other occupied sites represent 1), an
attendance period of 210 days (derived from Nelson 3) and a mean body weight of
3015g 3, an energetic requirement of 4.4423 x 10' kcals was calculated for the
Hermaness Gannetry during the breeding season. Using the techniques outlined
above (see results: Puffins), the weight of fish of each prey species consumed
by the colony was calculated and is shown in Table 3.
The uncertainties inherent in the calculations must be taken into account when
examining the results. Nonetheless, a range of seasonal consumptio~ of around
10
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I 2000, 3000 tonnes of f ish is indica ted, and the annua 1 figure has probably
fallen by 207. over a period of 7 years as more energy'rich species such asI
Mackerel and Herring have replaced Sandeel. By 1988 Herring, absent from the
I diet in 1981 and 407. more energy' dense than Sandeel, was being consumed at
I
eight times- the rate of the smaller species (Fig. 5),
I DISCUSSION
I Studies of a range of seabird species in Shetland have demonstrated that
Sandeels normally form the major part of the communities' food requirements
II 1,4,5,18,19, Apart from the major local whitefish species, at least one other
important marine predator in these waters, the Grey Seal Halichoerus grypus,I 20probably also feeds largely on Sandeels This fish is thus almost certainly
I the most vital link in vertebrate food chains in Shetland waters. Sandeel was
the primary prey species for both Puffins and Gannets in the first years of
I this study, but a marked change occurred in the diet of both birds in the early
I 1980's. The changes may have been caused by the same circumstances, probably areduction in the availability of Sandeel, but the nature of the change differed
I between the two species and the consequences in terms of reproductive output
I
were markedly different.
I Puffins
I In every year up to 1987, Puffins relied almost exclusively on Sandeels to
raise their young and during this period dietary change appeared quite subtle
I in that it was the number and size of fish being captured, rather than the
I species, which altered. In 1987 and 1988, for the first time in this study,Sandeel formed a minor proportion of the diet and simultaneously other
I
I 11
characteristics of Puffin feeding changed, showing that the quantity of fish
being captured had markedly decreased.
Our failure to collect adequate samples of food loads in 1986 and 1987 is,
itself, informative. The sampling technique and collecting effort was similar
to all the earlier years, but very few adult Puffins were bringing food to the
burrows. No detailed estimate of delivery rate was made in either year but my
assessment, backed up by the number of loads collected per hour of effort, is
I
I
I
I
I
I
that food-bearing adults were at 20% or less of the level normally seen at a
Pennington, pers. comm.) noted no deliveries at all to the same section of the
similar stage of the season. Independent observers (T.Boulinier & M. I
I
colony during several days of close observation in late July 1987 and very few
during the same period in 1988 when the nestlings would normally be large and
fed frequently.
A puffin chick normally requires about 40g of fish per day to fledge
21successfully The mean load weight delivered to burrows on Hermaness was
3.4, 4.4 and 3.3g in 1986, 1987 and 1988 respectively, so between 9 and 12
loads per day would have been required even if the calorific value of the fish
being captured was as high as normal (in 1988, at least, it was much lower than
usual). Such. a large mean number of meals per day has not been recorded at any
puffin colony to date 21 and is considerably greater that the figure of 3.3 per
day determined for Hermaness birds at the same site in 1974 13. The conclusion
which must be drawn from this and other evidence presented above is that few,
if any, Puffin chicks were successfully fledged on Hermaness in the seasons of
1986, 1987 and 1988.
Breeding failures have been noted in other Puffin colonies, particularly in the
14 22 .Lofoten Islands, Norway , where almost no young were fledged; 1n 7 years
12
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II between 1975 and 1982. The failure was blamed on the overfishing by Man of
I Herring, the Puffins' main prey in the area. When the Herring stocks increased,in 1983, Puffins began breeding successfully once more 14 but have failed again
II between 1986 and 1988 (T. Anker-Nilssen, pers. comm). Even after many years of
I
low recruitment,. the .relatively high survival rate of Puffins
., . 1 22. " ftotal populat10n Slze decl1nes s owly allow1ng recovery
ensures that
food stocks
II
II
II
II
____ return to normal. Breeding failure on Hermaness for a few years would thus not
pose a long-term threat to the colony if Sandeels become available once more.
Gannets
The change in the food of Gannets since the first sampling year of 1981 is very
obvious but does not appear to have been accompanied by any reduction in
food when disturbed remained constant throughout.
every year of the study and the proportion of chicks and adults regurgitating
II
I
breeding success. Nearly all nests contained an apparently healthy chick in
II
II
II
The major dietary change for Gannets was a steady decrease in the amount of
Sandeel eaten, from 907. to 67. of the catch, and a parallel increase in the
importance of other species, espeeially Herring. Sandee I would seem to be an
unsuitabl~ quarry for a plunge-diver like the Gannet, but it is possible that
Sandeels may be taken from fishing boats, particularly as the nets are hauled
the technique used to take them is different from that used for larger species
of fish. Gannets have been observed diving from the surfaee for food in the
manner of Puffins 3 and can slant-dive at a very high rate. Both techniques
II
II
II
could prove worthwhile in dense shoals of Sandeels. Alternatively, the
II
II
II
near to the vessel, in whieh ease the dietary change may merely refleet the
decline in the Sandeel fishery. Adult Gannets commonly take fish from around
13
I
f
. .. 23~sh~ng boats ~n Shetland waters and some of the food examined on Hermaness I
(e.g. Red Gurnard, a bottom-dwelling species) can only have come from this
source. Nearly all the fish taken by Hermaness Gannets are the subject of a I
local fishery and it is not possible to determine what degree of reliance this
seabird has on such easy meals.
I
I
____The ability of Gannets to exploit any locally abundant source of fish 1S well
known 3, and the diet of the Hermaness birds should thus be expected to vary as I
decreased over the same period it is not surprising that one has replaced the
increased 1n abundance around Shetland during the 1980s 24 and as Sandeel has
shoals of different prey species become accessible. Herring has certainly I
I
other in the Gannet diet.
I
Hermaness but columns of adults, presumably from this colony, regularly fly
along the straits between Unst and Yell and are thus probably fishing at least
Gannets were often seen fishing in dense groups within 5 km of
and Ailsa I
I
I
extent, Sandeel have been recorded from
for example at Bass Rock 25
C . 26ra1g
Herring I Mackerel and. to a lesser
Gannets at other British colonies;
20 km from the nest. Even this minimum estimate of range would give a potential
foraging area of 1100 km' of sea within which to find either fish shoals or
fishing boats.
I
I
General I
Observations of other seabird species on Hermaness provide useful additional I
paradisea, abandoned their colony on the Reserve in the late 19705 and have not
pointers to what may be happening to stocks of prey fish. Arctic Terns, Sterna
returned. This species is known to rely very heavily on surface-caught
I
I
Sandeels and has recently experienced a series of disastrous breed~ng seasons
I
14 I
I
I in Shetland (P. Monaghan, pers. comm.). The diet of Guillemots Uria aalge was
I not intensively studied on Hermaness but a sample of prey items was examined
during each visit to the Reserve and, until 1987, all were found to be Sandeel.
II In 1987 and 1988 few Sandeels were seen at the colony, but parent Guillemots
I
were bringing small Norway Pout Trisopterus esmarkii
contrast, regurgitated pellets from the colonies of
,n thei r place. In
Shags Phalacrocorax
II
II
aristotelis were, in 1987 and 1988 as usual, entirely composed of Sandeel
otoliths and the production of chicks was no lower than normal.
I
This apparent variation in ability to catch sufficient food cannot be explained
purely by the depth of water column available for foraging since, although
Terns are restricted to surface feeding, Puffins can dive to depths of at leastI 60m if necessary 27 28A more likely explanation is suggested by Pearson ,who
II demonstrated that the proportion of time spent foraging decreased with
increasing body size in seabirds on the Farne Islands, N.E. England. Thus
I smaller birds such as Puffins and Terns would be less able to increase their
I foraging time than, for example, Shags and Gannets in time of need.
I From the foregoing it may be inferred that the ability, and the need, to catch
Sandeels differs between seabird species in Shetland.
Theleast.at
Sandeels are fairly
12by Puffinspreferred,apparentlyand1,16energy- richII
II inability to catch sufficient Sandeel during the breeding season is almostcertainly the primary cause of the recent breeding failure in successive years
other prey species apparently without ill-effect and Shags are still finding
of Arctic Terns in Shetland (P.Monaghan, pers comm.) and Puffins now seem to beI
II
suffering the same difficulties. At the same time, Gannets have exploited
I sufficient Sandeels for their needs.
I
II 15
Thus, while other factors cannot be eliminated, it seems that the most striking
A full understanding of the reasons for dietary changes ~n seabirds requires,
be gained by reference to research samples and the success of commercial
feature of the dietary data for each of the two seabird species examined here
could be explained by the changes in local Sandeel stocks. Firstly, a steady
decline in the proportion of Sandeel in the diet of Gannets occurred during a
period in which the abundance of Shetland Sandeels of the appropriate size
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Secondly. although Puff~ns
16
dropped annually, and by more than 507. overall.
catches in the area (I.C.E.S. square 50E9). V.P.A. estimates suggest that the
classes of Sandeels most commonly taken by Puffins and Gannets (O-group and
I-group) reached a peak of abundance between 1981 and 1983 before declining, in
1985 and 1986, to levels similar to those found in 1974 and 1975 6. Meanwhile
in 1986 and 1987 conunercial and research trawls showed a dramatic drop in
numbers of Sandeels on the main fishing grounds near the Herrnaness seabird
colony, the largest Sandeel ground in Shetland.
among other things, detailed information on the stock size, age frequency
distribution and behaviour of the prey species in the foraging area used by the
birds. Fortunately, information on Sandeel stocks in Shetland waters has been
gathered from the industrial fishery since 1974, and was supplemented by some
research vessel trawls (data kindly provided by the Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries for Scotland), but it is subject to the normal limitations and
biases inherent in fishery data and must therefore be used with caution. Since
the annual fishery catch ~s determined by market forces as much as fish
availability, gross catch figures cannot be relied on as an index of fish
abundance. However estimates of abundance of the different age classes using
virtual population analysis (V. P.A.) are not biased by fishery changes, and
information on fish density in the locality of the Herrnaness seabird colony can
I
I
I
I
I
appeared to withstand fluctuations in Sandeel stocks around Shetland as a whole
for more than a decade, the virtual disappearance of fish from the vicinity of
Hermaness was coincident with adult Puffins returning to their nests at this
colony with small food loads comprising tiny fish, and this almost certainly
led to breeding failure. In 1988, at least, such breeding failure was evident
among many seabird species throughout Shetland, especially those which normally
below a critical level of availability is thus apparently widespread around the
archipelago, but seabird breeding success was reported to be near-normal in the
. 1 d f 0 k d F ~n 1988 29nearest LS an groups 0 r ney an aroe ~
I
I
I
29
rely on Sandeels and are of smaller body mass The decline of this fish to
The precise influence of the commercial fishery on the changing status
I
I
I
I
With Sandeels in such short supply, direct competition between seabirds and the
local commercial fishery for the same limited resource has probably increased,
especially since both consume the smaller O-group and I-group fish predominant-
ly 30
of Shetland Sandeels is difficult to determine but clearly any future
removal of fish from this depleted stock by Man will be detrimental to its
recovery. Conversely, the current redirection of fishing effort towards
II whitefish, which also prey on Sandeels. may be expected to relieve the pressure
on the smaller species and thus improve the prospects for Shetland's vulnerable
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
seabirds.
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--------------------Table I. Composition of the diet of Puffins on Hermaness, by fish species in each sampling year.
YEAR
1973
NO. FISH
EXAMINED
142
SPECIES > 10% BY
WEIGHT IN SAMPLE
Sandeel 90%, 2649 tonnes
OTHER SPECIES
Norway Pout, Whiting, unid. Gadoids 294 tonnes
SEASONAL
CONSUMPTION
2943 tonnes
1974 109 Sandee1
Haddock
79% , 2443 tonnes
14% 431 tonnes
Gurnard, Rockling, Sprat, Mackerel,
Whiting, Haddock, unid. C1upeid
217 tonnes 3091 tonnes
1976 434 Sandee1 81%, 2406 tonnes
Rockling 16%, 474 tonnes
Sprat, Mackerel 89 tonnes 2969 tonnes
'"w
1978
1979
335
220
Sandeel 87%
Sandeel 90%
2511 tonnes
2637 tonnes
Rockling, Sprat, Mackerel, unid. Gadoids
3 unid. species
378 tonnes
289 tonnes
2889 tonnes
2926 tonnes
1981
1983
495
844
Sandeel 99%. 2777 tonnes
Sandee1 96%. 2737 tonnes
Norway Pout
Haddock
29 tonnes
114 tonnes
2806 tonnes
2851 tonnes
Sandeel 100% • 2791 tonnes
1984
1986
1987
1168
177
49
Sandee1 90%
Rockling 31 %
Spra t 26%
Gadoids 24%
Sandeel 19%
2626 tonnes
*
*
*
*
Haddock, Whiting, Rockling, Saithe/Lythe,
Torsk, Blue Whiting
291 tonnes
a tonnes
*
2917 tonnes
2791 tonnes
*
1988 1329 Rockling
Sandee1
Saithe
427. ,
367. ,
217. ,
1655
1437
820
tonnes
tonnes
tonnes
Torsk, Flatfish sp., Chrystal Gobie,
1 unidentified species
48 tonnes 3960 tonnes
The importance of the main prey species in each year is shown by the percentage of the weight of the total year's sample which
comprised that species. Weights shown are the estimated total consumption of the fish species (in tonnes) by the Hermaness
PUffin colony in the year assuming (a) a colony requirement of 4.3266 x la' kcals per season, (b) that the sample is
representative of the season as a whole, and (c) that adult and young Puffins have the same diet (see text). An asterisk (*)
indicates that the sample size was too small to allow a meaningful estimate of consumption.
Table 2. Characteristics of the Puffin diet on Hermaness, by year.
YEAR LOAD WEIGHT FISH PER LOAD NO DATES 7. SANDEELS 7. SANDEELS SANDEEL 7. SANDEEL
(g) SPECIES BY WEIGHT BY NUMBER LENGTH(mm) ) 100mm
± 2 S.D.
-
(at least
N x±2S.E. N x ± 2 S.E. N x 1 year old)
1973 18 7.9 ± 2.0 3 12/7-2717 90 68 ± 8 94 77.3 8
1974 13 1l.6±3.1 31 3.3 ± 1.5 5 8/7 -14/7 79 53 ± 10 58 97.4 57
1976 38 7.9 ± 1.3 /,3 10.1 ± 1.6 5 1717-1/8 81 48 ± 5 206 80.9 12
Iv 1978 43 6.8 ± 1.1 43 7.8 ± 1.4 7 28/6-30/6 87 54 ± 7 176 79.8 3
-C 9/7-27/7 12
1979 28 6.8 ± 1.8 29 7.6 ± 2.3 4 817 -1017 90 23 ± 6 53 105.4 68
1981 74 9.8 ± 0.8 75 6.6 ± 0.8 2 18/6·21/6 99 98 ± 1 471 76.7 /,
1983 74 8.1 ± 0.8 74 11.4 ± 1.2 3 12/6-21/6 96 94 ± 2 601 64.3 3
1984 77 6.7 ± 1.0 78 15.1 ± 1.9 7 16/6-24/6 90 76 ± 2 607 56.9 2
1986 9 3.4±1.0 9 13.2±7.1 1 14/6 100 100 177 43.8 <1
1987 4 4.4 ± 2.9 4 12.3 ± 6.0 4 217 19 20 ± 12 10 <30 0
1988 74 3.3 ± 0.5 74 18.0 ± 1.9 6 24/6 - 1/7 36 49 ± 1 692 37.3 0.2
--------------------
--------------------
Table 3. Composition of the diet of Gannets on Hermaness, by fish species in each sampling year.
YEAR NO. LOADS SANDEEL MIICKEREL GADOIDS HERRING OTH,;R SEASONAL
EXAMINED i. wt(t) i. wt(t) i. wt(t) i. wt(t) i. wt (t) CONSUMPTION
1981 61 90 2570 5 143 5 143 0 0 0 0 2855 t
1983 76 66 1727 22 576 9 234 3 79 0 0 2616 t
1984 99 39 1019 31 810 21 549 8 209 0 0 2587 t
N
"\ 1986 125 15 351 24 563 13 306 41 963 7 164 2347 t
1987 85 14 316 25 563 13 293 47 1059 1 23 2254 t
1988 111 6 140 22 514 19 444 51 1192 2 47 2337 t
The importance of the main prey species in each year is shown by the percentage of the weight of the
total year's sample which comprised that species. Weights shown are the estimated tcta1 consumption of
each fish species by the Hermaness Gannet colony in the year assuming (a) a colony requirement of
4.4423 x 10' kca1s per season, (b) that the sample is representative of the season as a whole, and (c)
that adult and nestling gannets have the same diet (see text). The category "Gadoids" includes Cod.
Haddock, Saithe and Whiting. All weights are in tonnes.
Figure Legends
1. Mean weight of food loads delivered to Puffin chicks on Hermaness, by year.
2. Mean length of Sandeels delivered to Puffin chicks on Hermaness, by year.
3. Percentage of Sandeels greater than lOOmm in length (approximately
corresponding to fish with an age of one year or more) within the diet of
Puffins on Hermaness. by year. The annual figure is plotted against the
mid-date of the sampling period. The two plots for 1978 represent two
discontinuous sampling periods in the same season.
4. Mean weight of individual fish delivered to Puffin chicks on Hermaness, by
year.
5. Species composition of the diet of Gannets on Hermaness, by weight 1n each
sampling year.
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Appendix 9. (a) Calorific values of fish from seabirds 1987
Isle of May 29-9 July
Canna July
Shetland 27 June-3 July
P = Puffin G = Guillemot K == Kittiwake S : Shag
kJ/g Total %wet wl Bird
length (wet) (dry) Value of fish Water Fat Protei.n Species
kJ
Sprat
Isle of May 115 8.6 30.8 105 72 8 18 G
" " 81 6.8 23.6 29 71 ? 16 P
" "
80 6.8 24.3 i7 72 8 18 P
" " 92 7.2 24.8 45 71 6 18
P
" "
79 ? ? ? 74 4 17 P
" " 78 ? ? ? 77 4 16 P
" " 102 5. I 21.4 42 76 5 16 P
Canna 98 9.9 28.3 113 65 16 16 G
"
112 9.4 26.9 124 65 16 17 G
" lOS 8.8 27.5 80 68 13 17 G
" 95 7.8 25.2 79 69 11 18 G
Sandeel
Isle of May 102 6.2 22 23 72 9 17 P
" " 120 ? ? ? 77 1 18 P
" "
104 ? ? ? 71 7 17 P
Shetland 130 4.0 19.1 33 79 1 17 G
" 144 5.7 22.0 61 74 7 17 G
"
172 6.2 23.3 108 74 5 18 G
Isle of May mush 4.8 20.9 ? 77 2 18 S
" " "
? ? ? 76 4 16 K
" " "
5.7 19.7 ? 71 ? 19 K
" " "
? ? ? 75 [31 [ lSI K
" " "
? ? ? 71 6 18 K
" " "
? ? ? 73 4 19 K
" " "
5.6 22.2 ? 75 3 19 K
Shetland " ? ? ? 76 3 18 K
(b) Calorific values of fish from seabirds 1988
All Isle of May 19-30 June
Sprat 120 8.5 24.2 125 65 12 21 G
Herring 73 4.8 17.6 9 73 ? 19 p69 4.8 17.7 8 73 ? 22 p60 5.6 19.4 16 71 ? 20 p
Sandeel 172 7.8 24.3 133 68 10 14 G59 4.8 17.6 14 73 1 21 p118 6.0 22 .1 33 73 3 21 'p65-85 5.9 2 1. 1 ? 72 2 22 P60-65 4.8 17. 1 ? 72 ? 22 P114 6.7 2 1. 1 49 68 5 23 p118 5.6 20.0 21 72 ? 17 P120 5. II 19.4 37 70 6 15 P134 8.9 25.4 69 65 12 23 p
155 6. 1 22.0 57 72 5 15 P131 7.0 23.3 53 70 5 20 P142 6.8 21.8 62 69 6 20 P70-82 6.5 20.3 ? 68 ? 23 P
mush ? ? ? 70 5 20 K
mush 4.0 17.5 ? 77 4 20 K
mush 5. 1 20.5 ? 75 4 17 K
mush 5.0 17.9 ? 72 4 17 K
mush 6.2 20.8 ? 70 5 22 K
mush 7. 1 18.8 ? 62 6 26 K
mush 6.3 19.6 ? 68 5 22 K
Saithe 72 4.1 17.7 13 17 ? 17 P
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Measurements are wing (mm) and weight (g)
APPENDIX 10. Weights of shag chicks in 1986-88.
On Isle of May (C1,C4,C7) and Canna (C46,C49,C52),
1 = b/1, 2 = b/2 (smaller), 3 = b/2 (larger),
4 = b/3 (smaller) 5 = b/3 (middle), b = b/3 (larger)
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Appendix ]1. Weights of kittiwake chicks 1986-88.
CeC3 Isle of May 1986
C4-e6 Isle of May 1987
C7-C9 Isle of May 1988
C1O-e 12 Canna 1987 (R Swann)
ClrCIS Canna 1988 (R Swann)
C16-e 18 Fair Isle 1986 (FIBOT)
C19-C21 Fair Isle 1987 (FIBOT)
C22 -e24 Fair Isle 1988 (FIBOT)
C2S-C27 Shetland 1987 (D Okill)
C28-C30 Shetland 1988 (D Oki1l)
C31-C33 Caithness 1987 (S Mackay)
C34-e36 Caithness 1988 (S Mackay)
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Appendix]2. Weights of guillemot chicks (a) on Isle of May 1982-88
and (b) at eight colonies in 1987.
(a) CI,C2 = 1982 wing (mm), wt (g)
C3,C4 1983
C5,C6 = 1984
C7,C8 = 1985
C9,C 10 = 1986
Cll,Cl2 = 1987
Cn,CI4 = 1988
(b) weights of chicks with wings 60 or more mm long at Fair Isle, Sule
Skerry, North Sutor, Canna, Flannan Is., Isle of May, Caithness and
Compass Head (Shetland).
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Appendix 13
CANNA REPORT
No.13
··S
Eiqht visits were olade over the two years:
I 1'1 '1' R D n U C T I CJ 1'1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
and Ramsay 1984 (Lor~g
of Canna Scottish
1987 and 1988 and
Thi s r-r"prJr-l: up--ddtos
l.91]7 1988
4 April. 6 I\pd. 1 1:~ 1·\pri.1 1, ~5 I\pr'i 1
:.:~O t'l""y :;; dUll(;~ 2:.~ t·I~! y ~~H f'liay
.. July .- 11 July ,..\ ~::' June 4 July
"
L ....J
1 !\uqust (l nUl)U'5t 30 July 6 I'ugust
Uurirlq'tl,c two YC~I"s ot.\r Inaitl ainl~ ~Jcr'~ as folJcwB=
!)TCJ continue lOfH:t···-tc~l··m s(~abird cCJunb:3 on tht'? island.
2)10 nlonitor ttl~ br"~edirlg success of scloctmd seabird species.
3)To C:fJnt:irIUc.~ nut'· I'·i.nqinq PI"'oql'i,:~mmr~ t.n e5ti.;\bJi'!'~31·1 dlspclt-!5c'al Pc;\ttcJY"ns
front th~ i510nd, rates arId caUst!5 o·F mUI~tality er,d to c5tabli5h the
Bg~ of r~tlJrn to ttlO igl~I'ld Mrld age (J·f first br"Qcdir'lg.
4)10 collect biometric data frolll young Guillemots, Kittiw~kes and
Shaqs.
5)10 collect and measure food brought to young aules, Kittiw~lles and
Sh,~(,:js.
6) To continLlr.~ ell..W CC)r"nc:t-al~c ~.t.ud)'"
'7)To collect d,~ta ClI' Clther" bir'ds, p,.If"l:icular-ly ducks, bir'ds ("f prey,
and w~:\de.... s.
B)During 1988 WR also did survey work in four tetrads for the BIO
Breeding Bird All.s.
lllis, CJUI" l~::;tll C.::tnniJ, r::C~pClr·t'., c:n'I()I"ing t:.hl::! YC?i::\t"·s l cJ87 and 1 1?EI8, OUt·
19th and 20th 5uccc,:::.si vc year s on Cannc,\, cC)J·lcentri:::d.:e~. tIn tlUI"" 1 c)ng-~tcrrn
t;;t:tab i rd studi QS. '"hl"CIUqhClUI: tllC-:! 19'70' 1,;5 and ;f, nt.o t:. I" 1[-] (~j:1.I'·l y 80' S thl~
pr.Jpuli:\t.irJn~:j 0+ mCJr::;!: D·f t:.l'lf:~ ~:;c~I:;lbi.I'··c1 ~;pc:-~r.:j.C!::1 on C~\nncm wei/Me rapidly
i,11(:''''Ci.\5inq. l'hr.~!:3r.~ i.llcr'C!;)':;:iC,'r::; 1-\iJ,'/f;'2 r.:,I:.nppc:.'d t:~,nd thc? populat':ions o'f Hl(.J~;t
5rl~ci~s af'"m rlOW citflcr st~hle or doclining 50 we CaT') compare how
V'3.t·~j.ous pa.f··l~met(:!r·!!; 11r.1'/(~ cll,:':\nqC!d bel:,~',c:.'r::!n timc1S o·f gt"o!{l-th and 1.:iflH~5 t,f
stability or" dec.!. in",. ()n ',d:.l:empt to do H\i~; ,-lit:.h S">OIIlC] of the dati,'
~Jt.,'l:·,hl;:~r"nd ~;o -f;',I" i~::i ·fclurld (.~1~5e~',1·1(::~I'·'E' i.n tt'lir.; 1'"'(:;pCll'"t"
RESULTS
SEABIRD CENSUS AND BREEDING SUCCESS
Ooti,,-i 1 S o·f p.~st cClunt:s C:,')[', bo fm.lIld II' ~;Ni"'"
term seabird ~onitorino on thE Isle
Birds:lJ,2J.This report deals with connts from
c:cJmpi.~r~[~s tllam ....J! 1:.1"1 p111f..;l: diit'ta \',I-IC!I'''(o~ l~PP1""OPt'·i.c!"t:.!::'.
previous reports.
After a colder than averago winter, April and May 198'7 wore warm and
cit-y, al1m·d.ng the bir-d!S tel ntar-t; t1r-loeding "a,-liIOl'- th.ul usual. Hm'''''1Qf-,
over the !.'.I.uomer 1II1.~nths concH I:. i OI'S t.,,"dcd t.o be! cool er and ~Ie·tter than-
nClrmal. Tho 1987/88 winter was fair.!.y wot and mild and was followed by
an oHceptionally warm and dry spring and early sUlllmer (April-Juno)
~Ihich ag.,dn allow,~d a '1m"y "m-ly bn~,,)(jing ~;eas;clrI. July and August,
however, were eHceptiona11y wet.
MANX SHEARWATER. In 198'7 41 (66%) out of 62 study burrows had oggs,
whilst in 1988 the fiquren wore 31 (65%) Clut of 48. Those are similar
occupancy rates to those recClrded iI' 1985 and 1986 (66%) but below the
1976--8'1 av",,"age Clof ·7~.'j:~ (n""~.n 1). In 19f:17 b,"e~,dinq SL\I::r:ess ~Ias above
averaqe With" 0.68 chick>;, fledged per egg l;'id. In '1988, IIOl'/evor ,
bl"'ftr~ding success \t'Hl!S heIoI..J rJVEW·I3.(;:Jt~ ~',d.t1l only 0./t2 c:hicl<ll; per egg.
(1976-86 averaqe "" 0.58).
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FULMAR .. 551 occt.lpird sit.es; \·H.~r"c locnlcd in 198:1 and 593 in 1988, a.
alight but contiflltilll:} incroa.$c gin(:~ lr;B.:~, but gtil1 bolo\>I tho pcal( or
blfJ SitC!5 in the lnte 197(1's. Dr-ecdinQ success shctwed much \,'C:l.rlatlon.
On the Sanday study plot 16 l,nr-c.l(! ','clung ,,,,,,reo producod ft-(JfIl t.lle 35
!3ites occupied in 1907 <1.1.16 chtcks pC'!l'- ~it~) alld 17 yoltoCl were
produced from 3~j sll:lC!f' tn 19Bt::1 (O./II~~ dlicl::r.:> per" 5itr,~), both simil ....'r to
Um 0.48 fH"od'Jccd in 1786. "t, the t'.lur'Hlr~ry !1itc, to ','oung ,..,cre pn:u:luc:cd
(room t..5 hir-ds th;~t: l~jrl i,n 1'787, but: only ~~ '(r'nal the US P-Ql]S laid in
1788. "the 0.77 chic:I~5 per cgq in 19B7 ~'h"S much hiqllcr than the 0.20
rccordc~d in 1906 and t:ltc~ 0.1:3 in 1980.
SHAG. The number n-f flC'St.$ in !("/131 hAd th-oppc-d by 9:~ from thc 19FJ't pc"-\k
COI.ll'll: o'f 1J~.'i;;'; flC':!'lt,S to 1~.'j9:';~ nc~ts. !lfE-IEI s;;a. ,~ fLtr·th~r -cl';~ dccrOASO to
1'147 nests .. Bt"C'cding ~UCCC1':'lE in bot.1l 1'Cl:\r'"lS ~~as ahovo ,",'.'orage. In 1987
50 of tilt? 57 t'lt,:uc:Jy p;itf:'S Hr.n~ lr"-id :Irq mean clutch el::o ...",1.9 2.8 and "'"
i'\vcragc of 2.02 chicks ~',C'rC' ·flr.~dC1t:'cl per flcst. In 1989 46 of 59 study
nests ~H?re laid in: mer.m clutch si::C' "I<~.S 2.95 and all a',or"aqc of 2.0.11
c:hic:l(s t'Jcre '·f1 cdqccl per' nest. r1t1: 19/6· .. 81 RIcan ~"'ar; 1.8.
GHEAT BLACK-BACKED GULL. Follo~·,inq yrars of stability (c.65 pairs
196''? - 1983) th is sprc i es appc'<-:tr's tel bc~ undcrqoi 110 811 1flcrP-ABC in
numbers with 71 tr.:~r"Tit.orial pairs in J(i'B7 and 88 in 1988, our highnst
ovor count.
LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL. Up to 1978 55-60 pairs bred on Canna. Since
thc:'n 36-46 p""ln$ has been tho nelrlll. In 190:' 38 P031r'S "H~r'C' locat:cd and
in 1988 47 pairs.
HERRING GULL. Since 1967 total 'numbers have r£:'mainccJ ·Fairly stable at
around 1000 pairs. Dut the! popUlation incroa9cd to 1373 pairs in 1987
and 1525 pai rs in 19F18. Thctio i ncreasos t.,crc ref 1 r.:'ct.~d in nest counts
in our study arc.)s:
198'1 1985 1986 1987 1988
no. nests 610 627 513 714 807
Breeding succegs in 1987 t'JZ\S Ave-Y"et.qa uith Tl:'.. o'f 763 nests checked
appoar i ng to h.1.vC h;~d 1 arqr. younq. 19F.3n U".1!:'i ev~n bc t t.cr ~.,i th '10;'.. 0 f
the' 798 nests checked pr"oducing chicb5, but in mid-~Il.tly many of these
chicks died, prior to ·flcd9inq. "'I: t.lle 1..:"u-lanqan~"1tg colony up to 30%
may hove died ·alld "~t-o L"Ull'-'Sqt.lt- 10% (bi.\":;r.:'d tIn lhc llumhcw 0-( dead rinqt:'d
cht.cln" ·found).
COM1'10N GULL. 1:~ pair'~i in 1r"?87 <!'\nd I f1 pain; in j,9BB ~·JCrc about a'o'crage.
Dun Hor
41
48191
Ledge
25
281
!Scc.5
15~5
15'1
cave
143
137
1981
1988
KITTIWAKE. A peak cC]l.mt o'f 991 nests occurn:d in 1982. Since t.hCfl an
erratic decline hc"15 h1.kcm pl,,,cc. The '7'1/ nests in 19H7 ~h:J.!J similar to
the 914 in 198'1 and HH9 in '198~j, bl.l~, 1988 $;a~J a !;\rqe drop to 839
nests, due mainly' to a lar·~~c dccre,~sc in the clifF colony on Sanday.
Nc:wth Cli,f·f Colonies: Sanday Coioniesl
lJuidhc
Sgor-
2f:1:3
1his 301. decline ii'.t tho S,~ndc1.Y colony in 19l=J8 ~',as pi~rtly a result of
vcry low breC?ding success and Q loss o·f nests that lind failed. llJc
photograph "1 sub colonies Oil gand~1.Y in t'1ay to c:llccl~ on sUbsoquent
breeding success. In '-1",,)' 1988 180 nests t'JQre located on tho cliff
colony study plots, only 136 ("761.) survived to July. In 1987 224 nests
wcre located in tho same area in May 5uqQC?stinCl a 20:~ decrease between
the t",o yoars.
lJrc~ading success conti rH..IC'~ to be len', at the Sanday col ani cs avcraqi nC1
O.S"7 per nClst: in 1986, 0.56 in 1987 and 0.0:3 in 1'?f::IB. Tharc t-'ag also
large variations beb'H:~cm the study plot$ in the number of chicl~s
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
t
fl~dgC?d per· nest ~'Ji th the lkm 1"101· slIh"'c:ololly tnndinq to do better tile'll,
tha rest:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
lhis is
the fr.ll.tl'"
brood i fl
K'I (Dun t'1c,r")
O.B6
0.96
1<3
0. Ir;:~
O. 9~:)
IC<,:
U.::'iU
o. 17
1. i~te t'ld',' (::C1!Jflt~;; ro",t the ~Iunncr'y ~1.nd Gan- i sd,:\1 (:1 \ill til
,,"tval lnblc).
19fJ (I 19F.J~3 1986 19B7 1 '?HH
~:';f:] ?Il T5 67 7,~;
<1 ~,H ~',i:,,'U) ~:'iuq n a fl i'l
yr';,,!,'s of Cf'Hlt:.illua,1 illCTC}f.ISe ~·Jhic.h r8ac:hed o:t pr~.:~l,:
appr,>'\j' l:u h,'1'.'c! stabiliscd i:\g shown b)' ne~;t: cClunt'!1
n
fJ. ~5'1
O. :32
111H6
1~?F.:1"7
n l:':ompi:Wif.,Clt'l of
oft.!ll c:c.1Llnt.C'~ (whc?f'I
NUIlt'lC?\"'y ~~ U""uTi ,,;d;Ll.c~
nIl st.ud.,. !!;l tc~:;
GUILLE~1OI. Foll f:lL'd nq
t n 1 '7[1,) '"llllbr.~r·!n rlOt'J
in our $t-.udy plots:
In t9HO l:IH:~n:l ~'J,'~!i lm almnr~l: (::tlmp,',r.~l:r.'~ 'f,;dlt"wc ~".\t thp- S,\lIH.:!;,ty call:H1ll ~'lft.h
onJ...,., 5 lc,v'qc::!/f18r.:lqcd y'Ollnq al\C:I -fOUl'" medium lSi::cd younq (t'Jlltcll m',ly IIClt'
r~dl I'H\V(~ m.tr-'li.vocJ to fJ.[~dq:i.tlq) c::ondnq 'fr'om L\$1 nl~$t!:l. H1l:! C:Oll:lIli.t!~" on
thr.? nr;ll"t,h sldc of the is.lal'ld l'lnr'C 'ft:tirinq ;;light.ly bettc,~r ttl,Clf'l 1:.11('1~;r.
an nanda..". (\l th(~ cave 1:.~7 rH::~'5t:.~ r.H"'ndt ..u::r::1d Ilr;, l03rg~ younq (0.:56 pm'
nc,:n;".t). rtds ~'It"fJ r,;;till bc.ln~'J the 19F16 and 1987 Si-lnd ..,y 'fiqur'Q5 and \/(11"""
lm·J CIn B rh::l,.UClnal ~.c:alp." rhil:; !;:;uqg<:.!s;.ts th.~t Kitt.i~'lal':115 fI1,~'1 be!
5ufff~ringfrolll 'foud shot .. taqcs. 'fht! f.:tilurc eln Sanday t'Jas pr"ob •.:l.lJly fIl.'lde
YIQrsc hy hc!,,,',)" ~H"t.?d,Jtion by a pi~il" of 13r"l'ilt:. Black-backE:!d Gul.l!!':i.
C01'1MON TERN. In 1987 tt'II"cc p,,:d .."S \'Jere pr'E.'scnt on Sanday of "Jhic:h h'm
pair·s bn:-d, fledging at leas!: Of1£? chicl,:_ In 1988 up to 20 bf.r·d5 t'Jr:!I'"(~
regular'l..,. present on the island and t"JO pairs bred again at the lS'SI
site on Sanda}' fledging b'JO chich<;:;. lhis is the fir-st recorc1nd
br"C'ccHnq cm C"'.rlllo:t_
RnZOR81LLw Due to the \'cr·y c!<H"l',' breeding season in bot.h ycnr-s
('fir"st chichs hatchc~d on 30 tOl"'.,' l':i'E:l/) no .full count 1th:\S possiblt:' i~r; gO
,",cHl)' cllicl::s had aln".'ady left by the ti/ll(! of our' lale JLlne/~luly \'isjt-~;.
HC.lldf:?vC'r" ,L;l.t:.e t"kl'l counts j.n ,,::\ f:r:"t·, ~;m,;,:I,11 si1mp.lc:: i3.n:as suggest:, t.lli:~l:
numbers r"C/l\nlrICd 5table as suggc~tcd by tho table below:
1. 11'8::; 1 ';'81- 11?O~'j 1981l 1987 19BE:1
J 191 10~T":;; 11::'j,~~ 9:.')7 if)"!:] 10()~) llC'~'1ls
A ~.mall colony cstablislled at Hal-r'i~d~lc in 1980, rcach8d a ma::imum or
q nest!:.; in 1984. In 19m,=; only 1 nqq t'lr.1S l,"id .:;>.lld it ·f,OliIcd. Sinc~ f,I\(;1\
this coICl!)' has been ab.:.u1dclflCd. It'/a clf tile brc~ding adLl11s {r'om tid\';
Cell.orl)'" mO'll:?d to the nead.f"t' ;ntb'·'cc",cmy at the 1·.Junnery about. one rni lr.~ t.n
tilt:! e~"'Is t:,.
BLACK GUILLEMOT. Counts in l r?81 iClnd l"?13F-J "JeTe 100 iClnd 101 - the nOI'"Ill.::tJ
lr~vC?l 'Sl.nc(~ 19E1u.
PUFFIN. NCI counts .;:,,-r~ i:lvai.1,;,ble:in eit,her' 1987 Clr 1913EJ but nLlm1::lr~r-"s
nrlpear to be fairly stobIe.
OTHER SPECIES
Notes arc !(cpt 011 tIle status of other species recorded on the i~l~rld
A.nd a br i o'f nummary of 60flH::! n·f t:ho m(Jr[~ i ntarest i ng ob~.;en,ati onE is
gi'.'cm Ilcn:~.
[)ucl(s. EIDEHS .,9 broods ~'JcrC' lclc:<3led in 1987 and 50 in 1988•
.;\hout (101'"111;..;\1. 3 pair's of SIIEl.Dl.JCI( ri~i~Hd 2, broclds in 190'7 but
pat, is in 198B fai 1cd. nED fJHEflS 1En t'IEHG{)I'JSEHS produced' one
.; {lBO and !'l{\U..f'f"WS one bt-and i. n 17fT?
I
I
I
I
I
I
Birds of Prey. GOLDEtJ EAGLES brl'2d successfully on the island in 1987
Bnd 'fl~dqQd t:11~ ,Fir-st chich. sint:(·~ Pjl61l'. T',~ birds fed mainly on
nabbits. (., pair" ~'Ja5 prm;r.nt. in l',;BH but: d:l.d not rll:'st. BUZZAF<DS: at
loast 12 yOUI1q fladqnd fr"OI'! 7 pairs irl 1987 and in 1988 7 pairg
~H·cJdt.H:od 1:$ YOUflg. PEF;:t-::J3rUNE~ rh~ CClfnp ..:;\~::;s lIill p;;:\!r failed in 19EII,
but in ttll38 t~IO r?ai,"s ""c~n~ pr·r.'~!l'Jcnt I:Uld bC;Il'.h suc:c:csful1y r~a.red yClunc,:).
19~G
61
12
2
11
(JY!i tor c:: eo t: char
Common Sandpiper
Ringed Plover
Waders. Counts of breeding pairs
tllS7
57
I
I
I
I
I
Othena. HEHON: In 1987 3 pairs nested (including one pair on the cliff
at. Rhu Carr-innis) and in 1988 b'Io pain». COHN£RAKES:: 111'10 calling
birds 1981 (Coroghon and CasILlm). lhe latter site rearcd a brood.. l~
1988 one call i ng bird ~-filS loc:atcd in the Change! House Park, hO~'mvC!r
due to the drought and the n'1lar"dcd gr-owth o-f the hay crop it moved on
and no chicks were rearcd~
I
THE RINGING PROGRnMME.
Details ar"~ given belo~'J o-f t.he number-s (]'f birds ringed on Canna in
1987 and 1988 along with tll~ grand, total of birds ringed since 1969.
'1 :.5 13 65 65
lq 14 14 1'1
482 '182 1 487 488
.2 2 2 2
112 'I~ 136 29 83 112
I 1 5 5
50 106 156 M 1.70 234
316 1067 1:38.3 SqO 2422 2962
1 1 1 1
.,
1987 1988
Adults pullus rotal (\dul t pullus Tot.ill
17 .,.. ~6 86 10 96~,
2 11 '''1'"' 5:3 8 20 2U,.,;. r
11;> 539 688 215 562 771
2 2 3 :5
1 1 1 10 11
1 2 2
1 1 -, ~-.' --'
1 1
~ ~ 7 7
2 ~ 5 5~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f1an:: Shean-"'ater*
stor-m Petrel
Fulmar
SI1Bg
Het-on
Pink-footed Goose
Eider
l'1allard
Shelduck
Buz:::ard .
Sparrow I-la~,1::
Corncr-ake
O)'ster-catcher
Lap,,,ing
Ringed Plover
Common Sandpiper
Snipe
BIlB Gull
LBB Gull
Herring Gull
Common Gull
Kittiwake
A,-ctic Tern**
Common Tern
Ra:<!orbill
Guillemot
Puffin
81 acl{ Sui 11 ernot
Hooded Cro~"
Skyl ark'
Suallow
Collared Dove
"'ood Pigeon 1 1
BBAtJU
IUn\L
6033
13
332
8923
15
1.
73
1~
I
23
9
191
80
15
13
12
8
531
255
]028
70
56q
q5
6
4038
236:5'1
62
3
II
7
18
?
1
I
I
I
I
l'Jren
Blue lit
"Ii st 1~ 1 h'-I,lsh
Song I hrLtsll
Het;hJi ng
Blackbird
"'''IE'atear-
Hhinchat
stonechat
Robin
Sedge l.'Jarbl er
Hhitethroat
toJi 110\'" "Jarb 1 E"-'
Chi ffchaf f
Tree Cl-eeper
Golder-est
Dunnock'
Spotted F 1 ycatchE'r-
Starling
Pied Wagt.~i 1
t1eado,,", F'i pit
Hocl:: Pipit
Greenfinch
Linnet
Twite
Chaf Finch
Reed Bunting
House Spal-ro~·,
Tree Sparro\'J
TOTALS 6U3
18
3038
2
1
1
1
967 3921
2
1
~7
1
27
1 .
1
10
'14
~'i'J5
28
12
83
30
2
50
1
24
110
1
29
99
73
26
45
2
50
170
15
29
51
5.55'29
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
* 2440 ringed on Rum iH!· LIS ringed on Heisgeir
RINGING RECOVERIES SECTION
,'1.0 following pages give ·full rcco~cl·Y details of the lq7 birds ringed
on C~J.I Hh'1 and rlDt if il~d to us s i nct::' C1W" 1.;.,s17. report. In addi ti on d~t;~i 15
arc given of the 6 bir"ds t-inqc:d cl;:;c:,,,hcrc €Hld recorded on CE;\nnD. dur-inq
the saml? pet- i oc:J.
For all r"[!CCIVClc -ic50-1 C;':\tH\.J, ~-iIH:,rcd bird~, dct.,';\ils an!! qivcn req.c\rdinq
.':lqC' of bi,ref and dal.t~ of \-inql,119 plu5 IlH~thl:ld,d,·:).b:.'! ,'lnd placQ of n;~c::oVC!I"')'
aionq ~"it.h disl:ar;cc and din:~c:t:ion 'fr'mn Cannu.
Reccv~ry method is notulJ a8 'follows=
II fCll.lnd dead (C.:1Ut;l~ of c.1t,~.").t.h qi.ven,i·f kno\-Jn)
II LD found long dead
llll r-irlq only 'fnunrJ
v c.auqht ,,~,nd ,..-el c.'?!sed
vv ring number n~ClrJ in f:l c1 d
'1'1t: colour ringed b i 1'"(.1 se.tcn in colony
pull ringed as a chi,cl(
l"ld ri ng8d as an adut t
The rccQvcric!:r. an:! listed in spccic.1;!, then ring ordeY-.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I FlJUlf1R.fczii i4pull ,I ""'-;:1"."'1~. a.!Jl i:.l(I.87
GlJILLEMor
Bf.152·1(1 -'M-
61':1145 Ad
G~-Z;8~lj' pull
GUg!.IS p'Jll
~f~I~!:4 ~1111
I;·W>ZH p:.I1I
G.J3W'5._ pull
GJ505.H p'JII
Gc151)qz7 pull
IjJ'5%SS p'JIl
(;,]7056(1 pull
(;.J NT'S1 fld
G.J?I)HI) pull
SJ !5S85 pl.d I
"i'J12Q7 pull
(ill\~(":!5 1"111
1!)296') p'.'11
tl!}Jf~~ ,:ull1
1~31?9 p'J11
,o·~ns J"JI ~
ll)MH pull
l(l.ii26 p'J11
lI1321 Ad
llW~7 f.'ull
T16Zb5 pull
T1J~1S pull
116144 pull
TJI)~)(I';' pull
13')018 ptJll
n1131 pull
n~:;:59 prJll
130'532 pull
130631 pull
l!%l? pull
nO:8? Ad
131 711 Ad
1,1116 pull
nt7S1 ,'JII
nlns p'JtI
1·;2b53 p'JIj...
T.~:!7(l1) p'JII
132795 Ad
l' C·("/)'.",=" i '.':";'-;;
25.12.77
1.T.n lJ·lf!ll. ~ ~I)'
Icc·l !
l(I:'~'II.Wl'
6'.\1~. 13a'
1bh,13'1'
I'~'.}J ¢. I~ t '
1'21". 75'
Obl:·~. II'
);1'",.31 ?'
1HIlI,VS'
76~t ... 16r) •
~H;l. 8~'
i~r)~~,176'
?49~ •. 172·
71lfl. 57'
n91:1II.lb·~
S"~'1\.lB9'
4'm".201·
I J~1I:1lI.1 ~S'
2551:t.l. 99'
11.1811.:"'.32"
5431~. IT1'
I ~':ClI
1(;1;/1:".169 '
15iCl •. 1!5·
1H1..'ll.LT
91-;1'l.167·
5'15~".IS1·
£c.I')ln,11B·
Icc ~l
Sm".1~9'
t51~9r tll.lll'
eSn~.163·
~ln,.$J(l·
~n!"l.I?o·
!B5~1I.160'
11)22~~, tOil'
a7/l""l.1I7'
l21n~.I64 .
S'1~". 1813'
S\II'.12l·
2-1H"'.I05'
17IQI,.181·
twH .... nS'
M3l'l.lb6
7nb.l~2
e'iII'll.liZ'
5n~,jIl.11la
7~'S~."" w~·
i.1I~1".. 8~
2Inlll.2Q~'
51?l:,fl.181 '
tlt'f '.H Q[), 11,,1'r i;, Iw~ st(r 11 I~ le~
(;~nn 1
~ld r:~7U?nlt.C'·'h eti~~I(lrg,,11
I i :-~~ ,Sir ilt~,:! ':.-dr.
O"n;: 1:1 fn )':!~ ,{!~"f\
f:;lr nf l3i(lil~,::iluUI~I'itll:!
tech Ei ;:hC'(' t, SI,'!!:'
!3h'2~~.;l·l(lr ~"', ,I. '~Il i ;, I,i:y;~ ~rl\ I;:! (!;
E,l;t. ~1).1sl ~!I~~~t'.ll ~
Eri o::f:ay
nr. pr i :.It?~ I Co;Q"
nird f\;11'.lHrI31,~
S~'10iltl [ry!t,r.Q~l1li?l1
l'flt,rr ,!:Ir ilr:h,r illi:t:f~.FRmU':E
lr:'[~ ['h.~rc~;:1 i oJ, 'V .Ihlll \·t:q?fl, Sl.)E
S~IC'Jn;)~ lI.lf tel'lr ,~(; 111'.
'(Q"~td ,r..\r I: IEir~
5 ,,1.=.'J{f lLc'='H~ G.. l.q·i,fjr~
tr ~rt- ~~ r c', \!~'n:h::?, F~:I\lfr.E
S(I!rdi r; tJ:~.s.HQntrIJ5,"" lapi d':!
IrEL~lm
nr.G"'n;ry:-c N,.,I,i~::f+Jr1,r:\I!!
eJllr;
(I~ d f;:lJi:~,t1I~tt,ih.IlI,~Ji~;t1(E
FI FHr!!l,Cnrl.l.n~I~lrlU
!H.i t.b\. i"r~5
FI(·V"I':'.!r ~E:od'JI' I CIJ tr~ -t1u ~I!['t d, FP.1it:C~
[!C'II~'co:,~t,:;t1 ~~i',~(>l·~.E[r.~
F?r'~1hr:·~~ [1~Jr:h ,~t'nr'nl.np.E
(;"iln·l
rnlJc~;r:l'J13r1 IIc?1 ,('::I~' ,E.irE
fhh'r i ii$,[I'.i"d'3, '~F1\'"
RQ':13';a i I'l~ ,r,...~rn ;~f ,Ch ?"n~ I Ii.
fbrrl~ f if 1;" ,~. -~I'!I t, (CELnm,
G.,ltl<~,l'C'd .Eirr. I
~ "il<::s S.fJ' r~rd:1'rIFnf,~:)F.:S
r,r. PI! 51J:\I 1S~ hIr: ;Iii ]-U,.,lshi n, IrEST GJ:HI1M1V
r./I',': I~111, r!F. ! lI~rJ_ (i~r~'8
l€5 S,jble~ DOlonnc,'}endn,FROICE
YG'.:qh'I.!·"r~.f.ir~
!!-:r,d5b.,;!' ~hl! Z!!12\Ie:ri!1'J ,111J~r d Hall o1nd 1tlETH£RUlNDS
"~ni I i ?t~ I h'r'!iidc
·l)por~..., I C,;,;..'r., lit 'Jr ~ II ~I}R rur.r:t
U lbitl'li ::,'U'. fJb;n IS',rIUl~ll'~e
Fflnl~t.ilt>J elJ}~''',~/l
H~,"!.r,~~r ~. PI .\t';':j)'1~":IDr·:(l'l
I'ell n:,ldr p ,11,:,.,~d 111)1l?I,d,tJEHI£l>ll1!~lIS
Yrm:l!lll,C'?fl' ,~t' ~
[1'_"1;: ,t(!rrw?!, I
Ikllt",lr,~tl ,GI'):r.,'i ·r:
.'ii,I;. II l)f lIe,n. ":;'J11~'i\~pIIEir~
nr.~llJlIr,; IOIIl~11j,l~erfIJ:d,(jrll
5. 1~,8·~
L.'. II. 81
t'1.12.97
1·;./.3S
1".1(1. B·,
".5.8B
2it. 7. e;
hI! 8B
t,.~. £IS
lIo.·l.sn)
n.·~.l]i
11.11.8,r
3.2.87
11.1.113
21l.5.IH
21. Z.!J8
ft, 86
I,~, .~. ~7
2LII.ab
17.8.97
2~. !" Ba
lb. 5.!3Q
18.3.87
!2·E.~a
~.t.S~
27.·1.99
11.3.Sa
I.Uifi
1. ~,SlJ
S. 7.S7
I ~ .6.88
7.2.2.~9
,
11.12. B·~
P:.1.8b
11.2."8
11.,."1
4.12. Bb
1.1. Gb
9.11.85
13. 'l.Il:
r:~b a7
fEb 9\
V::::!:.S,~
5.7.87
1.1 •.).::1;
111,7.8Bi
S, 1.:]7
};).4,87
2(1.1'1.3;'
f25.6.~.17l
,
~ I}i I
I 11ft
"'2'_
~ shot
, [0
!: 5hot
:I lJil
,
= f1(!~
,
,
x oj I
J' r.r:;'-
= ci I
~ (Iii
~ :hat
t ')11
1: ~h(lt
•
~ lJi I
,
:: net
'( (Iii
,
;: 1)i1
, oil
~ n('f
? :'. 61 ~ o;h(ll
~, 7.lp
n.7.9,~ r, 1ll?1.
LJ,PI ~ nr.~
1.7,IH
b. i. f:!,' ~ nct
S. ? Ri
9.7.87
6. J. 0'"
in.
HI. 6. "
1.1. !S
2. i. ~6
4.7.71
s, 7.e·~
5.7.81
6.1. ~~
4. ?In
9.1.81
!.). g'.
21.~. ~.!
3.7. 8~
b.l. q,:'
4. i,;1
1,7. n·!
~. 7, S~
.Jf).~. ~ 1
1.7. gA
1.1.31
1.7. ~1
1.7.81
l.7.81
Jfl. b.~'5
J(l.~. 35
11). 6, ·9~
30.~. ;5
7.7.8'5
7. 7.~s
7.7.3,
U.86
4.1,86
J.7 ,,\
4.1,96
5, 7.S,~
1!J.6.1J~
28,6. S!
~.1.a~
4.7. ~6
J.I)
pull
Ad
fHllI
p'lll
pull
pull
pili I
pull
p'.'11
pull
§~rD~
1141"112
1ISg~'.l1
1131514
12:.7713
12.H'!5·1
12HQS3
12H9!5
125tZ33
t't5I':bf)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
AClJb.'r rirr1cd bnd ;~<:,n ~I F!:I,r.II~ P~fJ hr:I, \~Ic ,:,1 th'l 1')11 2~. F'.O! 1I~~ ~h.)~t ~erlainl'j rin'lEd 1'i a chid on f. ·,,,r,.'
in l~g7.
n2Wl ! pl,111 ·5. ~,8~ ;:~. I. ~i ~,ll ,c,;: lit, ,~r".t i" ,tlor th:.:rn Irt'l,l11d 2IlH;>.11-l'
n2~','2 pull :5.l,e·<.. ). '1. ~li p! t ""Il~' ,t:>thi 11l 2,Hhl.12!
n~9·~8 p!111 ~" un n;~ I';.!. ::~ t i rd,:r,,,,:!:, CirCl'" i 11'10:1' I\'<::it - (Ig!l~r ,HOf,WAY aZ1l1t. ~,
1.33'.111 p\lll ~. i. !3,'. ~d 1~.11. :L' III • ~il ~ i~::N: .l",,·b i ~ ~f1 ,Ff;:"'!I:E 1'),%!I'l.W:
n·)11 ~ plJll 5. ,1.06 n.·::.:r~ f'el "fr r'",I:iIMr~ O'H'i, u~~ f or ~ 1Eire 5Iih.IB"
liH98 pllil Z, 1. Bl , S~,IJI. In. I'.t, 9,' tlo)! ;:[l', ,~(IE~JtS S,Hh. E"',
r,nEe pull 2.7JF 5. 11.::i 1:: ti I:':: ~!. ') f I~ IbClt 'J~, ,1 'j II afld, ~:m~f\Rt 9r)l}I:lII.
"
lln~J r"JII 2, : .B" , ;:{;'.I1. H.I'!.'],' I ~n'p! j,;rdu~ IFI'E"11F.S S·Bhl. ~~':
,n~rH p'.lll ~ • .'. :ji , nt ~ 21.1.~~ 1)r,~, r.~ I j')f.j If:,'l~I·)nd ,m:rt:.,( 752". , .
T1358! p'dl 1. ".p,] r,(t. 2'"'.1~. 'll D.:.! ~; ';IJ:!, r.l £ It i h~ ,;heU ~nd 4351". ~I'
r.n62.) /lull I. !. 87 1;~.I.:,3J SPIJr f1 I't. ,Il'.'tbo?r:;ido: 5711'!\. I~:
1J368'1 pl.dl 7.!. Sl 2l.'L87 (.lM'" r.~! :1') ,to 51 ~ppi n,S1-',~ 13t~. 67
lJ31fl5 1'... 11 1,7.97 If, 11. 81 ~1.lrr~j,Orfr;~) 29H~, 41
T31e% p'JII 7. 7.flJ nol ~~. C! .137 Lm:h r.~rlJY ,S~.,·::: 12~II, 2'
133J3!1 I't~ II 7.7.87 • n.2.ee l'.'i1ri~t F~~c~ ,I j 'Illli ~~n, 'I,:,otlj-H,)II ilnd, tfE IHERlMII'B S19h.1 ~~
1339'1 pull ,I, ? 137 n~t ·L1.3B liE Sj~':1(.)(l~S I'<Z'I, Sjc:,11 ~_r;d, VEIHtnn: IQnl.~. ~'6
141Q17 p'.111 1. UP , "I 13.1 i. R7 F~I' ~l,"~, '.'!!;t f\~d~r ,non/AI 8,mn. 111'
, 41033 WJlI 1.J.B7 I. Vi9 (,J::! ~ II '!, P'.d.!.', Stratllcl til" 1'55tlll.I15
HIQ)1 pull .,. J. 87 15.1? .Il! nug J ~"''1y 1 fJ;j I 0:1 4571",.162
HI5jS p,!ll 5.1. ,6 2'.1. 2. [!~ P·!~""ttt· E.;t .• ~.,ntM'.t,!;l1},,<:,t~,!liI '!s 5QB~ ... 161
lCi')~S fllJII ~.!. g~ 2t. 2.!3? 1]:,,: '. rerE:f1dp., f?r·;:chc:: II i ng 1NETilERlf\I/CS BSM:0lI.119
r452('7 M ~. i. 8b oil 21. t 1.1J,~ Cni~'~ tlle.}1
1453H pl.lll ~. T. B~ • oi I 11.).8' Gr,l,p i ~,S'.lI ~c:r I il'ld 183fill. 1~
l15~~1 pull to/.S; 2'1. In. ~ t Ij'l':mj-ll e, S. t'~~ i ~ll ~nd, Slid Iend 1,JSI'In. 4!
145518 p'.'11 to, !. B? , n<:,l L'. 0. H! Si ~tr :':') Id\FH lljnd, '.':::st -fi\ld~r , IlQP.I!f\Y erJ1!ll. 8:
1~5~6·~ pull 1.1.B;' , l\:!t 2';',11. S? F<or '.llnd, :.',=;t -f\;J~~'r ,llt'f~~frYI £IF}lh. 8:
T·1~!:'l7 ~r.lll 2.;,8? , Mt t1. t: rfl S~ r (I~,: I.~,j ,G1tcbl}f 1-l]t~-~·::!h'13\HIEml l(l&ih~!. ]'I'
T1S71~ pull 2.1.·9) , nt:!l; \.;.88 /I: ~~~. rjlJT ~:::;'l. SG~,.;bllr g- :lch-~ohIJS. S'lHEIJ 1'l9~t". ::-')'
m18: pull 1. i .~} 3\.1'\37 e,~l ~di Ii: ,6r?!l'pi ,11'l nUll!. g',
T4~B(I'J M :. r. 9.J
"
oi 1 n.2.'J~ .In :jllr,,;j! I" ,1l~'1(f\c ,F~NlCE 815~~,.I~·~
'458!·~ pI.! II 1.1, ~1 , Mt I. L ~),B ~·l\n:l,d'JN" 11'C~d,Ccd,EIR£ 5191 ra.. leg
115125 pull 1.!.3'
·
Mt 11.1.",9,' I'r. S!' NqP·,\.J'ylla"Ij,OU:W:Rf: lonl,~. Fi~,
TSB:'Z~ 1"111 ~.7.lP , M~ V.l.B'). I rfl ,~. ~;f IJchr;:- ,t~ll~f'd If.lt:mH'J't' 1116h" Ir,~
lSr:l,IS8 p'JII ~. 1.a.l • n~, ~ 2'~.l.a8 !'ha , I 5,1(~r,~,~rl~(\ O'l Fj<Jrd~n ,m.lf:IMl
n:ar:. ~::;
158(lt·t pl.111 ~. 7. 11' , ~h~.,l: Ii .11. 8/ T?II '1, f .iQr 1'!r ,r, ~E~'OLS sml'l. i5':
151'''1 pill I 1. :,37 , ,1,,1 i.,'.II.~,· ! .:.:;~.lt .ilJrdt,: ,F~~r-nES Sl~~~. ,j'iP
HEF.:RIN13 GULL 1:.:~, n':I~n
fF~'i.~56 pull--·iq. 6. -; I
Upnlb5 pull ZI.·~.7.~
6t:ll~~1 /l'.ltl 1.7.75
GI,I~211 p'JII (e.,~.7~ ",.
61,;1279 pull 3(1.6.15
Gt;,3~~55 p'J11 2'i.6.]1,
6K18643 pull A.7.n
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
ll)t~l
lac;l
locill
24nt".121
1001
I !lC;!
IDC~I
1m~.171·
SSI)~~.19"
1(1~1~. t!7'
B,H,dl?'
nHl'I.112
·3~LlI. !b
2.JH.!ll, 2r:1~
b21f;'l.l'?,)
IOh.P8'
JHt.'II.1I)? .
Ha2St ... H!·~·
':-,ll1n,]
r~t'""
l';lnn?
r'ft d 1~ h:ch ,O.:-'ill,tj.:.r thEf n (rpl and
f:,~,',t S;(~r:El('h::rard
I i I ~t,'r; h,~,Ct:l!l'l;:::'{, Stf lthd ide
'II' , f.:j ",rv;.,.F r i:<; I ~:d .IlEWU:ll'.ltfrS
~'11)11w~r n~J'l, Fin i !t.er ~ J FRNICE
til' ~"".!;c~' ..aq,~~lir:
r;or I ,'h!Jr!:, !l1J~ ~ ~ "1,EIRE
1.ltl'r,.';t~~:; Il·~~d nc,;:~ ~. Old He~,1 of rinsale,Cork,Eire
I!:dlir Ik"J~I;t.,.,Stntho:l.,~'!
l"i11'!1~ [lai,off lr'l!~l](If< F't..tl~y(!,Ein
t' Gr (o'I~ ,htntE';l:dr J,SHlItl
Ulllhrrlh,I.Il~.J.i an
C"I'r,~
f.;r,r, ~
C~,"\n~
11.6.'1~
t5.3.g~
J5. 5· 8~
~2. 8.:}1
2J.L9;-
3L 1~.8,~
~·.U3~
5.l. ~3
I. q. ~.'
flU,en
Jill,! lP
:1.2.e~
'(:'1"" t ":
\7.,' .87
.~·(U.9P
I' ...et.
~ I'I~~
.; 'l(!t
~. ne~
'(','
Y. oil
r ~i I
!l0~P.'!.~.r.~~!o 1 I ,
Mlm-l hd 4.J.B
m997 pili I b, ".1ij·
"Z46~ I p'.lll I. ;.7°
ttn1~,3 M Li.!H
rm161 f'·111 8.7.137
r.n'}n pll11 ~. 7. ~,")
tl.38H~ p,.'11 2?~.P.6
rWl,\ fJ 3 pult n.,~.B~;
InO'1~ p'Jll le.6.86
"1i)~~b p'JII 2~.b.e1:t
tl421(lj pull 2e.b.eb
I
I
I
I
RINGED BIRDS FOUND ON CANNA
3??:,~.l7b'
27HlII.II':"
".'1':1! iii, 163'
I~~! ~" n7'
41:H.~.141·
2·~~'r.:. 1'5'
Mh. 20'
Hdlll.,~(5'
tt;,Hm.3IZ'
I ~'I"I<l. I ,~1 '
2nl r:t. 1~7'
l[lul
2~~I~,1~7'
27;'1 ~.llI'
2&'!l-r,.lblr
n·.,. :;:1
211t1fi. 61'
':";I:n. n'
-Sil ".119'
laol
I~';'l !!i. HZ'
I ~c-li
~)I'f:I.1~O'
~·W:~.15(J'
'11!1f1t.1Bl'
29~1':I.1T7'
1'Je? 1
11~! .... I4~·
I~~h.118'
·11~1 !'l.15'-1
::·:t~~l to.
4~~Lfi.I~I)
41 j'I·,.11'1'
lin..,. ea'
l"'f,.Ior
I.)I',~. 44
I \~f Ill. I ~~
2UI".121-
18::'1:~.15'2'
~ '1'i!:m,11Q'
~Ill I"'. ,~?'
Cann",
Cann~
Cannai.l.ra
I., s, e7
1. 'J.87
3~1. 7.133
3{!;~.8S
Rl (l t i r111l,11 ':!':i, '.'-:h:h:,':,FHi;IICE
II,:·, r i s ,Ru.-
1;.,nM
I'lird'i ~~)\,6,~t"';~\IJc~' IJf Fltrt, !hllorriE'S ~ G~lloMay
lr\lil;t.Ar.tril'l,~J~tt~""11 1r~IJnd
[;,rrj ~UErQ'J~"llIlr i"',lkdhern Ir!!1 ar,~
(~IlIJ5 lIanlnr.r-·)rtr~'!,SkYE
lor-~ i t~Oljth, Gr '-";~ i ,~II
Ii, i r 1:Kh,Hi~I:I1r,d
1;)1; c! Eig~
C·'"Oit
N~i q11£ Pay I nr •ShlJ!i)r) i,", Str ~ thcl 'id~
C'~!II1~
GI end ~1~,Dl'rI"~'l'. ~,H I't:
I\i "sd~1 ~ 111·:=r"~i;i dz
lc,lI~h F{\ylp.,8r':'>:fl~?;I.lI',1}onEvl ,ti n:._
f ~~gi n Is.! l :l'~'lh ri,: ,.qh 1 !'or Mqh ,lIor t.h(lr nIre Iilnd
[·1t1fl;
r·,nn~
C~nM
III I ! ll!l!" t ,CI.'"t,r 1 ~.!;tr af.lK I'i,le
V~h~i Ip~",ad ,t.: 9111
I\i 11 ;:.f) I!. E~,!t.I,?~1't ,I!cr s!:\,::i de
1".'Ji'l1ir ,tlorotto
n, ,,.~,! le, 'leI" ~!'i: i d<;
S{\t,I.~rQr t ,Her ;':!y,i r:!!:
~rid'Jr.: of nei!I;:IH:r'1'::!?tl,Jk3"~i~,,,
I: in1 cch 1R,.\ft
1.,"~l.:.,'!1IlI ,or .1.111 ~p"d ,IIi lhl <lrd
L. Cr ~.igni sh, 5tr )~htl y~~
li~~kiln,:,J:Hr
1,:1' ~~ i c1:: ,Ar I"~!l
SOlj tllr art ,IiH :.~yo; i j~
Lr·:;; i o:,ollth, Ill' ~IjP i M'I
U'!~l in ,Eire
H~ll ;t.'l;.od,Vo:m,tl, Ir~1 ~"oj
';TJ~"'''H:tf,Ar~';11
Gr t:tMd, Str ~thr.! t·t''.?
f:'".'r::Til:";c=
l'eninE'rin!!,.so',~!l 'Jis'.
!iOI.I~ !lpr.r l,Mer '::~,' ~i ,j!:;
(ro:j e, Gudrr.~tt:'11'11!';flrf
leu:" tI.;!!1t,5~IT
1.1.87
Jul y as
11.1t'.lji
2.),S.~l
7. 9.97
~.S.Q7
;',). q. B~
~.1.3i
19.7. 2~
2!:L5.88
Ii'. 9. 971
2-L IQ.e~
IZ7.9.86l
If!, ,J. 87
6.11.87
~,,'.97
10.3.87
'!.IO,1,~
t":i. 7.qg
24, II. '3:
2·).1. !II
t~.1 Z. 81
;:~ .a.!ll
13, ?Bl
12.11. a",
1l.~~,e8
21,12.87
s~,p ~7
I? .1. H!!
2;\,,9;
b. 9. 81
·31. 3.88
1~.II.B7
IU.ae
j,3, as
1.11.8l
': :
'IV
'"
....
DYS TER CIH CHEF:
F~5~?3·--p,jil---9:7.!;l2
FI,IS211B S 21.S.at
GI6U':1 p'JII . ,HI,"
&171;3(1') plill 1, ,IS
Gl n';61 pull 1, .9'J
Gl'lna~ pull I . .~,)
GJJn')'l p,,11 3.1. Ei
G.J1~n: pull J. 7,132
GJTHll flJII J. 7.IlL
G!'1\ ~;~, pl.dl lJ.? .31
GJ'H~SI p'Jll E.I. Pl
SJ91'W) pull b.l.as
GG"~i/14 pili I 11. t. 81
GG0Seo.':, pull 1.7.S2
GG15~15 plJll S. : .S!·
GG15FI2 Jlllll t. !.~::
SG1S'I~7 pull E.7 .E]
StJ15~97 pull 10.:r .S3-
1:1)211 ~9 puJ I 1. :. Q1
;~2:'H6 pull 3.7.81
6[..:"::7 pull Z9.,~.e~;
H} )I)~~ pull .~. /.!l5
GH::l1~ pull ~ . .'. ?5
IJHIH7S pull 1.1.36
~HI~~f.'1 pull Z.!. ~~
G1Hb,3n pt'll 5.7.25
GIII\'ll ptJII 12.1. ~s
GH2l517 pt.'! I a. ; .el
GH29 ii3!.J pili I I. ... :1:-
fjH;:,i)I)SS Pll l1 8.7. e~
Bf!5!)2,'8 pili 1 6. i. 9'
&H5I:13'.19 pull ~, 7" 87
G(151)~ IJ p'JII. 6.J.~P
6H~;,n;8 pull 9.7, a?
GH3')4,~ p'JIl 9.1. 87
m!5'J467 pull ~., :'. 9?
E"5'H,~8 pili I ~. ~. '),
GH5'HB? p'.IlI 6. '7.~:
HERR ING GULL
GBI4J31 a Hl •.un HElt;n:9I1r9h,Str;,thch~E
~V3I)~B 1 ,J!.1.7'? llishr:!f,brig::li , 61,l:s-1':'11
GR_E;AT BLA_CK-BAtT.!~~~I"LL_
fflf'14?:O p'JII 5.7.84 Sliqnt:th ":.r,loch S',II")~rt,Ar9)'1I
GUILLEMOT
ljF-~'57t11 P\!l1 8.7.72 IlH"t Sl!trt:.Ur~"'r(l,Eir! v
RAZORDILL
E~fi0i3i---:'--il'!ll 3u.6.61 F,Jnid n~~~,Highl~nd ..·f
BLACK- TA Il.EU IiUUI-II I
ijE loll') ~d--4'~ii':86-rr i ai:~, 'J~fld'!!! ,FnMlt~
§~~[\_l_D_l:.~..f_t:::_-~~~.~LE!?--.!?!:~,=.!.:: .! I
IlH7P51 p'JIl ,r.I.~1 1(}.'l.B6
Hlo:l}~HZ pI.11I 11.7,IJ1 yo,; 25.?,~7
flTf.l-?1 t..5 p'JIl ~.7.':J~:: If! (Q.6.B7
'Hll12i) pull !I.i.li7 ~.II).B:
I
I
I
I
I
I ----
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
SPEC I ES ",,"CCClUN-rS I
Bfnr:~ t:.hc pl'-Ddur.:{:ion of QUI'-' li,,~,;t: r·r:~pt:I ....·t .'111. tt1C r-cccJver'ir~s r.lf 11:11 lIn
r·int.l(:~d on Canni1 hi)\,C bc:~r,~n put into"l c.omput.er" delta b;:,\sc' tel ;:l.~·,"';i '11
"';lrl,·:~lysi!:;. fhi", r-c8ultc'd in Uu, d:lt'.l::u';C!rr"y 0'( !;;H:!vcr,'.:d f1li5ti.;d~r.~~; .,11111
r.:IlTlfld.~;!':Iiotl~::; In rlr'C'!iClU~; n:~pDrtr;" Ihr.~ dii.\t.tl ill till,," n::'Cll-t Ull:;'rr'f{ll'r'~
updatn$ <'.:md r;upcH-c:C!d~5 ~'l.ny d,~1.:i,~ l.n pr-tr.:w r·(::!pcn-ts.
SHAG
Ih15 spcci.e~ has bt:'CT1 ril1qr;~d on Canna since 1961 and thi~, rf'IH"lt'"t
sl.tflllll,':\risr~s thr~ r·c~sLt.l.tsfor all f'"inq\.!d bj,rd~; r-ccovermJ up to 1st: ()l1qll~J
19f::IEL Four per"faels 0+ f"inqinq ar-c! used in thC'sC! analyses: 1961-6:),
1969-.7~.'j, 1976---8U and tr.l!31·_·8? Bi.r'·clG from ct~lhor·tE in"'lCf6Cf-·-7~:=; trmuld h,:l:/(~
been cot.cr- i ng the popul at i elf I ina pc...-i nel of g ...·cat f 1ur.t.uat ion"" j n
numbcr'i'tt those' from 1976--80 in fl0l"":l.nd of Qrawth and those since 1'7l.l'.1
in. i\ perif.Jd of dcr:lin~. - .'
I
I
I
I
The n:~CDvrr'Y patterns of firc;;l year- shags have been e::al1lincd to dct-.cct
any changes in t i mi nq., pI ace and method o'f r-ecovery. I her'Q wag flU
significant di-(-Fcr'cncC! in pl.",CC? o'f y'ccovcr'y ~-Jith 124 (~=;'7~() from UHf
toll?stct-n IslGs t >'15 (21%) from Hiflh1.and ncqion, 39 (191.,) (r-om
StY-athclydQ and 2 (1;<,) from I'kwt,llnnl Ir-eland. Significant r.::ll;:Hlg~9 .!le,'.'C
tal:;cn pli~c:e i.n the? til1limq of n:,r:C;;'..~riC!fi hO~le'-ler n.ilblc 3, x: ~
21.01J.,p<u.001) trlit.11 siqlli'f:icalltl'/ 1fI0f'C bci.nq rec:ov[;!rcrl in SUl1\f!lf:'Y"
(M'~Y'-'Jul'l) and fm"el'- in ;'.\l.d;umn «(klq-··Oc:t) sincel 1975 O.~2!':
l'7.~~j~'j,p<O.(Jul). Hccovery method 11<3::; al$o alterc::?d signi·fici:Hll'.ly (.t..-::Ibl~
4t~'~J.:L81,p<O.O~) ~·Jith r.',iqn.i.-f:lciJtlUy fetrJcr' t"oporLC:.:d as !i.hnl:. Bince P?!10
(':'~:::'\9.Ej9,p<O.Oll.
an~ t'octl'/el"c1d i.n tIH::!i.t·· 'first year 0-1" life (t>:\bl~ U. Illf.:~
so recDv~red VSriDS fr-col ye~r to ycDr but tlas 5110Wl1 ~
and giqni·ficc'1nt. dC!c:.lf.l'\r,) l::\$1 t.hl:.'! !5t.ur..ly tlii\!:' pt·oqr't:~s5C!d (L::l.!l.l('
Tabl. 3.IIHIN6 OF RECOVERIES
Table l.nOE OF RECOVEnV Uf cAttlln
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1961-1987
8 15%
23 I~Y.
21 401.
5th year
6 (0. I"!.l
1976-1980
17 301.
18 32l.
22 391.
1961-1987.
,. recovered
8.9
4.7
2.4
1.7
1969-1975
21 3~7.
37 531.
9 137.
SlinGS 1969-83.
Numher (and 7,) recovcrcd in:
2nd y~ar 3rd year Hh year
21 IO.~Y.1 I~ 10.2'l.1 II 10.2%1
FIIlST YEnll SlinGS
no.reco'/cfcd
31
70
57
52
1961··1965
12 39%
14 ~570
5 IbY.
1st year
150 (2.97.)
RECOVERY RnrE OF
no. ringed
350
1483
2342
3031
tlc.ringed
5250
IIOHTlI5
nugU!it-Octobcr
HovQmb~r-FQbru~ry
March-July
Table 2.
1961-65
1969-75
1976-80
1981-87
t'losl:. Shi:lqS
percentage
c:cmtinuaJ
:n .
I
I
I
I
I
I
'obi_ ~. 1I~IIIf)U or OECO'JEO'.
Note: 5tnql~ birds w~re also r~cov~red D5 oll~d in 1978 , 82 alld B~.
I
I
Found dtlil.d
':lllod/Shot
Caught/~l~t
1961--1965
I~ 157.
11 367-
6 197.
1969-1975
16 66:'
15 21i.
q I :S;/,
1976-1980
31 607.
15 26i.
7 127.
1981-1987
40 77:~
3 67.
7 In
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Uur- loi!.st '''C'Pfw't q<3'~'C dcLld 1~~ tll UIC r"eLunl t··.:llE:~ of pt.llius to the
col c.m i e5 as fnci;\e;:ured tl1l- ouqh n:tt' nppi nq bn::'codi ng aULd ts. "f here ~'h)S .0\
qood cor"f"r::l i~t: i on bntWl~r~n the numbc~r' of cl-,i c:ks recover·cd in thei r -f ir'sf:
year frclfl1 ""he 19/5 to 1901 COIIOl'"ts and t.hc tlwllbcl', subscq,\(~ntly
cantt'olled b;1CI~ in th~ cDlonie':; by i:.\('-lC' five (r=O.8 tn. llle' hiqhcI- the
recovery r·"d:.C'~ the -FeNcr rcb.H'T1Cd (fiq.l~. lh('~ t9El:::~ .~nd 198:3 cnllcwts
df."ffer"cd In h.'",vinq 10\" t""CCOV81'''Y r",,~t:.l'!g5 lJut ,;).150 J(:J\I r',f!C';r'u:l t.mcmt r,·,C\t:c~:;.
Feftentage retovery r.lte of first year birds plothd against % retrappl!d bad In bnrding tolonies on Canna hi' ,19!! flv!!.
x
"
~
% back by age 5
) • x
L %3
Ii> BL ><>< x
®
% recovered by age 1.
au I LLEMOT ---,-- i.-' ,-;-
~'JC' h,:l'le nO~'J I":lllqcd 2:~,6:5'l lJuillE!lTlcl't!i:\ C)l1 (.:,'1111'\<3 and thcsr..· have? r-c'3ulLod
in 5~31 r-r.n:o'.'c1r'ic!'!1 t.1f ~,hic::h '17 f.'w·e tJr::!t.,::dlc:'d ln tllis r·c~port. 1,Jl:Jlc J.
l~i'.'E:'!5 rr..~cn','r,n-'( r'~"1tr:~5 o-f -fjr'sl r'I:~i'H· bir"d""> dl.wing the pcr-:l(:)d covcT'r.'d by
l.h t ~ repol....t:.. Compo'w j, scm t·J:!. ttl t.':"bl r.! 6 r:=.llOW3 that:. D.I th(:ll.lqh tho rf:'c:ovr~r'Y
,·",to o-f til(:: lttFlJ cCll'tnf-t". was typical. ;1tqni !-ic<3nll\/ -fet''C'f" 1ge1l hir'ds
"'t!,~c r-C'cu·.'C?t'cd in tllr:~ir- ftr"~5t. )lr.:'i]! ttlall \.'JDuld bn C'?}lpr~ctcd (X.~:::
:5"3.36 ,p<.O. (1IJJ.)
Table 1. FIRST YE~R RECOVERY R~rES OF CHICKS RIIiBED IN 1986 nND 1987.
Colour ring
,I,btln,.
o
o
I
1
4
o
I
CHICKS.
7. recoverC!d
0.3;'
2. ~ 7.
~REEDI1I8 OF GOILLEMOT
1188
~ETRArrED 8IRDS,
no. returning na.brC!~ding
I 0
I 0
4 0
15 3
lJ 4
Il 2
61 13
tllc~ nUlht.H?l-S and agr.,? o·f young bi,'"ds
l r 7B7 <HId 1980 -few tho fj,rst time ,.",f'let··
of
111
Colour ring
lightingl
o
2
!
6
I
26
no.rcco'/crad
5
details
on Canna
no.ring~d
1912
1067
AGE
1986
1987
Tabl. 2.~GE OF RETURN nND AGE DF FIRST KNOWN
1187
RElRArrED 8IRDS,
no.returnlng no.bret'ding
2 0 0
3 4 I
4 9 4
5 23 I
! 8 4
7 15 I
)7 25 5
I no hirdl IU!n! colour ringed In 1980.
Tab 1e 2 q i Vt,'S
ci.\uqht/siqhtcd
fledqinq.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f=o11c.,,,,JJnq l'f:':w~; of r:-.onl::i11l1cd IncrT~i.t~t', C-iul11c.nn'l r1I..1mbr:T'~ perll,r;11 1111
C"o\/lt\.':\ in 17B.~ ..::tlld tllI~1l n:~miLII\QrI 'fail"ly ~t".,')blr!. 'lhr1r~ ie; dur~ cittH'1 III
irlcrcasct! BlluLt mortality I'·'.::~t-C!s 01- I-educed I-C'cc"uitment. 0+ younq Ili",I";
intl1 th(~ pnpl.llatiull.
fa ""ec if t.llr~l"·e tl<'15 b('c~n arl',' Cllc.lnqc:, ill adult mcll"t .... 11ly hct,\'u:'~rl 1.1,1-
timQ!:.i (:If r',",pid f.woll!.h (l'1'I'I'",,·U::.'q i,oUlt! nf ~:;t.Hbi lll:,y (19El'l-··OU) \.Ill:! Ill'mIF'1
of r.H,lult5 r"ccl::l'''I.~r·etJ i.n Ci:H::h pCl"ind l'll~r"c:! C!::andncd (tablr.:) ::')). th1ly I.hr1~,r'
,?;du.l t,~, r--t.!ct.lvcr-·od wt thin tt1l"·t:'l:~ yt:)"lt··5 of l~inqinq \t1C'~r"e us("'cl to ;).'oJd
bL'l~iC'5 dup. to i.ncr'"ci:\5ed J j h:'J ihood of recl")'.'r.r-y l·Ji til tirhC' alHI Illp
I2!rfncl:.s of r-inq \'Jr.~,1.r· ':'Hld 100;'-;. !llnfit"' r·inqr.d bt~t:\lt:'cn 1'7'7'1 "'Ilt! 19Bo 11''"'11"'
us;r.::d In C:.:::Ilc:utab:~ l-r~CrJ'.'r-r"y I-,~d',c~; i.n lhr- pcr-ind of l;:~l-r.HJt:h A!Ci :\11
rccovec·j C'S "'IClU.ld Ilc.:\'/[~ ()c:cl,W'r:~d r:wi.clr" t:l:J the 1 Cj'fr.=; !O;~,tmmr~r·. lhu!';r.~ I":i IHF"I
b(~l:~'H,:,~ml l(;,El::~ ;,-:tnd .19E1~'j t-Im.tld bt' r"r:~cCl.... cr·t,::-d in t,he pl:'!riorJ Df !"it:.,':'\lJi ,I j f',V.
No $iCJlll.fic,,,,nt dl,f:fcrcnc(:?s ~'Jt:TC rlnt.:cd.
Diat.,~ cnl rct:I·'ui.l:tl1(~lll: comes off" 0(1\ l:1'l(~ nl,lrnbnt· 01- r.llict~m rr"t:I"i.Ij'lr,!::)d or\ 1,:01111,;\
in !;1.lh"icqcnt· yc'!al·-S. I'~o bil-d r-inqQd i\S a chick We'\S cAuqht tTl i t.5 lr.t fll'
2nd year 0 f 1 t l [-? but sullscqucn t n:,~c:C')r-ds up to summer l'j'E1U ~,er(~ .~r· d
year- (tU), fJt:.h YCiU· (31), .~5th yc;:\r' (Ill), 6th yC'aT (75) and 7t.h yt:lOI-
(99). Illus '1oryfm·1 hi,I'"'ds n:,~t:r..wncd trd:,o t:,hr.! colonios br:'fcwe their '11"11
Y~~":I.r·. Df t.he t:30~',~ C::01CIl,"- r-tnq(,:~d r'inqod ch:l,cr,:s, on.l.y ont! l"iH:i !:".ightr'd ~,l'.
~ cC'Ilcln'l in t.l".!:1 ~cc:C111d 'lC!,a r-', ~:i .i.l'l t:.l'lc:~ir' Ltltl"'d ye.,,!"" bLtt: 'zu ill ttlf:.·~,~"
·fCJur·Ul 1'r.:~ar·. lhcll~(?aftC7r' tht-~ nurnt:Jcr' c.,f siqhti.nqs der:linctl, pOF..-;lhly
bec:,::It.\~C the cn1nur rinqs !;t:.:H"tr~d t-.ofaJ.l off"
Ikr.? YOurH~ bir-ds nou 'Finding it rnOI-C di·f·fi,r:ult. t.O become er·;tilhlislll"'d 111
the c:olnrdt~s, t"·c~Rt1.t:itItJ to bil'ch1 rcturn'inq dl: a latet'· .1'11', ell" ;.ll""c
fCllCt¥ yOLlnq bir'ds r'clunlillq Lu he 1·'ccr·u.itL~d into 1111' bn::'("d1.tHl
pt:tpu.l,;l.l:i.CHl? IIlc~ lot:ll~r.~d "..\1: the fH..tmhcl·- 0'1' YC:H..tllq bil~Cjf,'i .1.~F?d 'I ) )-,[~"H-S 'rr.JUl
the 1''T'74'-79 cohClr"Ls tllilt Il,;~d 1"r:ttJ.I''"rlf~rJ to t.hc j,sland by 19H:;~ (tc.
dl..winq t:.hc~ yc~,:~I'-~ of Iltqll CII"'CH,sl,tl) ~Ji. th the numbl~I'·S 0+ lhl.ll'-;f' 1'-Ot"UI' 11tllq
of simi1,:',lr i:lgr~ sinc!:.' Mod fOl.1l1Cl I.Ilat siqtd-ficarilly fCl'ller w"rr' c:luqld' ill
ttlC J,'1t:t:.cr- pt"~r-tnd (table 5).
1971-80
1983-85
OF nDULI SUILLEIIOIS RIIISED 011 tnNNn nND RECOVERED HI THIN INRFE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1. Reco','t!red
0.67.
1),7%
tlo.Rt'c:ovcrcd
9
12
3.RECOVERY RnTE5
OF· RIIISltIS.
No.Rinqed
l52?
1718
Tabl c
YEnRS
T,bl. 1. NUHDER nND PERCENTnGE OF CI'IC~S RETURNING DY nGE 1 TO nGE 7 UN CnNNn DURING
PERIODS Of GROHIH nno SlnBILIIY.
Notel Uiff~rt'nce b~twccn two time periods 9tatistic~lly ,tgnific3'lt ("~p~(I.Ol,
'''''p{O.051.
lhr. l.nck of chicl~s could be dllc 1:0 bir-ds n:~turn:ing to Ott-WI colollici~
or ~l~c due t.n hiqht"'r mnr·t.ality rater,;. t'le h,?'vc no rc~crll··llr, of 1.;;:\lllt;.\
ch i c I::~ t 111"" n i nq t.tp at at.hC!r' 9c;,,,b i rood col an~, C!5. but t.hi s COI.ll I I tIC r:ll.l~" to
10':1c'" c)f r-inq1.nCl e,>f-fclI-l ,::II:. l:IU1CT c::()lnnj)(~~:;. t'h:JWOYt::!f- tH" de:l I''-''f-r:'!
infol"'m;''ttitm 00 t',hc~ n\..HnbC~I- n'f c.hicl!.!!1 l".h~"'lt:, on t:.tm!r r'cttwo to C,1I11ln
c<:;-{','"\bl i~h tlll:~m~,",(::,vr.5 in t:.llaJ.I·· n"d:o'"\t SI,th"·'c:Cllony 01- move to ".1 flel" PIlC.
Pt:'Y"Il<'P~, i·F lIlore ..""y·c mO'.'i nq to f'lC1'J 5ub---col olli t::!5 on the i slunt!, more ."-Q
lil::ely to be mn'/lfl$1 tel colonic>"2". Dub·d.th t.hc i!31and. Up to summer j'i'BB
Since 1983
by agCI
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...... _lIp..tE..1.9G3.... ... _..
no"ringed no. back ~ back
2936 35 1.2:·:
2688 68 2, 5;~
19(15 83 4.1Y.
1196 76 6.11.
---_.._--.., ..... ,
no.ringr.d
7282
5761
5551
406~
- --~o~~ba-c:k 'i-batl:
42 O.6Y.
81 l. 57.
171 3.17.
186 1.67.
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1.I1r:~r'~ ~/~!1 fln ~~Iqrd fic:tml', d'l+.f~t·f:\l'lcr~ lIcl.t·Jc~n I:tle nutT1I:11~r· 1::1' I"tdr.::I("'I
C:i~Uq"t: r.1ut~IiI:,h their- ni.1L,~J ~:;l..tb-CCJJ.Dn'.' in t.hc t.llHJ time pet-10th; c.:;,~,) nf
1. 1~) mc)vt:!r! ClI,1 t: i n thc~ Pl::!t'· i od up t.o 19lJ3' and 98 Q'f f1 :,~ 1 moved out in the
rr:oriod s; nee).
"le,st,. cldch, \-Jcre rC_'C:f.Jvcr-r.nl in the'it"' First yr~ar o'f li·Fe' i.\IId til€!
n~co'/e,.y I"'ate c-r tltG''':i(? bir-d~; Ili~r:l irl("'T~'d,SC'd 5incr~ lSHO (l.:-"\blc ~-i). III[~
first y{>'1r t ClCO'o'f:'r--..- t-'dte CI'( the 1?H(I-·B~5 co!lol"'ls ~·J.,;)5 signi fj''::,:\Il1:1y
Itt qhcr (t',",lble 6) C.hi.lll t.IF'd: of t.he Pi'71---1':? cohort:!'::: (:;x..z- =25. 2,p~:u.l)(ll).
Since mflnt chicks rctLll-n ill their- fOLWl.h and subsequent yr..~ar-~, lhe
bull~ of t:he 1.91'1--19 cohorts ~·'l:lI.lld th1.VC n:~hH"ned to t:.he l$l,',Uld pi t<.w to
1903 dUI~ i nq the pcr- i od (l'f ma:.: i mum ql··m·/t.fl. rh(? 1980 ctl! CI':5,
chat··r."!\ctr:'l"'i,~:;;(~d b,)' a high -Fir-:;;\' YC?€u' r"(':lcClver-y r-atc, should tH1V/;! r-et·l.wnnd
in 1"1 Ulllb CI' ~; fr'olll 1(""::'01 OrlIlJ;:'I'ds. TI'1j,~" CDi.ncidC'~" with th~ C:C~~:;~i,;\l'.:inrl or·
~r'n~lth in tl,~sc colonios, suqtl~sting noe~r recr-tJ!t,nar,t. l'he rC'cu\'cry
''"",t.e (l·f j.tTwIPll.ur-·c bt,-·de:; i.n 'l:,tlf::~ir· 2nd ,~nd :3t"·t1 'iC;:H-o;; h.1:lJt;, lil,:e 1",11;'\[', of
adult:.a, I,nt. inc::r·r.?i,;l.~;C'd siqni'fic,\'.\I'1t..ly 1t1 ""cccnt YC',;;-Il"'!:;'."(t:.,,,bl~:,) 6>.
1 3b I ~ 5.GUll.l.ElfOl RECQ'.'ERY RATE 111 fillS r YEnR OF \.lFE.
Yl!.H 1911 1975 1976 197/ 1978 1717 1980 1981 1982 1783 19R1 1785
tlo.rlnged 2"" 35ft bl8 70~ 783 218 1109 1215 1490 Ib99 17b' 22364.
t1o.recoverl'd 2 0 10) 10 9 I 32 29 28 50 4, 81
7- roc overed o.en I. bY. I. '17. I.IY. I). '17. 2.n 2 • -1'Y. I.n 2.91- 2. h't. 3.67.
lab 1e 6,GUIl.LEtIOr RECOVERIES ACCORllltiG TO lH'lE MID YEARS OF RnlGnlG,
in fi r 5 t Y~i\r : j n 5~cond ytlar: in third year:
year'S no,ringed no.ree. :~ reef nO.ree. I. reI: . no.r~c. 1- ree,
1974-1979 2936 32 1. I Y. 16 O. 5;~ 14 0.51-
19S0-19B5 9518 266 2,87- 52 0,57- 29 0,31-
Ille' :i.ncr'I;;l';',\f,5ad lllol-t,7:l1ity Y"i,,,t;.C';" cl·F -fi,-sl yCi\'" bir"ds since 1979 (Jelen flDt
!'">l':!f2nl tCl hi,~'.'r::! been due:, to a 11.''\(.:1,: 0'( ·rclod durillq tile bn;:~cd:l.nq· !!H~"~~~OIl i\~,
t.he ~'ll:~lqhtZl of chicks t:l.ppr'·oBching 'flr-dginq l'JCr~ Et"IC-lrtqSl: the! hiqhc!"",l
,"'~cCll""dt~d <;\1: any Eur-opearl colony ;::uqqcst.ing tll.:l(: the chichs l'J("'r'(~ in
t1CJocJ conditiull ",hen lcu',.:ing tIle? islnnd.
Chi:mgos have tah~n pI ace in tile timing and CaU!;H~S o·f mortilJ it,' of
Fir-sl: YC<7W bird's tH'/ay from t:.h~ igluod as shm·m by the rl:2co\!cr'ir:~r; nr
r'inqcd bi,·ds. _.Fm'Jcl-' ~rc r-ccovt~rcd in ~:;UlllmCI~ bcb'mcn fotay and Huqusl' and
mcwc in mi,d·'··NllltCt·- br:!hmcn December and february (table 7). iU!':".o fC'l'Jcr'
."r-q noH r'cpOl-tp-d ,:,\S b6.i.rlf,1 Shl1t:. (ta.ble B> ~
T3bl e 7,TlHIIIG OF FIRsr YEAR HORTAL I TV 8Eli'IEEII 1971-79 CUlIORTS MID 198<)-85
COIIORIS.
19/1-1979 c.ohorts 1980-198:; cohorts
Sop-Hov 7 227- 59 zn.
D~c-F~b 9 281- 123 46:~
Mar-npr 2 61- 38 141,
H.y-nug 14 \.17. 45 In
Tabi e 8,HEIliOD OF RECOVERY OF FIRST YEAR OUlI.LElllJ1S.
197\-1979 cohort! 1980-1985 cohort!
oiled 4 12,5% 33 121.
netted 9 287. 79 3 fJ:~
found dead 12 37.51- 140 537.
shot , 7 "')Of 13 57;i. ....
Ihr:! 1 r.~I-q(?st; c:onccnh'- a t ion of, r eC:CIVrJr' j. es of fir's:;t. yea," b i.l··'d~,; .1. II
r o cctr.'I"'! i, ..~
hi.gh"," 11>,'1
lTtid-"~'Jll11 I I
"I I
"rl
1'1 Id'~
I I I r ~
mid '.linl[T i" iT! LI,t· 1··ln[·11l Be,:\ (~'il m.d:. of 1.'17 mid··I·d ..".c'["
h"lllq n.,ptll"·tcd fr"nm 1:.1"" 11[",t.1l Br,.,,). Ihl" I" si.qnfffcanl:1 Y
lhr~ 1 (I 1'.lol""l.h !::in,',:\ r"r~r.:n'/c~I"'i.f?!;':; C1I..l!" 0+ t:.hr:::~ tot;::,} elf 7~!.
r·ecl·~Vcl·'·i~,~ of olrjct- bir'cJ5 ( =9.4:2~~)'~.O"()1)"
D I HL:IIS::; lUll
Up 1:.tJ .19B:5 (Juil lc:-~mot. nLtlnbr~t-·s on Cann,::1 ~·Jere i.rlf':I'~ea~.illq r-npidl~' 1,"1
S.1.11CC t.II/"~rl i:.h.1.5 qrc'lI"Jtll 11;;~~:1 r.:t,~,::\!;:.cd. Illi.E; cCluld bc~ due t.eJ i.ncr!' "'~"I
,:~dl_tl t: I1lCl,"l:.r.:\l :i.l.'y' nt"' I. ClL-JC~t··· chi, c:1:: r",:~c.:r"u:i. tlTlc:~nt. or" but.h.
ndt,111" mnr·l:.tJ.l i t.y 1'''D,t.C~~; ,':~.ppt~al'~ flot- tel ht:\ve inc:r·c~l:.,~;c~d 1:!'JE:·!f" the:: "~t 11'1,
per-lDtI, l.lllt. chicl:: r'c:c:r~ui 1::lnr,~nt. r·f11.r~~; tla\lC~ dr.,~c.:lined.. rill!:'; l':nuld bf' lIllI'
l:o fC~~'Jcr' yOl.lnq 1.3u:l.llr~mn-t:5 r-r.~t:t.II-rlinq t.n bt-E'f:~d on 1.:.:\1111;\, they fIl,'~; Il'~
mn'.'inq tn C.lthC'I"· r.::DltJnir:)c;::~ instc;.:\C:I_ 1ll!:?t""E~ ~'Ja<E~ no chanqc i 1\ tht:~ numllf.'! (I:
'l0ttnn b:I.I'"dl;j r.:!f::it:,::\bli~(';hinq t:hclll~;r.~lvc~~::i i.n ntol"le:!!'" !!;utJ~"'l'l'I(,Jnil':~~:; Cltl rllt~
i~'Ll""Hld, F.CI it i!!:i p[-~r··ll":,\rp::1 unliJq:;;~:ly that fntll"'C:~ lTlo'-.,(-?d 1::)1111'111:.1, 't:h~ :lr·~,l 'Iltl ..
Fur+:I',r:~l"0m(Jro,c~ l.:I'lt~ f"r:~cluct:.iCJrl in poptl.l,::\t:icln ql"'cwlt.h l"'l,J.SI llcct.otr.. t·{~d ;\1 ;.1
s~vc'r"Hl nt.t\cr cnlnnir.!3 in Scnt.:lafld since ab9ut. 1CJB:3_ Ilr,:wtnlit:.y r "I f·····;
of Cllic:I::c:.; 11t":':\'.'0 i.'lCI'''C~i:.\';:3C:~C:.1 '!',i.qn:t-ficDntly fl"urn l/.rBO~-B::::j. ('In Inn!;t: chic! llll
no\:. 1'"°r.:~t·ul'''rl ton l.llr:~ r.::Cl.t.unJc~'::~i proi.CJr· 1.'.Ll t:.1'lc~i,r'· ·:fnur"t.h )/1'::' i,\ I'" t.t'lia LJI,1 1l,1
r.c~,;lJl t:. in ·ft?~'JC.~I'· pCJtr.-:~nt.:i..::\l bl'"°cc~c1r:~I··5 pC'~51'.: 1(7[1..), hr.~I'IC:f·~ .l.(~,~di.n~l tfl I It'"
c:c's~S.::,t.iClrl D-f f,JI'''CltoJl.h in l.hr.:~ c:olony ..
•'~2\I"T':i.!~ ~"fHi L'J .."nle~;5 stuc1,,.,inq (3uillc~mnt:5 on t.he I~:de n-f 11,11 i.n the I il III
of ":·or·t:,tl t,\lSCl nt:)tr.:~d th;;:\l. r,lr·r:'~·Jth :I,r\ numbcr·~. c:cC\Sit~d 1:,lro nullrl 19(1:3. ('lllllll·.
~UI''''.'i.'/I:'\.l l'"°"ltc~C.:; tllC~I'~(:'~ ',-181"('!! e:-lHc:c:~pt:LCJt'lD,ll)/ l·li.qh \-'Jhc!'" (!l,::\r:,j fc'u \.;olcJl.tr~ 10·itl'll'·.1
chicl::,:,-; r·cd:.UI'''rH.:~d t.tl t.ht::~ ~.l£'~land, l'Jl1:!.ch .I.f.,:~d t:.hr.~m 't:r.:! '!:it.\(.IlIC~f::,d:. tha.t, \1)I,Ii'1
chicl:: ,0·ccr"u1.l.mcnt r·al.o.s pl"·(]b~\b.l...,. t:\cc:tlunt(:~d fOI'" th(-~ li-.lf::l': n'f gl~Ofjwtll .. fll'I'
t·c:'~;t.t"I. I:.s ~luPfJc)r-t. t.ht 5 thCClI··y ...
('I ~::;C~I'··i.C\(; o-f major' UI'·C'C!::s, mostly elf youncI bir-'c!s, ha\'c~ fll.:::r;Ur"r-Cld 1;1111 ('
l Cj'UU, mtd,nly in the !'·lc:w't.h nt:·~{:\~ 'llH::ls(~~ wF"'er.;ks h.-',,),> U'::il..ti:\J.ly II' O'ltl!.\r.:;~:;uc:i..-:.\l,(~d ItJit.l'l °fund r:ltlDl,·'t;.t\Llr~ (U.F'.lvlut.l1.JC' pr:~l l"\,.f::ClI1lf11. )'1' Illf'
t:nnc('~ntr,,1:1.t:Ilt of yCJl.Jnq Cann;::\ h.i.I'''c::I::1 in t.he 1".lof"t:h '.::il:~;:l {'f]l1Ib.l.ncd ~Ji III ,.1
l1li.\jOI~ dr-clinQ in Spr"a-t:. iJ.httndi1.nr.:c lUi)',' b(::! resultin~1 .11\ I.'Jintet'" '111111
~llClI.t,J.qC'!:I i.\nd 'l:hr~r't'~'ft:ll'-C~ inct'-p;lr;;cc! morot.alit:y. Ivlc.lrtalit:.." 1'""t;\t.r.,~~ t)'f ul~""I'·
bi.r'c1f:j I·),,]vr.~ nDL dt:~r.::r·c:;:l-:.::,[;:od, pr'c!::il..ll1l,::,b.l.'t' bccc';;\t..lr::;c:~ tl'lCY \-oJil'tt:,C'!"· t:,ut:owit:lt Iltf"
Nor'I.,t't SCi ....', pnr,;r,:;i.bly in ar"E!a!:5 ~'Jher"l~ fi~:;h ~;·t:Or.:I::5 ","I'''C~ hC?i:11t:tli.r·, t:'\l
bCC;::IUS'IC' tl'l[~Y ar"(~ fllCll'"'f? ('~+'ficir~nt -fct:;~dcr·~;.
HERRING GULL
''-lnl7,t:. birc.:I!:; C\r·c r·[!pr.wl.c!d ii,)!::. dead ~'Ji. thi.n thcdr-o ·first. )-,CDol'" 1'"1": 1 i'l I"' ..
tl",c' '11U6 b.il'°·c:I~5 l'"inqr:.')d br.:!l:c.',r.'~f~n 1(:?69 clncl 19B3 6:l (t":o:;:'~) tilc~rt'!! rt~t":('I.1 I
ill ttlPit- °firost '.,'CtH·, 1~; (f).:;;:'~) i.n !::;cctlnd, 13 (O.:~:;:·~) I,rl t:hirll~
(O.:.~;;') i.n f<:JI.ll'''~.h and :1.7 (0.'\) tn f'i.ft.h YI~ar·. f~t!cn'",,"'Y r·."b~g of IIi,
rWI::,pol.--t.pcl l::\f::-. dl:},;:'r..I ~;:i.f\Cr.:~ r·j"lqi.I·It:! br::!Clt.\r\ in 1,969 ar"e ~!\t'lClt'Jll ttl t:.,':\hle 1.8lc~'nu ...-n:'.::' r.:()I1Cll,··t~:i 11"1'/E') tf:?l'ldt)d t.n h(:~o/c~ l'a (It:ll;J(:~r fi.r%t: )/[~f.u·· rr.-~c'~c]vdt'"·..,.. I .,Ir~
t.tlnn thr:~ 1~)69,0"'79 c(]llor"t:.~::\ ·c.\nd a Id.clhc~rw r,(,.lCOVf~r·',' t'''atc~ of ~,~"-5 yeE:\r 1.l1.I':;~
'I'hr~ di.·ffC::'I'·(::nt:c~f5, IIC:H'Jr::'l'/c~r', "u~t"°e nnL Giqnl-fi.t::an1: N
Tabl" I. Recovery rat.s of d"ad Herting Gulls ringed on Canna.
1m 1971 1973 ml 1m 1916 1917 1978 19/9
no.ringed m 118 131 160 510 45~ 409 379 121
no.r"over,d 1st year 10 1 0 7 6 7 5 4 0
t re,overed 1st year 2.0 1.7 4.4 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.1
no.r"ov,red by 5th y,ar 16 2 3 7 to 8 12 6 I
t re,overed by 5th year 3.3 1.7 2.3 4. \ 2.0 1.8 2.9 1.6 0.8
1980 1981 1982 1983 198\ 1985 1986 1987
no.ringed m 519 1M 450 469 446, 355 482
no.re,overed 1st year 3 4 7 6 5 6 0 7
(recovered 1st y,ar 0.6 O.B 1.5 1.3 I.t 1.4 1.5
no.re,overed by 5th y,at II 15 12 17
t re,overed by 5th year 1.2 2.9 2.6 3.B
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THO of tlH:~ bir-ds dc:!te:l.ilf-?d in this repnrt: Ncr"a r·t'~covered unLtrilu,:d.J.y frir'
sauth in FI~"U"Ic:e and !'lor"oeeD. l"hilst l.hi1S could rcpresE'nt an C'lql ..·\t\1Mi~fl
in rArHl(~ J.t: could .3.150 be tha.t tile bir'ds were infac:t:. t(~~lSr.!r·
reI ac:I(-bc:,ckcd (,Jul1 s.
BREAT BLACK-BACKED BULL
('11 pre-viol's recoverics of this spec:i~s from Canna have bcp.o in "Jest:.
co....st w"lters .and mainly in the? Irish SC~e~. The!'! bird recovered at· Ilanf·f
is there-fore our first from the North Se,'!.
RAZORBILL
The fow-- 5UIlHIlcr rocoval-'i~5 D'f yOLlng bil'-ds and imma.tLlre~ in wr.~~'~L r::C.,I';:U;t
waters o'F'f lrBl~nd tlacl( up the f~w pravlaus StJmrllor roc:ov~rlr'~. -ltlC
adult bird s;ighl:.:ad at UnJat Balten is ~IUI~ fir"st: 1"'tJcorded irlc:i.c:I,.~t,I'. l:)'f ~:,
Canna brood IJird presumably breeding at arlol11cr ccl?"y_
SEABIRD FEEDING STUDIES
Fish Ec'1mplC's ",cn:", collected from t.h'-QC species in both ye,,\t"~:;" 11J(2$t.~
consi stcrJ o-F rcqurgi_ tati ons -from both udull:. and young Shag5 mId yf.1llUq
Kittl ...n\b~s_ SII'J.Q pellets ~'Joro also collected in 1988_ Uutl 'r~rnoL
sc":\mpl es l'lor-e obtai fH:!d from adul ts '~h.i ch dropped '''hole of i fih ." .. ; the)'
I,-'Jm-e c8uqht +Clt~ r"inqinq_
GUILLEMOT
22 fish wpr'(:, collected in 1987 and ~15 in 1~'j'8F.J_ l>etails are 11j-'oT'rl ib
table 1.
Fiqure 1. Fi Sll samples from Canna Bui 1 1 (':'ITlCI t 5', 1l7B2 - 1988.
Fiqurp-s in p,:i\n:mtheeis ro"fer' to samp!£? 5i:::C5 of 'fi!!!\h weighed «l.) ""nd
measured (mm). •
r3acloids included 2 whitinq in ~987 t')nd " lljhitin9, 4 Norl'J"'-Y r"'Clut" 1
Pollaclc or" Saith~ irl 1988_
T..b 1 e 1 GIJ I L.L.Ef1CJT F I Sil SI\I'1F'LES
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I
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Salldeel
Spratt
Herring
Gadoids
n %
~ 18:,
16 73%
2 9%
1987
mc?an
1 tmgth
1 '16 (~)
106 (16)
",eight
7.9 (~)
10.3 (16)
19B8
mean
"
% I "ngth
~H .lJO~~ 150 ( 18)
18 287- 112 (16 )
1
15 23X 88 (15)
,,,oiql,l
ILl, (18)
11.0 lIb)
!::i.1 (15)
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Between 1981 and 1986 185 fish were collected from Guillemots of whil:1t
87 (47%) were Sandeels, 65 (35%) Spratts and 31 (1'7X) Gadoids. Th"
1988 samples did not vary significantly from this pattern, but the
198'7 sample had significant1y mm'e sp,-atts than· e><pected (,,2~
11.4,p<0.01l. Figure 1 sho'.s how tlte fish collected' have varied
between 1982 and 1988.
The mean size of fish caught 1981-88 ,.ere' Sandeel 147.3mm (n=5'1,
e"cluding the 1986 sample .,hich wore unusually small) and Spratt
109.8mm (n"'95). As table.l sho.ls th., Sand eels caught. in 1987 and 1988
did not differ much from the mean, but the Spratts caught in 1987 wern
much smaller than usual. '
Since 1981 ,.e have been weighing and measuring a sample of chicl,. ""ch
year (bar 1982). 8irds .,ith wing-lengths over 60mm show no significant
change 'in weight with increasing wing-1E!ngth. There weights can
.therefor.. be be taken as an Indirect m",,,sure of fledging weight. Table
2 shows that this has varied between 257g and 280g on Canna.
There was no relationship on Canna between annual mean weight of
chicks and type or size of fish caught.
KITTIWAKE
In 1987 regurgitations from seven chicks were el·,amined. These ,.ere
composed of 1 load o·f Sandeels and 6 loads of assorted gadoids (moSlt1y
Trisopterus sp. Norway Pout, Bib and Poor Cod). ·In 1988 five
regurgitations were also composed o·f Trisopterus sp.
SHAG
All fish collected in 1987 and 1988 were sandeels. Since 1981 we have
collected 21 'loads' of fish (ie regurgitations). 19 of these ('0%)
werE! entirely composed of sandeels, one of gadoids and one contai,md
two gadoids and one Spratt.
The sandeels have' varied in size from 'I0-17'Jmm. Most (91X) have boon
classified as medium in siZE! (c. 120""n) • The mean of the 14 meallured
was 117.6I11m. The rlumber of sande"ls in oach load has varied from 2-30
(mean 8.·7,n-14).
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1988
257
42
1987
271
65
1986
280
10
1985
27~S
2(1I:;!
272
19841983
28')
17
1981
261
9
Table 2. Weights of chicks (g.) with wing-length >60mm.
mean
n
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Appendix 14
OrnitholQgical Fieldwork on Hermaness NNR Shetland
conducted by the Cambridge Group. June/July 1988
A.R. MARTIN
Sea Mammal Research Unit
c/o British Antarctic Survey
High Cross, Madingley Road
Cambridge CB3 OEI
Telephone (0223) 311354
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INTRODUCTION
A visit to Hermaness NNR, Unst, Shetland, was made by three ornithologists
during the period 21 June - 3 July 1988. The visit was the twelth of a series
which started with a group from the University of East Ang1ia in 1973.
Reference to earlier reports (Albon et al., 1976; Martin, 1976, 1978, 1981,
1982, 1984, 1988) should be made for information on previous expeditions and
their work.
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The major tasks for the 1988 group were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6_
Monitoring of puffin burrows in the permanent transects at Sothers.
Collection and identification of food samples from puffins, gannets and
any other seabird species where opportunity permitted.
Ringing of seabirds of selected species.
Observation of colour-ringed adult gannets and shags.
Assessment of shag breeding success in 4 study beaches.
Estimation of the total number of breeding pairs of puffins on the
Reserve.
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RESULTS
1. Puffin Breeding Pairs within the Permanent Transects at Sothers
The Sothers transects, covering 369m' of grassy slope, were examined on 22
June.
Year Total burrows Total No. % Density of % Change
in transects occupied Occupancy occupied in no.
(369m' ) burrows burrows occupied
(nests/m' ) burrows
since '73
1973 197 172 87 0.47 0
1974 195 186 95 0.50 +8
1978 237 177 75 0.48 +3
1980 230 203 88 0.55 +17
1981 258 208 81 0.56 +20
1983 180 0.49 +4
1984 220 178 81 0.48 +3
1986 216 159 74 0.43 -8
1987 263 188 71 0.51 +9
1988 260 203 78 0.55 +17
Table 1. Details of the 1988 burrow count compared with those of earlier years
Ironically, in view of the difficulties currently facing puffins in Shetland,
the number of occupied burrows was apparently higher in 1988 than in any year
since 1981. This is thought to reflect good numbers of breeding attempts of
which, according to our evidence, many or all were subject to failure early in
chick-rearing. A weakness of the counting method is that, while unused burrows
can be determined as such, it is rarely possible to discriminate between those
currently in use and those which had recently failed. If puffins were having
difficulty finding sufficient quantities of food to rear their chicks (see
Appendix '6'), failure would probably occur in the first week or two after
hatChing. Judging by the size of chicks being ejected from burrows this is the
stage reached when our co~t was being made, so a rapid change in numbers of
surviving chicks may have been occurring, undetected, immediately before the
count was made.
3
2.
)1.
l2.
) 3.
l4.
Diet of Various Seabird Species
Gannets.
Puffins.
Details of diet sampling for these species in 1988 are contained in the
paper attached as Appendix 1.
Guillemots.
RazorbiUs.
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No detailed assessment was made for either species, but both were bringing
sandeels and gadoids back to the colony. Guillemots captured
approximately 4 large sandeels for every 1 pout Trisopterus esmarkii,
while razorbills took medium-large sandeels and an unidentified gadoid in
the ratio of about 7:1.
5. Shags.
As in 1987, the evidence indicated an exclusive diet of sandeels for this
species. Approximately 50 regurgitates from 4 beaches were carefully
examined in 1988.
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3. Ringing
Ringing totals were as follows (Table 2):
5
The only notable aspect of the '88 figures was the low number of pullus shags
ringed; this was partly because relatively few eggs had hatched before our
departure and partly because fewer nests than normal were active in our study
beaches. The reason for the lateness of hatching in this species is not known,
but it could be brought about if there was a poor food supply prior to
egglaying. For a discussion of nest density see section 5.
Gannet 22 262 2 2 286
Shag 5 89 0 1 94
Greater BB Gull 0 1 0 0 1
Great Skua 1 27 0 1 28
Herring Gull 0 2 0 0 2
Guillemot 3 17 0 0 20
Razorbill 25 159 0 3 184
Fulmar 20 0 1 10 21
Puffin 81 1 0 8 82
Arctic Skua 1 0 0 0 1
Kittiwake 0 0 0 1 0
Snipe 0 1 0 0 1
TOTALS: 158 559 3 26 720
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Adult Pullus Re-ring Retrap &
Control
Total
4. Colour-Ringing Study
No further colour-rings were put on either of the previous target species
(shags and gannets) in 1988. The totals reached in '86 and '87 combined, of
144 shags and 100 gannets, was considered sufficient at least to determine if
the method could be used to calculate adult survival rates. Observations in
'87 and '88 lead to these conclusions:-
a. Shags.
Colour rings were effective and robust; no bird was seen to have lost more than
one of its three rings and most had all three intact. Differentiating brown
from red or orange was sometimes a problem in poor light and this had to be
taken into account both in checking field records and when ascribing sightings
to particular birds. All other colours used (white, yellow, green) were fine
in this respect.
The assumption that adults ringed at a particular nest return to breed at the
same nest or same immediate area in subsequent years appears to be correct for
most birds, but not all. In 1988 one bird moved l5km to a new site in s.w.
Unst and another 700m to another colony on Hermaness. No other movement of
>150m was noted in either 1987 or 1988, despite careful searches of most of the
other colonies on the Reserve.
The turnover of adults in all 4 worked beaches was apparently high, as judged
by the rapidly diminishing proportion of loafing adults seen with colour-rings
in successive years. An initial calculation of adult survival, corrected for
birds missed in '87 but known to be alive in '88, is s=0.56. This is based on
a total of 121 birds 'at risk' of being seen in 2 consecutive years after
ringing and 23 'at risk' of being seen 1 year after ringing.
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7Equal care was taken when attaching rings to this species, but their strong
beaks are probably able to wrench them off more easily than is the case for
shags. Observations will continue in the hope that something may be learned
from having a number of known individuals in a colony, but there seems little
prospect of being able to derive reliable survival data from this study.
In contrast to the work on shags, colour· ringing of gannets has not proved to
be a success, for 2 main reasons. Firstly, the loss rate of rings is
relatively high,such that about half the birds have lost at least one ring
within a year. Secondly, the behaviour of gannets is such that an observer
is unlikely to see all 3 rings on a bird before it flies from the nest, and
there are no loafing areas on which they stand when 'off duty'.
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b. Gannets
5. Shag Nesting Success
Careful counts of shag nests were made during several visits to the Reserve
from 1974 onwards. Table 3 presents the 198~ counts in comparison with those
of earlier years.
% of
Humla Clingra Urda Clett 1974
figures
1974 23 73 44 59 199 100
1984 15 66 34 NE 126
(3 beaches)
1986 7 56 38 50 151 76
1987 5 31 24 33 93 47
1988 2 23 13 35 73 37
Table 3. Counts of shag nests occupied in late June in 4 boulder beaches on
Henmaness.
The trend is clear, and there is little sign of a slowing of the rate of
change, with the 1988 total only 48% of that in 1986. These figures refer to
nests occupied at the time of the count and don't include those abandoned
earlier in the season, but all counts were carried out at about the same time
of year, so should be comparable.
In order to avoid double-counting, nest cavities were marked with paint. This
permitted the comparison of cavity occupancy across years and it soon became
clear that although some sites were in continual use during the 1970s and early
1980s a high turnover rate increasingly occurred in the later years of the
study. Only 42 out of 143 (29%) nest sites marked in 1986 were still occupied
in 1988.
The evidence from this aspect of our work on shags, when considered with the
data from the colour-ringing study, indicates a recent problem for this species
on Hermaness. The number of young shags fledging from the Reserve is
currently very low, due to a high level of nest failure and probably fewer
nesting attempts. The adult survival rate appears to be low, and if our
estimate is biased by birds moving sites between years, then they are moving
considerable distances.
Continuance of the colour-ringing work, and obsen'ations of study beaches,
should show if the situation changes and if a proportion of the missing birds
return after perhaps a nesting failure early in the season or even skipping
breeding for one or more years.
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6. Counts of Puffins
As in 1987, attempts were made to estimate the number of breeding pairs of
puffins on the Reserve, using ratios of loafing birds : known nests in a sample
area to allow extrapolation from counts of loafers elsewhere in the colony.
Counts were made on several days when loafing birds were relatively numerous
around the Reserve, but abnormal puffin behaviour indicated that all was not
well with the colony. The evidence of food sampling and the increasing numbers
of dead puffin chicks found in burrows suggested that nests were failing
rapidly and that the counting technique would probably be rendered invalid in
such circumstances. With the benefit of hindsight, the 1987 estimate of around
25,000 breeding pairs on the Reserve as a whole can be assumed to an
underestimate, given that we now know that many nests had already failed at the
time of the count.
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1. Birds
GENERAL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS
I
I
I
1988 was the year in which evidence of a crisis for many of Shetland's seabirds
became overwhelming and irrefutable, and gained widespread publicity. Of the
species monitored regularly by our group on Hermaness, the puffin has probably
suffered to the greatest extent (see Appendix 1) and may have produced very few
fledglings in recent years, but the species' high annual rate of adult survival
has apparently so far prevented any drop in the number of breeding pairs on the
Reserve. Breeding failures can be expected to start having an effect on
recruitment 4 years later, as has been seen in Norway recently and, on our
evidence, we expect that effect to commence in either 1989 or 1990 on
Hermaness.
In Shetland as a whole shags have apparently withstood the reduction in
sandeel stocks rather better than some of the smaller species. In 1987 we
attributed the noticeable drop in nests in our study beaches on Hermaness to
raven predation. This report presents evidence that the shag colonies on
Hermaness have in fact been in decline for many years and are currently at
little more than a third of their level at the start of our series of visits ~n
1974. There is some indication that a lor adult survival rate may be
implicated in this situation, but it may also be the case that shags have
either moved elsewhere, that their breeding attempts are failing early, or that
they don't even attempt to breed. Whichever possibility is correct, there does
seem to be a problem which results in few young shags being reared. Since this
species is solely reliant on sandeel in the breeding season the proven
diminution of this food source must be suspected as a possible root cause of
the loss of reproductive output.
2. Reserve Management.
In many of our reports we have raised the topic of management, in particular
the almost total lack of guidance to visitors. Every year we encounter people
indirectly causing the loss of eggs and young of uncommon and sensitive species
by unknowingly blundering into their territories and allowing bonxies to take
advantage of the disturbance. We believe this to be one of the main factors
behind the drastic decline in Arctic skuas and eiders on the reserv~, and it
has certainly reduced red throated diver breeding success.
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For the benefit of both the visitors, who often don't find the finest areas of
the Reserve, and the birds, we again strongly urge the NCC to take the
necessary steps to improve this situation. Such steps would be neither costly
nor intrusive and the logistical requirements could easily be accomplished by
the Warden who is already employed but under·used. One final plea is for the
hut to receive some maintenance, again a task easily accomplished by the Warden
and requiring little outlay. Apart from the undoubted value to visitors, the
provision of hut accommodation by the NCC has facilitated the continuance of
the seabird monitoring carried out by ourselves since 1973 and which has
provided some of the most valuable information on the current seabird/sandeel
crisis. We acknowledge with gratitude the great help provided over the years
by the NCC and kindly request that our ageing bodies continue to be protected
from the worst rigours of a Shetland summer.
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BUDGET I
EXPENDITURE £ I
Ferries, Aberdeen-Lerwick 312.80 Iand return + inter-island
I
Fuel, oil, insurance, etc. 173.00
I
Rings and equipment 175.00 I
Food 165.00. I
I
Total Expenditure: 825,80
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